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ABSTRAct
Teaching the ~eart and Soul" of Otizensbip:
Service-Leaming as Otizenship Education
By
Bernadette Sun Chi
Doctor of Philosophy in Education

University of California, Berkeley
Professor David Stem, Chair

Troubling trends in political disengagement among young people include
decreasing knowledge of and interest in political issues as well as lower rates of
voting compared to previous generations. To potentially address this CO~
service-learning has often been promoted in public schools as a means of
educating active citizens, among other outcomes.
Despite the expansion of service-learning programs, the relationship
between service-learning and citizenship outcomes deserves further study. This
dissertation examines the foRowing questions: Do teachers consider
-citizenship" an explicit goal for service-leaming experiences in K-12 schools?
How do teachers and students define what it means to be a good citizen"?
II

What models of citizenship are taught in schools, and through service-learning in

particular? Does service-leaming make a difference in students' attitudes and
understanding of citizenship?

1

•
I analyzed service-leaming and non-service-leaming (comparison) student

pre-post surveys (n-7M), student interviews (n-10'7) and teacher interviews
(n-28) &om schools throughout Califomia. I drew on political theories and

extended a framework of citizenship models to illuminate the ways in which
service-leaming may foster good citizenship.
Four central conclusions eDleI'ged from the data. First, the language of
citizenship was missing from most classrooms, indicating that teachers were not
framing service-leaming as a strategy for teaching citizenship explicitly. Second,
multiple models of citizenship existed. in schools, including citizenship as legal
status and as good behavior, which form a context for service-leaming. Third,
service-learning projects promoted active models of citizenship that fostered the

"'heart and soul" aspects of citizenship, including caring for and taking action to
benefit other individuals or the community. Fourth, if citizenship is broadly
defined as membership in a political community, most service--leaming
experiences did not connect direct service projects to broader civic and political

•

processes, thus limiting many students' exposure to participation in a political
community. Fmally, I suggest implications for research, practice and policy to

increase the impact of service-leaming on students' understanding of what it

means to be a good citizen.

2
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CbapterOne

INTRODUcnON
Today, education is perhaps the most important function of state
and local governments... It is required in the performance of our
most basic public responsibilities... It is the very foundation of
good citizenship. (Chief Justice Earl W~ Broum u. Board of
EdIIaIIUm, 1954).

Reviews of evidence of youth civic and political engagement have been
primarily viewed as troubling (Battistoni, 2002; Galston, 2OO1b; Gibson, 2001;

Sax, 20(0). For example, youth interest in discussing political issues has declined
to their lowest levels since historic highs in the 1960's (Sax, 20(0). Voting rates

among young adults have declined since 1972 (the first election when 18 year
olds were given the right to vote in a Presidential election) when 50% of 18 to 24
year olds voted compued to just 28% voting in 2000 election (Gibson, 20(1).

Overall, the 18-24 year old cohort has shown the steepest decline in voting of any
age group (Gibson, 2001; Sax, 20(0). The focus of much of the attention to
address concerns of youth civic disengagement rests on public education as the
primary state institution responsible for preparing citizens for democratic
participation.

TIre Role af Public Education in Developing Qtizens
Otizenship education has been within the traditional purview of public
schools, and much has been written about its theoretical and curriculum
1

implications (e.g. Conover and Searing, 2(0); Dewey, 1916; Goodlad, 1997;
Gu~ 1987; Rei~

2(02). As indicated by the opening quote, the

responsibility to provide public education has rested with the states. A recent
review of state constitutions and statutes reaffirmed that that one of the primary
goals of states' education efforts is ""to promote good citizenship, democracy, and
the preservation of rights and liberties" (Tolo, 1999, p. 13).
Within this context of citizenship education, service-learning - the
integration of community service activities into the academic curriculum - has
been widely promoted as a means of developing II active citizens" (Kielsmeier,

2000; Smith, 1994). Eyler and Giles (1999) make the connection more explicitly:
"participation in service-learning leads to the values, knowledge, skills, efficacy,
and commitment that underlie effective citizenship" (p. 164). Similarly, the
National Service-learning Cooperative (1998) explicitly connects service-learning
and citizenship in the introduction to its document, Essential Elements ofServiceLeaming:

The special vision of service-learning is that children and youth are
a resource now, that young people are not just preparing to be
productive citizens but are capable of productive citizenship DOW.
They can simultaneously utilize their talents and energy to
contribute today and develop skills and attitudes that will foster a
more committed and participatory citizenry tomorrow. Active
citizenship is not a mere textbook abstraction, but it is a way of
being, a practice, a commitment, even a habit, that can be, ought
and must be entered into and made a part of one's life as early as
possible. (p. 3).

2

Commentators and mseudters outside of the service-leaming field also
cite it as a strategy worthy of attention. For example, Putnam (2000) specifically
mentions service--learning activities as means to "st:rengthen the civic muscles of
participants- and to foster soda! capital (p. 4(5). Reich (2002) suggests service

leaming as a promising strategy to support multicultural, liberal civic education.
Etzioni (2001) suggests that voluntarism is important for "community building,
civic spirit and democratic government" and is "best conducted as service

leaming" where individuals "'benefit educationally and sodally &om their
service experience'" (p. 10). Barber (1992) has consistently recommended
community service and service-leaming activities as critical experiences to teach
students about the duties of citizenship.

Service-leaming is big, it's growing, and it's taking root in
schools...at every grade level and in every type of school And best
of all, service-learning is here to stay, because educators
undentand its power to create the next generation of active-duty
citizens that our country needs. (Harris Wofford, June 20, 2000).
Service-leaming enjoys the attention of many policy makers and
practitioners, in part, because it promises to foster many types of personal,
institutional and social outcomes such as improved self-esteem and self-efficacy
among students, more relevant and engaging educational experiences and
sb.'onger communities (Alt and Medrich, 1994; Billig, 2000; Conrad and Hedin,
1991; Furco, 1994, 2002; Kraft and Krug, 1994; Luce, 1998; Rc::Mltr 1997). In the
3
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midst of these diverse outcomes, however, • (f)ostering active citizenship among
young people is by far the most commonly mentioned rationale for service
leamin~

(KieIsmeier, 2000, p. 653).

The growth of service-learning programs and requirements in schools and

districts provides additional impetus to examine whether service-learning
delivers on its promises to promote citizenship development For example, in
1984, 9% of all US high schools offered service-leaming while 27% of high
schools offered some type of community service program. Only five years later,

almost one-third of all schools offered service-learning while 83% of all high
schools offered community service programs (Skinner and Chapman, 1999).
Key educational groups have also begun promoting service-learning as an
educational strategy worthy of attention. For example, the Education
Commission of the States (ECS) published several newsletters and a national

report encouraging service-Ieaming to promote every student a citizen" (ECS,
II

20(0). The National Council of the Social Studies (Ness) issued a recent

statement rearticulating the mission of social studies to prepare students to be
active citizens and supporting service-learning as a strategy to promote
citizenship (Ness, 20(1).

Significance ofThis study
Even as the practice of service-learning has expanded, significant issues
and theoretical and empirical questions remain when considering service
4

Ieaming as a means of citizenship education that deserve further research: How
is citizenship being taught in schools? What models of 1/1 citizenship'" are students
teaming through service-leaming? How does examination of such issues
provide insights into theoretical, policy, and pedagogical debates about what and
how citizenship should be taught in schools? Addressing these questions would
help teachers and administrators better understand the potential power and

t

limits of service-Ieaming rather than assuming a direct relationship between
youth participation in direct service activities and adult participation as an active
citizen involved in civic:, political and J\Ol\o.politic:al activities.
Given the rhetoric: about the power of servic:e-leaming to foster
citizenship, I wanted to study servic:e-leaming as a strategy for citizenship
education to see if III citizenship" was taught through service-learning experiences

and. to examine how it was defined as a goal and outcome. My hypothesis was
that the relationship between service and citizenship was much more
complicated. than was reported in the researc:h and practitioner literature. Such a
study would address key issues and contribute to the citizenship education and
service-learning fields in the areas of researc:h, policy and practic:e.

One important issue is that, theoretically and in practice, conceptions of
citizenship and III good citizenship" remain contested. (Seiner, 1995; Kahne and
Westheimer, 2000; Sc:hudson, 1998; Tumer, 1993; Van Gunsteren, 1994;
Westheimer and Kahne, 20(2). In short, citizenship means many things to many

people - from a set of rights reserved for members of a particular nation state
5

t

(and a means of denying others &om certain privileges), to a set of practices
implemented to shape politics and policies, to good behavior and civility in how
we treat one another.
A second issue is that despite the diverse meanings of citizenship, few
recent empirical studies have explored how • citizenship" is defined by teachers
in schools and how it is taught within classrooms (Conover and. Searing, 2000;

Ferguson. 1991; Fickel, 2001; Kahne and Westheimer, 2000; Westheimer and

Kahne, 20(2). In particular, studies of service-leaming have not extensively

examined students' and teachers' understanding of citizenship which would
assist in conceptnaJizjng civic goals and outcomes of service-learning as a

strategy for citizenship education (Kahne, Westheimer and Rogers, 2000; Perry
and Katula,2OO1).
1be proposed study add!esses these issues, thus contributing to greater

understanding of the relationship between service-learning experiences and
citizenship outcomes. Implications for policy makers include clarification of
citizenship outcomes of service-leaming in the midst of many other outcomes
promoted by service-learning advocates. Implications for practitioners include
exa.mining the practice of service-learning as a strategy for citizenship education,
including teachers' goals and understanding of citizenship and how different
models of citizenship could be fostered.

6
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The Setting: CIIJifomUIIIS II Useful Stille to study
Given its demographic profile and political climate, California is a
particularly interesting state to examine in the context of citizenship education
and service-leaming. In 1994, the passage of state Proposition 187 limited access

to education and. public health resources to Illegal immigrants" which
automatically cast attention on the legal status of individuals or families as
citizens or non-citizens. In particular, public school teachers were expected to

report students or their families to the Immigration and Naturalization Service if
they were identified as illegal immigrants. As a result- attention to the definition
of citizenship as legal status was heightened.. Thus California public schools

offer an interesting opportunity to explore other meanings of citizenship,
especially models of active citizenship promoted by service-leaming that are
very different &om the technical definition of citizenship as status.

California provides rich opportunities to identify and share lessons
regarding the policy and practic:e of service-leaming for other reasons. The

number of school districts implementing community service and service-learning
requirements has grown in the last five years, indicating a growing intelest in
community-service.based experiences for students as well as a growing need. for

better information about how and why service-Ieaming works for students of all
ages. For example, the number of school districts with service-Ieaming policies
"such that all students will participate in service-leaming" has grown 241 % since

the data was first collected, from 39 districts in 1997 to 94 districts in 2001 (M.
7

Brugh., personal communication., October 2000; CaIifomja Basic Educational Data
S~

20(2). Similarly, the number of school districts with policies such that
61

all students will participate in community service'" has grown to 169 districts
(out of 1043 districts, or 16%) as reported in 2001 (California Basic Educational
Data System, 20(2).

In addition to inteJest at the local level, interest at the state level has also
grown. The State Superintendent of Public Instruction released a report in 1999
from a state seJVice..leaming task force outlining recommendations for
implementation of service-learning in California (California Department of
Education., 1999). The state was also one of five states chosen to participate in the

uLeaming in Deed" initiative by the W.K. Kellogg Foundation to identify and to
develop policies that support service-learning. Given this rich environment of

policy and practices that promotes service-learning, a study of citizenship
education in a diverse collection of California public schools would provide

useful insights to service-leaming practitionelS and policymakers interested in
citizenship education.

Stnu:ture of the Dissertation
This study draws on a subset of qualitative and quantitative data &om
students and teachers collected &om 1997-2000 by the Service-Learning Research
and Development Center at the University of CaIifomja, Berkeley for the
California Department of Education CaJServe Office during a t:hree-year state
8
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evaluation study of K·12 service-leaming partnenhips. This study explores the
state of citizenship education in public schools by examining service-1eanUng as
an instrudional strategy intended to teach active citizenship.
In Chapter Two, I review citizenship theories and research from
citizenship education and service-learning literatures. I present a conceptual
framework that delineates various models of citizenship that may be taught in
public schools. I use this framework throughout this study to explore the

potential power and limits for service-leaming as a strategy for citizenship
education. In Chapter Three, I outline the research design, setting and methods
of the study.
In Chapter Four, given the many potential outcomes of service-learning, I
examine the language used by teachers to &arne service-learning experiences for

their students. I was curious to see whether service-leaming was perceived of

and used as a strategy for citizenship education. I found that while service
leaming was rhetorically touted as promoting citizenship'" development, the
II

language of citizenship and what it means to be a good citizen were
conspicuously missing from most service-leaming experiences in this study.
Instead, teachers used rhetoric to encourage students to act as "responsible"

people, "good community members" or "human beings" - important terms and
roles relevant to civic identity and social participatio~ but they did not connote

the political dimensions of citizenship.

9

Caapter Five describes the school context for service-leaming and
suggests potentially conflicting models of good citizenship taught in schools that
have not been explored in previous studies of servjce..1eaming as citizenship
education. Although interviews suggest that most students involved in service
1eaming articulated a clear desile for active citizenship to lllmake their schools or

neighborhood better", some students still defined good citizenship as good
behavior or as legal status - two models of citizenship traditionally taught in
public school. This was in spite of their participation in service-learning
experiences that promoted an active model of citizenship as participation in

service.
In a.apter Six, I examine students' and teachers' reasoning about the

importance of active citizenship. Service-leaming appeared to nurture attitudes
of active participation to help other individuals or a larger community. This
finding suggests the promise of service-leaming experiences as citizenship
education. I draw on political theory to illuminate Westheimer and Kahne's
framework of models of citizenship and to examine the different models of what
it means to be a 1# good citizen" that may be taught through service-leaming.

Data in this study clarifies their framework and suggests a new subcategory
within it, suggesting that teachers have a aitical role in framing and shaping
service-learning experiences and outcomes.
a.apter Seven presents a summary of findings and implications of this
study. In ~ service-Ieaming appeared. to teach students important Mheart and
10
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soul'" dimensions of citizenship that promoted an active model of good
citizenship that emphasized. caring for and helping other individuals and as well
as contributing to the welfare of their communities. This model was in contrast to
traditional models of citizenship taught in schools such as legal status or good
behavior. While students heard about the virtues of action" responsibility and
kindness to others, however, most teachers did not bridge the direct service

•

activities with strategies relevant to citizen participation such as voting,
advocacy and other activities in the political processes. In short if citizenship is
defined. as membership in a political community (Walzer, 1989), then it appeared
that most service-learning experiences were limited in fully preparing students
for their roles as citizens in a political community.

11

Chapter Two
LITERATURE REVIEW OF CITlZENSIDP THEORIES,
CITIZENSHIP EDUCATION AND SERVICE-LEARNING
To &ame this study of servic:e-leaming as citizenship education, this

chapter reviews three bodies of literature: (1) citizenship theofi:es to offer insight
into what models of citizenship may be taught in public schools and through
service-leaming; (2) citizenship education research to review existing models of
citizenship taught through schools, including the various strategies used by
teachers and schools to teach students about what it means to be a citizen; and (3)

the civic outcomes of service-leaming literature to clarify how citizenship
outcomes have been defined for this particular instructional strategy.

nIEORIFS OF aTlZENSHIP
An examination of theoretical frameworks of citizenship provides insight

into different concepts or models of citizenship that exist in practice (Van
Gunsteren. 1994; Kymlicka and Norman, 1995). Clarification of such models of
citizenship helps to illuminate what we expect students to know and be able to
do as citizens. This normative aspect of schooling is not often addressed, but it
should be because "the way we define citizenship is intimately linked to the kind
of society and political community we want" (Mouffe, Imp. 225). Because I

focus on citizenship education in the United States, the theoretical frameworks in
this study draw on democratic theories.

12
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This dissertation study focuses on the essential meaning of citizenship,

drawing &om Aristotle and elaborated by otheIs, most specifically Walzer (1989),
to define a citizen as Minost simply, a member of a political communily* (p. 211).

Because citizenship theories provide divergent expectations of members and

types of political community, those interested in citizenship education should
expect different models of citizenship to emerge in practice.
Different models of citizenship drawn from relevant political and social
theories are elaborated in this section. I first outline certain democratic theories

that suggest distinctively different roles for citizen- as well as different
II

expectations for membership and types of desirable political communities

articulated within each model. Taken together, these theoretical frameworks
suggest that assumptions in the practice of citizenship education must be
examined as expectations of what it means to be a good citizen will vary
depending upon the theory that is presumed or enacted.

Politiall11reories
Theoretical discussions of citizenship and democracy are rich and
complex and address many topics across disciplinary boundaries (e.g. Beiner,

1995; Janoski, 1998; Kymlicka, 1995; Mouffe, 1992; Sunstein, 1990; Turner, 1993).
For the purposes of this study, I focus in this chapter on briefly reviewing
theoretical frameworks that illustrate distinctive models of citizenship (Held,
13

1996; Dahl, 1998). I begin with a review of political theories that articulate
different versions of democracy with accordingly different expectations of its

citizens.
Although the direct democracy of Athens represents the widely accepted
founding model of democracy, the relevance of this model of citizenship to

present..c:tay America is limited because of the immense size of our nation, its

large and diverse population with competing interests and the lack of
opportunity or resources for individuals to serve as full-time, deliberative
citizens. Thus while inspirational as a founding model, its application is limited.
Relevant to contemporary disc:u.ssions of democracy and citizenship, a
distinctive model of citizenship that evolved from the direct democracy of
Athens and initiated in ancient Rome was civic republicanism. Overall, the civic
republican conception of citizenship favored patriotism, public spirit and

willingness to set the common good above one's interests (Held, 1996). The
ancient Roman city-republic, in particular, connected political participation and
liberty with civic glory and military power, thus defeating claims that stability of
society, law and security could only be achieved through monarch rule and
replacing the dutiful subject of previous monarchies who had derived their
authority to rule as God-given (Held, 1996).
The full expression of civic republicanism emerged in the Italian

Renaissance. Within such Italian city-republics as Venice, Florence and Siena,
citizens were male and propertied as in Greece. The role of citizens was to
14

participate in self-government, eJecting officials to serve on coundls that oversaw
executive and judidal matters. Elements of civic republicanism were articulated
by MadUaveUi and Rousseau, and. in American political though~ through the
writings of Dagger and Pettit. Elements of civic republicanism such as

participation and emphasis community welfare have been moderated, however,
by Hberalis. the prevailing democratic theory and model of citizenship in

•

present-day America (Axtmann, 1996; Bellab, Mad.sen, Sullivan, Swidler, and
Tipto~ 1985; Reich,

2002; Sandel, 1996; Smith. 1991).

Fundamental to liberalism are concepts of a private sphere separate from
the state with an emphasis on individual autonomy and on t:he values of
toleration and freedom of choice. Elaborated by Hobbes and Locke in the
seventeenth century and continued through the writings of Mill, Madison and
Nozi~ citizens in a

liberal democracy essentially have protection from the state

to pursue their interests within the private sphere. It is assumed that the state
operates to create an orderly society based on the protecting the interests of the
citizens. Oti.zens, however, are only expected to participate in the public sphere
to pro~t their individual rights and interests when they view their rights as
being infringed upon by the state (Ax~ 1996; Battistoni, 2002; Held, 1996).
A particular strand of liberal.ism, coDUlluaitarianism, has emerged that

stresses participation in politi.ca11ife as necessary not only to protect individual
interests but to create an informed, committed citizenry concerned with the
common good. Communitarian ideals of commitment to others in a community
15

have been used throughout history, &om the writings of the ancient Greeks, the
Bible, Catholic social thought and early sociologists such as Tonnies, Durkheim
and Parsons among others (Etizoni, 1998). NNew'" communitarians such as
~ GaIston, and Taylor are concerned Mwith the balance between social

forces and the person, between community and autonomy, between the common
good and liberty, between individual rights and social responsibilities" (Emoni,

1998, p. x).
American political thought has been marked by an effort to balance the

competing claims of liberal and civic republican theory (Uster, 1997; Smith, 1997;
Sandel, 1998), especially given the unJikelihood of individuals who are purely

liberal or civic republican in their beliefs. The emergence of the communitarian
perspective articulates a balance of emphasis on individual rights (liberalism)
and on responsibilities to community or society (communitarianism and civic

republicanism) broadly. It is important to note, however, that communitarian

theory is not dearly distinctive. For example, critiques of liberalism or
invocations of civic republicanism ideals may be viewed as communitarian, even

if those theorists do not place their arguments within this category (e.g. Sandel,

1998). The communitarian perspective, while not theoretically deep, is still
useful as a distinction between the boundaries of liberalism and republicanism.

These democratic theories offer different models of citizens as members of
political communities as both expectations of membership as well as desired
political communities vary. For example, civic republican theories of democracy
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emphasize the participation of aD its citizens in community affairs and promote
community welfare over self-interest Liberal theories stress a citizen's freedom
to pursue orwIs interests (without harm to others) in the private sphere with
individual choice driving participation in the public sphere to protect one's
interests. A communitarian model of citizenship proposes a balance of
individual rights and interests with concern for community welfare through
encouraged participation in civic and political affairs.

All of these politicaI theories, however, reflect an assumption about
citizenship that is inherent in most political theories: that citizens have, by
definition, status in a political community. The roles and expectations of non
citizens, however, are not clearly addressed. Critics of this conception of
#I

citizenship-as-status" focus primarily on the concept of #I citizenship-as

desirable activity" by encouraging greater participation by all individuals in the
community and in civil society (Kymlicka and Norman, 1995).

Other Soci.IIl Theories
While political scientists tend to view citizenship in terms of status of
membership - focusing on the criteria of membership and its accompanying
entitlements and responsibilities - sociologists have focused on the practices of
citizens and not on the political or legal status of individuals, thus defining
dtizeDlbip as practice. As Tumer argues, "citizenship may be defined as that

set of practices (juridical, political, economic and cultural) which define a person
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as a competent member of society, and which as a consequence shape the flow of

resoun:es to persons and scx:ial groups'" (Turner 1993, 2).
These practices represent the interaction of individual actions and the

practices of scxial institutions. For example, the practice of citizenship was
illustrated by the actions of immigrant communities against Proposition 187 in

Ca1ifomia as they lobbied for education and health services for all children,
regardless of political status. Thus, one need not be a legal citizen to act as a

citizen. Other writers such as Boyte and Kari (1996) also emphasize the public
II

work" of engaged individuals as the basis of defining citizenship and building a
common civic purpose.

Feminist Critiques of Citizenship
Aspects of citizenship have also been the subject of feminist aitiques

including the perception of universality and neutrality of citizenship in
mainstream political theory that treats individuals as abstract citizens regardless

of sex, race or class. This inattention to multiple differences also ignores the

unequal opportunities of individuals based on their social or economic
relationships to engage in their rights, roles and duties of citizenship. This is
espedaIly true for groups that have been silena!d or marginalized or oppressed
(Phillips, 1995; Okin, 1989; Young, 1989). Other feminist critiques focus on the
overemphasis on the egoistic, rationalistic individualism; the ignorance of
problems in the gender structure in families or workplaces; distinction between
18

reason and passion; the invocation of community that does not aclatowledge the
potential oppression of women ~ 1989i Okin, 1989; Sunstein- 1990i

Young, 1989).
While these discussions raise deeper questions about the meaning of
citizenship, particularly relevant to this study is the feminist aitique of political
theory that articu1ates an ethic of care. Drawing from Gilligan's challenge to

•

Kohlberg's theory of moral development, feminists such as Noddings (1984,
1995) articulate an ethic of care that may be distinct &om and supplement an
ethic of justice. While the justice orientation highlights issues of fairness, right
and obligation with autonomy, and abstract reasoning as desirable goals, the care
orientation is grounded in responsiveness to others that dictates providing care,
U

preventing harm and maintaining relationships" (Larrabee, 1993, p. 5; Flanagan
and Jackson, 1987). Since many of the rationales for service-leaming seem to

draw, even implicitly, on an ethic of care rather than an ethic of justice, this
dimension of citizenship is important to consider (Battistoni, 20(2).
Based on this review of citizenship theories, it is clear that different
models of citizenship taught through schools should be examined because the

diversity of theories should lead to expectations of many models of citizenship in
practice. The next section outlines the types of civic involvement that may be
considered as acts of citizens.
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Types DjCif1ic l1R1Ol'DDlU!ftt
Other political theories provide insight into roles and expectations for

citizens. Levels of participation expected of individuals in a democracy vary

greatly. For example, Pateman (19'70) suggests a model of participatory
citizenship that stresses the significance of participation in both the public and
private spheres (e.g. in the workplace and the family) because participation in
these spheres is an educational process that fosters skills, interest and efficacy in
political participation. Similarly, Barber's normative model of strong'"
II

demcx:racy also expects active participation of citizens while a 1# weak"
democracy requires very little participation (Barber, 1984).

In an extensive review of civic voluntarism in America, Verba, Schlozman
and Brady (1995) describe political and nonpolitical activities relevant for
citizenship. Political activities are divided into two categories: electoral and non
electoral. Electoral political participation consists of activities associated with
voting, campaigning, and running for office while non-electoral political
participation includes taking part in community associations, organizing political
action groups, initiating contacts with government officials and taking part in

sodal protests to pursue changes in laws and policies.
Non-political participation includes work with community organizations,
charitable and church-related activities and volunteer work with agencies. To

call these activities non-political, however, may not be an accurate description as
individuals may view their participation in these activities as political statements
20
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(i.e. participating in these activities in place of typical political activity) thus
expanding the notion of what it means to be political. Others have described

these types of activities as distinctly civic in nature (Keeter, zuldnr Andolina and

Jenkins, 20(2). What is important to

non: is that there are many types of

activities that citizens may be engaged in and the types of involvement expected
of citizens thus must be examined in any study of citizenship education.
This brief review of theories suggest that examination of students' and

teachers' understanding of citizenship with corresponding expectations for
involvement would be useful.

Just as there are diverse models of citizenship in

theory, a diversity of models of citizenship is taught in the practice of public
schools that have, as their mission, the education of citizens (Dewey, 1916;

Katzne1son and Weir, 1985, Kliebard, 1995; Tyack, 1974).

OTIZENSHIP EDUCATION: MODElS AND STRATEGIFS
Although many factors such as family, media, peers and community
organizations influence youth political development, public education is the only
state institution that bears the primary responsibility It to give all children an
education adequate to take advantage of their political status as citizensn
(Gutmann 1987, p. 288). Citizenship education focuses on the influence of
schools in shaping students' understanding of citizenship as well as the skills,
attitudes and dispositions that are expected of citizens.
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While significant attention was paid to the political development of youth
in the 1960's and 7CYs, the child and school had Mdisappeared" &om the political
socialization literature as relatively few recent studies have examined influences
that shape youth attitudes, skills and behaviors (Dudley and Gite1son, 2002;
Tomey-Pluta, 2(02). Interest in youth civic engagement however, has recently

reemerged as a priority of political scientists, foundation officers and policy

makers (Galston, 2OO1bi Gibson, 20(1)

education simply by years of schooling - a convenient measure of social status
II

or as a coarse indicator of the level of intellectual achievement of the population
under investigation"

(Ferguso~ 1991, p. 389).

The content of what occurs in

schools that may actually influence political attitudes, however, needed further
examination (Ferguson, 1991).

Since the core mission of social studies is Mto help students develop the
knowledge, skills, and values that will enable them to become effective citizens"

(Ness, 2001, p. 319), social studies research provides insight into how schools
have explicitly taught citizenship. However, I also address other forms of
citizenship education beyond the classroom-based curriculum, including the
implicit or "hidden" curriculum that includes citizenship grades and pedagogy.

In particular, in the final section of this literature review, I summarize literature
within the service-learning field as a proposed instructional strategy to teach
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dtizenship education to suggest limitations in the literature to be add!essed
through this study.

Models of Otizenship in the Pnrctice of Schoolirr.g
In this :review, I examine various models of citizenship that have been
taught in schools through the explicit (enacted) amicul~ the implicit (or
Mhidden") curric:uIum and the null curric:uIum (or that which is not taught).

The aplicit c:urriadu:m.
The curric:uIum that is intentionally taught in schools about citizenship
appears mainly in social studies (Cuban., 1991; Ness, 2001; Saxe, 1997). For the
purposes of this study, I focus on the models of citizenship taught through social
studies education and through textbooks in particular.
When examining models of citizenship taught through the explicit
curricul~ soda1 studies textbooks are

remarkably similar in how they define

what it means to be a citizen. For example, most textbooks define citizenship u

politicaletatas with rights by describing ways individuals become citizens (by
birth or naturalization) and by focusing on the Constitution as the source of
citizen rights (Niemi and Junn, 1998). The National Standards for Civics and
Government - what come closest to a consensus statement &om the citizenship
education field (Bahmueller,1995) - also offers a "more precise" definition of
citizenship:
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means that a person is recognized as a legal member of the nation
gives each person certain rights and privileges, e.g. the right to vote and to
hold public office
means each person has certain responsibilities, e.g. respecting the law,
voting, paying taxes, serving on juries'" (Center for Ovic Education, 1997,

p.35).
While this definition of citizenship appears to balance attention to rights
and obligations of citizenship, Gonzales, RiedeL Avery and Sullivan (2001)
conclude in their content analysis of the Civics Standards that lithe overall

picture of citizenship... depic:ts the good citizen as one who is an individual
rights-bearer, and one who is a relatively passive citizen whose rights are not
accompanied by corresponding obligations, including the obligation to
participate in civic life" (p. 122-123). They suggest that the Ovics Standards,
llwith their emphasis on knowledge, attitudes, and values to the near exclusion
of active, informed participation-do relatively little to ensure that civic
knowledge will be translated into effective citizenship that embodies active
engagement in civic life" (Gonzales et al., 2001, p. 123). Other reviews of civics
textbooks support these observations (Hahn, 2(02).

Within the explicit curriculum, another model of citizenship that has been
taught to students is dtizenship .. naticmal identity. Teaching citizenship as
national identity, or more specifically what it means to be American, was

illustrated most clearly in the late 19th and early 2(Jdl century with
" Americanizationif' or assimilation efforts that took place during the waves of
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immigration as well as during World Wars I and. n (pass, 1989: Reich, 2002;
Tyack.1974).

More currently, the Civics Standards includes a notion of allegiance in its
definition of citizenship. "Otizens owe allegiance or loyalty to the United

States" because "in tum" they receive protection and other services &om the
government'" (Center for Ovic Educati~ 1997, p. 35). While aspects of

patriotism or allegiance connote an unreflective, almost" primordial'" bond with
~s nation state, some have argued for

the need to re&ame patriotism as

development of II civic consciousness" Ganowitz, 1983) or IIlove of country" as a
positive attachment to a particular society (including its historica1legacy and
cultural traditions) as well as the capacity for constructive criticism (Damon,
20(1).

TIre irrrplicit curriculum.
Also referred to as the tacit or Ilhidden curriculllll\ the implicit
H

cuniculum teaches students lessons about citizenship through rules of conduct
in school, citizenship grades and other awards for student behavior (Battistoni,

1985; Dreeban, 1968; Tanner and Tanner, 1990). For example, cilizeDship as

good. behavior rewards students with high citizenship grades for compliant
behavior including following classroom and school rules, obeying teachers,

being punctual and attending class. In this case, a good citizen is one who
follows rules or does not cause trouble.
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Students are also encouraged through the implicit curriculum to help

others or to contribute to the school or classroom community by -good. citizen·
or 1#good student'" awards. In other words, while good citizenship grades
reward students for obeying classroom and school rules and not causing trouble,
good citizenship awards also reward a model of citizenship that em.phasizes

dtiHnship as helpiDg othen or going beyond what is normally expected (such
as following rules).
Drawing roots from Dewey and the Progressive Era and finding fertile
soil in current day community service or service-Ieaming initiatives, the model of

dtizeaship as active comm1lllity member focuses on fostering knowledge about
the issues in the community and on encouraging active participation to benefit
communities. For example, Reuben (1991) writes that the -community civics"
curriculum endorsed by the National Education Association in 1915 defined iithe
good citizen as a person who habitually conducts himself with proper regard for

the welfare of the communities of which he is a member, and who is active and
intelligent in his operation with his fellow members to that end·. This definition
of citizenship was a clear departure from nineteenth century conceptions of

citizenship in that ii it completely ignored formal politics and government in
favor of themes of cooperation and community'" (Reuben, 1997, p. 399).

Another model of citizenship articulated perhaps most clearly during the
Progressive Era is dtizeaahip as social reformation. As illustrated by the
writings of Rugg (1921/1996) and Counts (1932), these citizens explicitly attempt
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to improve society. That is, students are not only be expected to participate in
their communities as citizens, but -ideally, students leam how to identify social

problems, the causes of problems, and strategies for refOlDI'" (Kahne, Rodriguez,

Smith- • Thiede, 2000, p. 319).

As citizens, they Mact collectively to foster

progress and gain deeper understandings" of societal improvement (Kahne et aI.,

2000, p. 319).

The null curriculum.
While previous examples have illustrated models of citizenship taught
through the explicit and implicit curriculum, the null curriculum is also relevant
to consider because it is an examination of what is not taught in schools. Or put

another way, what are students not leaming in schools about what it means to be
a citizen?

One way to answer this question is to acknowledge the fact that schools

seek to avoid controversial subjects (Delli Carpini and Keeter, 1996; Hahn, 1991;
Hess, 2002; Kahne et aL, 2000; Niemi and Junn, 1998). I suggest this as a model of

dtizcmlhip as avoidance of controversy and conflict because students are
taught by omission that participating as a citizen does not involve controversy
and conflict when it in fact does. As a result it appears that students would
rather avoid conflict or controversy than accept it as part of the democratic
process. For example, Delli Carpini and Keeter (1996) suggest that civics be

taught differently to prepare students about the IIconflictual,., nature of political
participation:
Qvics should be taught in a realistic matter, introducing students
to the confIictuaI, often unsettling nature of politics•..Students need
an introduction that is realistic without being alienating,
encouraging without being propagandizing, and that promotes
participation as well as simply learning. (p. 219).

These many models of citizenship found in theory and in practice
illustrate the variety of models of citizenship taught in public schools. Yet
extensive attention to these many models of citizenship in both theory and
practice is not evident in recent studies of social studies education (Dudley and
Gitelson, 2002; Kahne et aI., 2000; Kahne, Westheimer and Rogers, 20(0).
I now shift my focus to examine other aspects of the citizenship education
literature relevant to this study: (1) the role of teachers in fostering citizenship
and (2) the effectiveness of various instructional strategies used to teach about
citizenship.

Tetldrer Beliefs
liTeachers' thinking and the underlying personal beliefs and theories that

form the framework for their classroom decision-making have wide-ranging
implications'" (Fickel, 2000, p. 360) and so should be examined. Teachers serve as
II

gatekeepers" because they decide "what leaming experiences the students in

their classroom will have, what issues, content, and topics students will engage
with, and the instructional materials and methods that will be used'" (Ficlcel,
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2000, p. 360). Although this study did not acknowledge teachers' unconscious
beliefs that reflect ideology, it is still important to explore the process and

outmmes of intentional teaching activities in classrooms; understanding

teachers' thinking and underlying beliefs is critical because individual teachers
make a difference in how citizenship is defined and taught in their classrooms
(Westheimer and Kahne, 20(2).

In particular, teachers' beliefs about what it means to be a good citizen are
important to examine because there is evidence to suggest that the teacher's role

is pivotal in promoting political participation (Ferguson, 1991; Fickel, 2001). Past
research suggests that most teachers define good dtizerl in terms of obedience,
loyalty, conformity, avoidance of controversy, and restraint from criticism of
government officials and that their students were not inclined to conceive of
citizenship in broad participatory terms (Levenson, 1972). While some recent
research suggests that teachers' understanding of citizenship includes an
emphasis on social concerns and being an informed, questioning citizen
(Anderson, Avery, Pederson, Smith, and Sullivan, 1997), obedience to the law
was one of the most important qualities of good citizenship that teachers hoped

their students would learn in an international study of civic education (Tomey

Puna, Lehman, Oswald, and Schulz, 2001).
Focusing on students' beliefs about citizenship, Conover and Searing

(2000) suggest similar conclusions in their study of 100 students and adults in
four United States communities as they report Mmost students have thin
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understandings of what it means to be a citi.zen, understandings dominated by a
focus on rights and deficient in a sense of obligation. For most being a good
citizen requires only that one obey the law, vote, and act patriotically" (Conover
and Searing, 2000, p. 117).

In addition, despite statements by the Ness ablut the primacy of
citizenship education in the socia) studies, most social studies teachers hold

teaching citizenship to be a low priority (Kahne et a1., 2000). This finding
supports an earlier study by Rutter (1986) in which social studies teachers rated
four goaIs (basic literacy skills, good. work habits and discipline, academic
excellence and personal growth) above citizenship. The low priority of teaching
citizenship in sodal studies as the discipline rhetorically intended to teach
citizenship suggests that it is worth exploring to see if citizenship is taught
through service-leaming.

Types of Instnu:tiorfId Strategies
In addition to teacher beliefs, instructional strategies are critical to
examine because they vary widely and they have an impact on outcomes. Based

on the recent International Association for the Evaluation of Educational
Achievement (lEA) study, the predominant modes of teaching social studies
continue to focus on instructional strategies including textbooks, worksheets,
watx:hing videos and writing reports which supports prior studies of sodal
studies classrooms (Baldi, Perle, Skidmore, Greenberg, and Hahn, 20(1). In
30
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short, MJarger«ale research data indicates that traditional, textbook·bound

practices of knowledge ~ rather than reflective inquiry, continue to

pervade classroomsw (Fickel, 2001, p. 360; Cuban, 1991).
Others argue that the method of teaching should also be democratic to

best prepare students to participate in a democracy (Dewey, 1916; Battistoni,

1985; Engle and Ochoa, 1988; Newmann.. 19'77). For example, active participation
in classroom discussions, participation in the community, use of simulations and
inclusion of community speakers have been correlated. positively with measures
of increased civic .knowledge, more participatory attitudes and greater support of

democratic values by students (Kahne, Chi and Middaugh 2002; Niemi and Junn,

1998; Tomey et aI., 2001). Given the increase in service-Ieaming activities in K-12
schools and its rhetorical purpose to foster active citizenship, I tum to the
service-leaming literature.

SERVICE-LEARNING

Definition of SerDice-l.eIIrning
The National and Community Service Trust Act of 1993 provides a federal
definition of Nsenice-leamiag":
• is a method whereby students leam and develop through active
participation in thoughtfully organized service that is conducted in and
meets the needs of a community;
• is coordinated with an elementary school, secondary school, institutions
of higher educatio~ or community service programs, and with the
community;
• helps foster civic responsibility;
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• is integrated into and enhances the academic curriculum of the
students;
• and. provides struc:bm!d time for the students to reflect on the service.

In spite of this d~ti~ there has been significant diffic:ulty in

defining what service-leaming is. For example, Zeldin and Tarlow (199'7)
explain:

What is school..based service-leaming? There is little consensus. For
some, it is a reform initiative aimed at making schools more
responsive and relevant to young people. For others, service
leaming is an instructional strategy, a means for improving the
academic achievement. dtizenship, and community membership of
young people. For others, it is a program that integrates meaningful
work in the community with rigorous coursework and structured.
reflection. For still others, it is all of the above. (p. 173).

Interestingly, although it has been diffic:ult to define service-leaming,
there appears to be consensus around components to be included in servicelearning experiences, including active participation, thoughtfully organized
II

experiences, focus on community needs and school/community coordination,
academic curriculum integration, structured time for reflection, opportunities for
application of skills and knowledge, extended learning opportunities, and
development of a sense of caring for others" (Billig, 2000, p. 659). These
components are similar to the eleven Essential Elements distilled and promoted
by the National Youth Leadership Council, a leading organization in the service
leaming field (National Service-Learning Cooperative, 1998).
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Although there may be consensus on the prac:tices to be included in high
quality service-leaming experiences, the sheer number of these practices and the
variability with which they cue implemented to various degrees of quality make
it challenging to research the effects of it as an independent variable. That is,
across studies, often what is described as "service-learning" may vary
tremendously in goals, len~ structure, focus and type of involvement
(Battistoni, 2(02).

Recent articles by Wader and Grossman (2002) and Yarbrough and Wade

(2002) have suggested theoretical &ameworks to address the complexity and
challenges of researching (and implementing) service-Ieaming. For example,

Warter and Grossman (2002.) describe the usefulness of the developmental
contextual &amework (with its concepts of contexts, multiple domains, lifespan,
and risk and resiliency) to understand the complexity of service-leaming
experiences in nurturing students' development Yarbrough and Wade suggest
that logic models &om researchers, practitioners and even participants must be
developed to research each program because the experiences are relatively
unique and the investigation complex.

Both of these articles have begun to artic:ulate theoretically-based
explanations for the complexity of servi.ce-leaming programs. This study draws
on the variability of service-leaming to explore the potential for producing
multiple types of civic and citizenship outromes.

Just as there are different definitions of service-leaming, there is a wide
variety of goals that service-leaming is expected to achieve. For example,
literatw:e reviews of service-learning outline goals reflecting the personal, socia1,
civic and academic development of youth, ranging widely &om the development
of personal responsibility, social competence, seH-esteem, pregnancy prevention,

violence prevention, empathy, civic responsibility, basic skills, homework
completion and higher attendance. (For more discussion about the other
outcomes of service-learning, see Billig, 2000; Alt and Medrich, 1994; Eyler, Giles

and Gray, 1999; Gray, 1996; Root 1997).

In examining service-learning as a potential strategy for citizenship
education, I draw primarily on studies of service-learning in K-12 education
conducted or published in the last ten years. I also include higher education
studies if they provide insights not included in the K-12 studies. Essentially, I
have grouped the outcomes into three categories: (1) civic responsibilityl (e.g.
responsibility to others, altruism or commitment to service); (2) political attitudes
or dispositions (e.g. participation in governmental or political processes
including advocating changes in policy or voting); and (3) citizenship (e.g.
students' awareness and understanding of the meaning of citizenship).
Before delving into the service-learning literature, it is important to layout

I A1tbouP tile amcept of ci'Yie responsibility is one ofabe five main components of tile federal definition
of servicewleaming, tile concept bas been difficult to define and may include many elements. For more
discussion. sec Ammon. Furco, Chi and Middanah. 2(02).

a few caveats. While the evidence to support service-leaming may be promising,

..{t}he field is clearly a messy one, and far more and better researclt is needed

(Billig, 2000, p. 660; BattistonL 2002). Many service-leaming studies are program
evaluations and not theory-based studies. Most studies lack experimental or

quasH!xperiment designs with control groups to address se1f-seJ.ection bias. In
short, many service-learning studies are suggestive but not conclusive about the

impact of service-leaming on particular outcomes.

Fostering civic responsihility.
Although I have grouped the following findings within a category of civic
responsibility, it is important to acknowledge that these writers were not

necessarily attempting to define civic responsibility as a construct or to place
their findings on specific civic outcomes within that concept I discuss their

studies here as a means of grouping these studies within a larger framework to
organize and make meaning of the many types of civic outcomes that may be
explored through service-leaming research.

•

Research on service-learning in K-12 and higher education suggest that
these experiences foster positive aspects of students' civic development at the K·
121evel. For example, high quality servic:e-leaming experiences appeared to
increase students' awareness of community needs (Center for Human Resources,

1999); their sense of responsibility for others (Marks, 1994); their commibnent to

make a positive contribution to the community or to make a difference or act on
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their concerns (Center for Human Resources, 1999); acceptance of cultural

diversity (Center for Human Resoun:es, 1999); aspects of caring (Kuest" 1997) and
their interest or commitment to service now and later in life (Center for Human

Resources, 1999; Davidson, 1995).
A qua1itative study suggested that service experiences in a local homeless
shelter encouraged students' moral development in the dimensions of giving,
tolerance and respect for others, agency and responsibility, and justice with
compassion (Youniss and Yates, 1997). While these studies suggested positive
outcomes, it is also important to note that there were also studies that showed

mixed or no results on these types of dimensions (Marks, 1994; Ridgell, 1995),
suggesting that not all service-leaming experiences were the same. Thus further
examination of service-learning was necessary to determine conditions under
which desired ouu:omes occurred.
One of the most rigorous studies of service-leaming in higher education2
suggest that when integrated into coursewo~ service-learning experiences
encouraged students to work for equal opportunity and find careers to help
others when compared to students who took the same course without

participating in service-learning (Markus, Howard, and King 1993). College
student volunteers serving in social agencies placed higher priority on
community improvement and aspired to leadership positions more than their

studies are iDteDded 10 be illustrative IS this is DOt a thoroush review ofservicc-leamina research in
See Eyler, Giles aocI Gray (1999) for • more compn:beDsive examination ofstudies
about the effects of servicc-IearninB on studenIs, faculty, institutions and commuaities.
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counterparts not involved in service (Eyler and Gnes 1999).
Two other higher education studies used. quasi-experimental and

experimental designs to examine the impact of mandated service programs on
college students' future intent to volunteer. Stubs, Snyder and Clary (1999)

found that service mandates appeared. to undermine future volunteer intentions
of those who would not otherwise volunteer or who feel that it would take

external control to get them to volunteer when compared to control group
students. Thus service requirements appeared to negatively affect those student
who would not volunteer on their own.
To examine tolerance, an important aspect of citizenship (Gutmann, 1985),
another study of college students in a quasi-experimental nonequivalent control
group design suggested that students involved in service-learning showed larger
increases in their international understanding as well as larger decreases in racial
prejudice when compared to students not involved in service (Myers-Lipton
1996).

•

Improved political attitudes or disposition.
Some outcomes of service-learning relate more explicitly to students'
political development in increasing their capacity or motivation to participate in

the political system. This category of service-learning civic outcomes has
probably received the least amount of attention. Within this category of civic
outcomes, high school students who did service-learning appeared to develop a
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more sophisticated understandings of sociohistorical contexts and were more

likely to think about politics and morality in society and to consider how to effect
social change (Youniss and Yates, 1997; Morgan and Streb, 1999). In addition,

they were more likely to report a desire to be engaged in community
organizations and to vote 15 years after their participation than those who did
not partidpate(Youniss, McLellan and Yates, 1997; Yates and Youniss, 1996). A

five-state evaluation of service-leaming programs reported that engagement in
service-leaming increased students' political attentiveness, political knowledge
and desire to become more politically active (Morgan and Streb 1999).

Citiunslrip.
All of the results discussed thus far have reflected a broad range of civic
outcomes that are relevant to citizenship. Otizenship as an explicit outcome of

service-leaming, however, has not received extensive attention despite
II

generalized beliefs about service and specific service programs are predicated

on the assumption that service has a favorable influence on citizenship· (perry
and Katula, 2001, p.331). Since citizenship is the focus of the proposed study,

the remainder of this section will explore in more detail the literature that
explicitly connect service and citizenship_
Fro~ a

conceptual standpoint, few writers have addressed the topic of

citizenship as an explicit outcome of service-teaming experiences. For example,
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Barber (1992) has consistently advocated for service-leaming as a -potent civic
educator'" under certain conditions:

WheJe students use experience in the community as a basis for
aitical reSection in the cJassroou~ and tum classroom reflection into
a tool to examine the nature of democratic communities and. the role
of the citizen in them, there is an opportunity to teach liberty, to
uncover the interdependence of self and other, to expose the intimate
linkage between rights and responsibilities. (p. 252).
Mendel-Reyes (1998) similarly suggests that almost every service
II

learning model that... intentionally integrates academic learning and relevant
community service•.. offers at least a minimal education in citizenship by
exposing students to community life and to one facet of the citizen's role, service

to the less fortunate" (pp. 34-35). According to these writers, service-learning
when including certain components inherently offer a minimal" education in
II

citizenship.
A few studies have begun to collect data that is explicitly &anted as
components or elements of citizenship. These studies fall into two categories: (1)
studies that defined. citizenship as a compilation of various attitudes, behaviors

•

and skills that citizens should exhibit and (2) studies that have collected data
attempting to construct teachers' and students' understanding of what it means

In particular, two studies reflect the concept of aggregating civic outcomes
as important dimensions for citizenship. For example, Eyler and Giles (1999)

organized their findings in a framework of Valoes ("I ought to do"), Knowledge
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("'1 know what 1ought to do and why"'), Skills ("'1 know how to do), Efficacy ("'1
can do, and. it makes a difference"') and Commitment ("'I must and will do-).

They suggest that service-learning provides an "'ideal environment for
connecting these disparate elements of student development into effective
citizenship development'" (p. 157).

In a review of 37 empirical studies, Perry and KatuJa (2001) also defined
citizenship as a global construct that represents an array of discrete values,
II

attitudes, and behaviors- (p.331). They examined six categories of outcomes
related to citizenship, including citizenship-related cognitive understanding,
citizenship attitudes, citizenship skills, institutional change, philanthropic and
civic behaviors and political behavior.
Rather than imposing a framework of citizenship upon subsets of student
outcomes to interpret them as important for citizenship, a few researchers have

begun to explicitly ask students and. teachers directly what it means to be a good
citizen to capture students' normative understanding of desirable citizenship
attitudes, skills and behaviors and to explore if service-Ieaming or community
service experiences may affect students' understanding of citizenship. 1hese

questions are particularly important to research because uthe question of what
constitutes good citizenship'... is highly controversial and contested- (Battistoni
I

2002, 10; Westheimer and Kahne, 2000, 20(2).
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WesthriJIrn tIIUl KJIIrne's Frrnrrework: -whIIt Kbul ojOtizm?"
Westheimer and Kahne (2002) in particuJar have recently made strong

claims about the need to clarify the various models of citizenship that may be
taught through service-leaming experiences because lIit highlights the
importance of examining the underlying goals and assumptions that drive
different programs in design and practice" (p. 4). Their research has found that

•

underlying goals and assumptions about what it means to be a II good citizen"
aeated structures and outcomes that varied significantly across classrooms.
After reviewing qualitative and quantitative data &om 10 programs intended to

promote "'democratic values", they describe at least three models of good
II

citizens" that these progiams, many of them service-learning in nature,
attempted to develop. The three models have different implications for what
students are expected to know and what role individuals are expected to play in
society as citizens:

0) Personally Responsible Citizen: In this "individualistic vision of good
citizenship", the Personally Responsible Citizen acts responsibly by taking care

•

of their own obligations and by not being a burden on society by staying

financially solven~ paying taxes and obeying laws. In addition to taking
responsibility for their own matters, personally responsible citizens seek to help

those in need and to volunteer time to charitable causes. By strengthening the
character of individuals through such virtues as honesty, hard work,
responsibility and compassion, this model of citizenship draws from character
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education reforms that seek the development of sodally desirable and

democratic virtues.
(2) Participatory Otizen: Participatory citizens are those "who actively

participate in the civic affairs and the sodallife of the community at locaL state
and national levels" (p. 5). This model draws &om a tradition that emphasized

the importance of civic participati~ &om the American Founders to Tocquevi1le
to Dewey and the Progressives. Participatory Citizens prepare for civic
participation through programs that focus on teaching students about how
government and other community organizations work as well as on skills such
as running meetings, analyzing needs and organizing initiatives to address needs

in the community.
(3) Justice Oriented Otizen: The conception of citizenship that is the

"least commonly pursued", Justice Oriented Citizens II critically assess social,
political and economic structures and explore collective strategies for change that
challenge injustice and, when possible, address root causes of problems" (p. 6).
Teachers and programs that promote this form of citizenship are "less likely to
I

emphasize the need for charity and voluteerism as ends in themselves and more
likely to teach about social movements" (p. 7). This conception of citizenship

draws &om the social reconstructionists such as Rugg (1921) and Counts (1932)
who argued that education should prepare students to address enduring social
problems and promote a "new social order" .

•

This framework is a helpful contribution to service-leaming reseam:h
because it problematizes the assumption that seJ'Vice..leaming experiences

promote a mostly undefined notion of citizenship. It suggests why some service
learning experiences may promote certain civic outcomes and not others.
Westheimer and Kahne's &amework draws on teachers' and students'
interpretations of what it means to be a II good citizen" and not on preconstructed.
concepts defined by researchers. Thus the &amework is useful to practitioners to

examine their assumptions and to acknowledge the complexity of citizenship as
a constnlct In addition, the &amework is useful to researchers because provides
more nuanced insights into how citizenship may be defined to clarify and
categorize programs or projects and outcomes that may be expected.
There are a few limitations to this framework that will be addressed in the
proposed study. First, the models are drawn only &om service-learning teachers

and do not take into account other models of citizenship described earlier that
may be taught through schools, such as citizenship as legal status and citizenship
as good behavior. Attention to these models of citizenship already taught in
public schools may seem obvious to recommend but they have rarely been
addressed in service-learning studies (R. Battistoni, personal communication,
October 24, 20(2). Second, while the &amework draw various educational
philosophies such Dewey, Ruggs and Counts, political theories of democracy
and citizenship are useful to illuminate distinctions within and between the
different models of citizenship.
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For example, the Personally Responsible Otizen reflects a mostly liberal
model of citizenship with dimensions of being responsible for one's behavior as
well as communitarian or republican aspects of volunteering to help others or

the larger community. The Participatory Ctizen reflects an important dimension
of civic republicanism with its emphasis on participation. The Justice Oriented
Ctizen also reflects civic republicanism with its emphasis on participation as
well as a concern for justice and the welfare of aU individuals in society (e.g.
Rawls, 1971).
This dissertation study will begin to address these limitations by
incorporating models of citizenship found in practice and in theory and will
draw on the framework as useful launching point to examine service-learning as
citizenship education.

Potmtilllli",its for Seruice-1etzming as Citizenship Eductltion
Also important to examine are the potential limits of service-learning as a
strategy for citizenship education. Boyte and Karl (1996) have presented perhaps

the most trenchant critique of community service and service-leaming initiatives
in preparing individuals to participate as citizens. Their view of citizens as
performing public work" suggests that many youth service activities are
II

problematic for several reasons. First, volunteer service activities typically do
not include opportunities to think "'broadly about the larger policy dimensions of

the problems they confront" through service activities (Boyte and Karl, 1996, p.

8). Second, the ·penonallanguageIP of many service programs do not indicate
the extent to which individuals act effectively as dtizens. They suggest that

·when dtizenship is equated. with voluntarisn't, it loses its seriousness and
power. It becomes what one does after hours and on the side- (Boyte and Karl

1996, p. 6) rather than a serious endeavor that may require sacrifice and

sustained commitment to change.
Markus, Howard, and King (1993) caution that ·well-intentioned

community service programs often invoke hortatory refereIlCeS to enhancing
students' understanding of their •dvic: obligations' and the 'responsibilities of
dtizenship,' but it is not uncommon for such programs to be apolitical or even
antipolitical in practice" (p. 417). In these cases, students are not encouraged. to
consider the "broader sodal and political dimensions" of their work. If this is
true, then the apolitical or antipolitical natule of many service-learning programs
requires careful attention to understand how service experiences may foster
dtizenship values and behaviors.
Davidson (1995) reported. similar findings from a qualitative study. While
state-mandated. service-learning requirements may "strengthen voluntarism and

a commitment to the community", her interviews with 24 students in four high
schools suggested. that "most students saw no relationship between service and
dtizenship in the larger community" (p. 126). "Citizenship was viewed in terms
of government and its institutions (and) service to the community was not a part

of that concept...in most students" minds the perception of service to the
community is distinct &om involvement in political1ife" (p. 99).
Another recent study indicated the challenge of studying citizenship as a
construct given the many meanings of citizenship. Kollross (199i) designed a
study to examine the effect of a short-term service-leaming experience on
students' progress through three developmental phases based on llresponsible
citizenship"'. Results indicated that then! was no significant developmental gain
on any of the three phases. In explaining her findings, KoUross observed that
participants may have been confused about the definition of citizenship because
a 1arge number of students at this community college were foreign bom. Her
explanation indicates the confusion that exists in practice regarding the language
and concept of II citizenship"', suggesting the need to clarify students'
understanding of citizenship before attempting to measure it.

Signijiama ofThis Study
Given the growth of service-leaming in K...1 2 schools and higher education
institutions, clearly more research is needed especially if service-learning is to be
viewed as a viable strategy for citizenship education. In particular, "research
about citizenship skills and behaviors, particularly political behavior, has largely
been neglected in studies of service" which is noteworthy given the II centrality of
active citizenship in most theories of and proposals for service" (Perry and

Katula, 2001, p.36O).
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The proposed study will address limitations and contribute to the
citizenship education and service-leaming literatures in three ways:

(1) First" while the focus of this study is on the potential citizenship outmmes of

service-J.earrUng as the strategy, I will first examine if service-leaming
experiences are used as a strategy for fostering citizenship, rather than assuming
that service-leaming experiences are intended. to teach citizenship. Given the
multiple outcomes of service-lemUng articulated in the literature, this appears to

be important to examine.
(2) Second, if service-leaming is perceived to be a strategy for citizenship
education, it should be examined in the context of public schools that have
taught other models of citizenship through the explicit and implicit curriculum.

(3) Third, since many models of citizenship exist in theory and in practice, a

fruitful exploration would be to examine what kinds of citizens are fostered
through service-Ieaming by drawing on the voices of students and teachers and
on political theories to illuminate their views. Findings from this study would

better define citizenship as a dependent variable by clarifying dimensions of
citizenship a goal and outcome for service-learning activities.

Resetarch Questions
Thus key questions to be addressed in this study of service-learning
as citizenship education include the following:
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Is IIcitizenship" an explicit goal for service-Ieaming experiences in
K-12 schools?
How do teachers and students define what it means to be a 1#good
citizen"'?
What models of citizenship an! taught in schools and through service
learning, in particular?
Does service-leaming make a difference in students' attitudes and
understanding of citizenship?

Based. on the review of models of citizenship in theory and in
practice, I propose the following conceptual framework to examine the
models of citizenship taught through service-leaming as a basis for this
dissertation study. These three definitions of citizenship capture the
models of citizenship taught in practice (Options .1 and '2), Westheimer
and Kahne's framework of active models of citizenship (Option 13) with
political theories summarized earlier in this literature review:
(1) Citizenship as LepL PoUtical Status: This model of
citizenship is the technical definition of citizenship, having legal,
political status in a nation state.
(2) CitizeDahip as Expected. Rule-AbidiDg Behavior. This model
I

of citizenship includes elements of obedience, voting as a basic
duty of citizenship and avoiding conflict and controversy.
(3) Citizenship as Commaaity Padidpaat: This model of
citizenship includes Westheimer and KaMe's framework as
distinctive models of active citizenship, including the Personally
Responsible Otizen, Participatory Otizen, and Justice-Oriented
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Otizen. I also draw on the political theories of liberalism,
communitarianism and republicanism to illuminate disti:ndi.ons

within and between these models of citizenship.

This conceptual framework is useful because it represents dearly distinct

aspects of citizenship; with a manageable number of options; and a means of

•

combining many models of dtizenship reviewed in the literature. This
framework places Westheimer and Kahne's models of active citizenship in the
context of other models of citizenship that exist in schools and within political
theories of democracy and citizenship. The next chapter outlines the research
design and methods of data collection and analysis.
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Chapter Three
DESIGN, METHODS, DATA AND ANALYSIS

This study examines the potential impact of service-learning on students'
understanding of what it means to be a good citizen. To determine whether a

partic:ular instructional strategy such as service-leaming influences student civic
developmen~ a

quasi-experimental resea.tm design can be used to examine

differences between students who are involved in service-Ieaming and those
who are not. Student responses from service-leaming classrooms can be
compared to student responses from notHe1'Vice-leaming classrooms to see if

there are differences between the two sets that may be attributed to the service
leaming experiences.
A quasi-experimental research design provides the best level of
confidence in reporting differences in outcomes, given that complete random
assignment of students was not possible with the schools in this study (Weiss,

•

1998). Public education is a complex enterprise, full of variables that are beyond

the control of teachers and administrators. So the notion of controlling for all
II

variables" to test one intervention is challenging at best. For example.,
attempting to control for teacher effects with the use of matchec:L control

classrooms can be thwarted by school scheduling that does not allow for random
assignment of student subjects. Teachers report that every class "has a

personality of its own" that is often inexplicable to them and thus could affect
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any diHaenc:es in outcomes. Students bring in their many life experiences into
classrooms that affect their ability and attitudes to learn.. Despite these limits,
however, the quasi-experimental design. still provided the most useful way to
consider what service-leaming may uniquely contribute to students'
development.

Settings IIIId SIImple
This study draws on a subset of data coUected as part of a three-year state
study of K-12 service-Ieaming in Califomia conducted by the Service-Learning

Research and Development Center (SLRDC) at the University of Califomia,
Berkeley &om 1997-2000. In 1999-2000, seven service-learning partnerships
volunteered to participate as part of an uintensive" study and data from this
sample represents the basis of this study. The partnerships had received grants
from the California Department of Education Ca1Serve Office to implement
service-learning programs in their schools and they represented a wide range of

ruraL suburban, and urban communities in the ~ central and southern
regions of California. Such diversity among communities is desirable to capture
the range of experiences and conceptions of citizenship that are influenced by
community history and context (Conover and Searing, 20(0).
At least three service-learning teachers and at least one matched
comparison classroom participated from each partnership. Information packets
were mailed to coordinators, teachers, and evaluators during the summer to
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prepare for the study during the 1999-2m) school year. The teachers and
evaluators attended a training in August 1999 to discuss the various instruments
involved in data collection. The bulk of the interview and observation data was
collected during the second semester of the 1999-2000 school year.
The primary source of data was drawn from a representative sample of
service-leaming students (n-95) comprised of four to six students randomly
selected from each service-learning classroom. The students represented a range

of grades from three to twelve, and came &om a variety of cultural, ethnic and
socioeconomic backgrounds. They participated in service-learning projects in
various classes including Social Studies, Language Arts, Foreign Language, and
Math. 25 service-learning teachers were also individually interviewed to

describe their service-learning projects and their understanding of what it meant
to be a good citizen.

In additio,,* individual interviews were conducted with 12 students from
three comparison (non-servic:e-leaming) classrooms and with three comparison
teachers who taught similar student populations and who did not implement
service-learning projects in their classrooms. To collect information &om a
representative sample of students, a random sample of four to six students from

the comparison classrooms were selected. to be interviewed. Due to time
constraints during site visits, interviews with students and teachers from all
comparison classrooms were not included in the data collection; priority was
given to collect information from the service-learning classrooms. While this is a
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weakness in the overall data collection, enough data was collected to provide
suggestive findings.
I am cautious in making generalizations about the entire service-leaming

field since the sample of partidpating teachers was intentionally not a
representative one. However, the evidence collected through this sample of
experienced, weD-respected and consdentious service-leaming teachers can

contribute to a deeper and JI'101e theoretically based understanding of the
implementation and expected outcomes of service-leaming as a potential
strategy for citizenship education.

DtdII ColIecticm and A1IIIlyses

One of the most important challenges of this study was to figure out how

to measure IIcitizenship"I a term that is often used in rhetoric but rarely defined
in practice. Since citizenship is a very abstract concept for adults, it was

challenging to devise ways to ask students, &om grades three to twelve, about
their understanding of what it meant to be a good citizen.

Although paper and pencil measures offered some benefits such as
economy and consistency in administration, I did not consider surveys to be a
desirable method to capture students' attitudes about an abstract concept such as
citizenship. Surveys depend on children's reading abilities; create problems in
data if some students have difficulty in following instructions; and provide
information about students' judgments, but not their reasoning. Also, while
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other measures of citizenship (as in the National Assessment of Educational

Progress) often focus primarily on students' understanding of content, I wanted
to examine students' understanding of what it meant to be a good citi.zen. a
concept that relates to values, attitudes, skills or behaviors. These dimensions
are not typically assessed because they are difficult or expensive to assess in
Ia.rge-scale way.
Interviews offered benefits and challenges that I carefu1ly weighed.
Benefits included the fact that interviews allowed for follow-up questions to

clarify terms or ideas. Interviews did not depend on students' reading abilities,

and they were suitable for probing students' and teachers' reasoning about their

responses. Challenges included the fact that they were more time-consuming to
administer as they required individual administration. As a result. only a
random sample of four to six students was interviewed in each classroom (both
service-learning and comparison).
Despite these challenges, the most useful method to collect the primary
source of data for this study was semi-structured interviews with students and
teachers to query and to probe them on their experiences with service-leaming as
well as their understanding of citizenship" as a term and concept taught in
II

school. Scenarios were developed for students and teachers to choose one of
several models of citizenship, and then to explain their reasoning for their
choices. As another data source, pre-post surveys were also developed and
administered. to students in third-grade and above.

To address the researdt questions, it is important to note that students
were not asked for a direct definition of the term, U citizen·, through the data

collection. This was done for two reasons: (1) because I was not interested in
whether students could convey the strict technical definition of citizenship and

(2) because teachers during our pilot phase had expressed concern that the term
would confuse or intimidate children. I was inteJ:ested in their normative
understanding of citizenship, and so students were asked what they thought a
U

good dtizen" was or did. This was also pen:eived by teachers to be less

threatening to students.
An interview protocol for service-learning students explored details about

the service projects, classroom activities (such as preparation and reflection), and
student leaming in various areas (including personal, civic: and academic) (see
Appendix A). An interview protocol was also developed for comparison
students that asked about their activities inside and outside of school (see
Appendix B).

To explore students' understanding of good dtizenship, individual
student interviews included a scenario with three types of good dtizens (see
Figure 3.1 and Appendix q that reflected three distinctly different models of
what it meant to be a good. cit:izen, based on review of the citizenship education

literature. These options included: (1) citizenship as sood behavior (Option '1):
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Good citizens are II grown-ups who vote and don't bleak laws· that is similar to
the dutiful adult role of citizens as reflected in textbooks and promoted by the

use of citizenship grades in schools; (2) citizenship as 1 . status (Option '2): A

good citizen is il#someone who was born in this country, or has passed a test for
citizenship· to reflect the definition of the technical status membership in a

political community and is a conception that is also taught in textbooks; and (3)
citizenship as community contributor (Option 13): A good citizen is M anyone
(even a young person) who tries to make the school or neighborhood better" to
illustrate the dimension of citizenship that emphasizes positive action to address

a need. in the community.
Figure 3-1

Interview Scenario for Models of Good Citizenship

Some students, Bill, Chris and Martha, were talking about what it means to
be a good citizen.

'1

Jim said that grown-ups who vote and who don't break laws are
good citizens.

'2

Chris said that a good citizen is someone who was bom in this

country or has passed a test for citizenship.

13

Martha said that a good citizen is anyone (even a young person) who
tries to make the school or neighborhood better.

The scenario was introduced with the following statement MLots of times,
adults want students to do service because it will help them become good

citizens but it turns out that people mean different things when they say, good
I
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citizen' so we want to know what IOU think it means to be a good citizen."
$tud.ents were asked to read through the choices and to pick the idea that they
agt:eed with most and to explain why they agreed. with that statement They
were also asked to explain why they did not pick the other conceptions.
Students were also encouraged to come up with their own idea of what it means

to be a good citizenn • These probing questions provided a rich understanding
M

•

of students' reasoning for why they did or did not select each option.

All interviews were taped. Interviews were coded based. on categories
that were drawn &om the data. The categories were then analyzed based on the
conceptual framework described in the literature review and reviewed for
evidence of themes, patterns and disconfirming cases (Miles and Huberman,
1994). Student quotes are attributed numbers (e.g. Student '1) to protect the
confidentiality of students.

Student survey datIL

Survey data for this study was collected as part of a larger survey to
measure "civic responsibility" (see Appendix D). The survey was developed by

staff at the Service-learning Research and Development Center at the University
of California, Berkeley and was generated from reviews of existing measures and
discussion with service-learning teachers and researchers. Because many of the
items on the survey did not relate to students' attitudes about citizenship, eight
items were selected that reflected aspects of citizenship that may be affected by
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students' service experiences. They were analyzed as individual items because

they did not represent a reliable cluster or construct. 1
TIIble3-2

Text of Eight Staclea.t Pre-Post SlII'Vey Items

Item.

Text of Item

ltem.l

AU students should learn about problems in the neighborhood or

ItemM

Oties should take care of people who can't take care of themselves.

Item.6

Item.l0

It's hard for people my age to do anything about problems in my
neighborhood or city.
It's not important for all students to help out their school or
community.
I am interested in doing something about problems in my school or

Item.U

Only people who like volunteering should get involved in my

(Reverse)

school or city.
I work hard because it is good to help others.

city.

(Reverse)

Item #19
(Reverse)

city.

Item 1127
Item.31

I work hard because I think about how I would feel if I needed
help.

It is important to clarify the way survey data for this study were analyzed.

In previous large scale multi-site evaluations, data across classrooms was
aggregated to present findings from pre-post surveys. It was assumed that

•

student civic responsibility impacts would be fairly consistent across classrooms

because the service-leaming experiences were assumed to be of high quality (as
indicated by higher than average numbers of hours of service, consistent
reflection opportunities, and integration with the academic curriculum) and thus
considered. a relatively uniform and consistent educational intervention.

1 For

more information about the full Ovic Responsibility instrument, refer to Ammon et aL,

2002.
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The original CalServe study also proposed to aggregate data aaoss
classrooms and I :report those results in Cltapter 6. Qualitative information about

individual classroom servic:e-1eaming projects, however, suggested that service
leaming experiences aaoss classrooms varied widely, such as type of service
project (e.g. environmental, educational, etc), levels of personal contact with
individuals in the community, connection to subject matter, and types of goals
articulated by teachers. Such variance in implementation aeated relatively
unique learning environments for students, teachers and communities (Hecht,
20(2). As a result, data &om the pre-post surveys are also reported by classroom.

Data &om pre-t.est and post·test surveys into an Excel file and then
transferred to SPSS. Analysis of mean scores compared pre-test and post·test
data, using a paired-samp1e two-tailed t..t.est of significance. An independent
sample was used to compare mean scores of service-learning and comparison
classrooms.

TellCher inten1iew d411J.

The teachers were individually interviewed, using a semi--structured
format with interview protocol (see Appendix E). Teachers were queried about
their motivations for including service-leaming in their classrooms, how projects
were designed, and the goals and intended leaming outcomes of the projects.

An interview protocol was also developed for comparison teachers that focused
on the leaming goals they had for their students, and on how they chose their
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irwtructional strategies (see Appendix F).
As with the student interviews, all formal interviews were taped. Teacher
interviews were coded based on categories that were drawn &om the data, and

the information was then analyzed for evidence of themes, patterns, and
disconfirming cases. I use pseudonyms (e.g. Ms. Y) to protect the confidentiality

of teachers in the study.
Findings &om this study are reported in the next three chapters. Given
the many potential outcomes of service-leaming, the next chapter explores the
use of language in the practice of service-leaming aaoss classrooms to examine

whether and why students were (or were not) explicitly engaged in discussions
about citizenship.
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Chapter Four
lS CITIZENSHIP A BAD WORD?
THE LIMITED LANGUAGE OF OTIZENSHIP IN
SERVICE-LEARNING
Teachers and students in this study were engaged in a wide diversity of
service-leaming pro;ects. Third grade students tutored first grade students in
their reading to improve their own reading skills and learn the value of helping

other people. Sixth grade students studied the ancient civilization of
Mesopotamia and aeated and painted a mural with a local artist to beautify their

school Seventh. graders germinated native plants and cleared whole areas in
their community of non-native species to engage their interest in botany and to
incJease their caring for other living organisms (including people as well as other

life forms in the environment). Students in elementary, middle and high schools
engaged in oral history pro;ects in partnership with seniors in their community
and as part of their English or Social Studies curriculum to promote greater

intergenerational understanding and to improve their interviewing and writing
skills.
Given this diversity of service-leaming practices and potential outcomes,

to more fully understand whether, how and why service-leaming may promote
citizenship in youth, it is important to examine the language used in the practice
of service-learning because "language is part of practice and it is in practice that
people leam" (Lave and Wenger, 1991, p. 85). I focus in this chapter on
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examining the language used by teachers in their classrooms to frame the
service--leaming experiences for their students, to examine if service--leaming
experiences were intentionally aimed at fostering students' understanding of
citizenship.
Data suggests that in most cases the practice of service-learning did not

support the rhetoric of service-leaming as explicit"citizenship" education as
there was virtual silence on the language and subject of citizenship" in most
II

classrooms. This chapter also presents reasons for teachers' non-use and use of
the language of "citizenship".

As discussed in the opening chapter, the rhetoric used by service-learning
proponents at the local, state and 'national levels as well as in documents
produced by leading organizations promote citizenship development as a
rationale for service-learning activities. For example, the State Superintendent of
Public Instruction in California, Delaine Eastin, believes in the power of servicelearning to foster citizenship:

One of the goals of public education is to ensure that our students
obtain the academic skills and knowledge necessary to prepare
them for the twenty-first century. Another goal is to encourage our
student to become good citizens in our democracy...service
learning combines both goals...effectively. (California Department
of Education, 1999, p. v).
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If service-Ieaming is intended as a strategy for dtizenship educati~
statements like this raise questions that must be examined to understand what

kind of citizen is desired. Are teachers explicitly attempting to teach students
about citizenship through service-leaming? Or do they have other goa1s in
mind? How do teachers frame service-leaming experiences for their students
through the use (and omission) of language? And in the words of Westheimer

•

and Kahne (2002), "what kind of citizen'" is desired?

To attempt to understand these questions and to explore how service
leaming experiences may teach citizenship (implicitly or explicitly), the
remainder of this chapter illustrates the lack of discourse in citizenship in service
leaming experiences, explores teachers' reasons for not using the terminology of
"citizenship" and offers a few examples of teachers who did attempt to teach
their students explicitly about citizenship.

lAck ofDiscourse IIbout Otizenship

Despite the purported primary purpose of service-learning as a strategy to
promote active or engaged citizenship, the language of citizenship" was missing
N

from most service-leaming experiences. The lack of discourse about citizenship
is perhaps not surprising as educational reforms engendered by the landmark

1983 educational report, A Nation At Risk, and its successors have paid limited
attention to conceptions of citizenship and democracy. Most educational reforms
have focused instead on improving economic competitiveness by returning to
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the "basics'" and focusing on standards and. accountability (Butts, 1989; Dar1ing
Hammond, 1996; Fenstermacher, 1995; Good1ad., 1997; Tyack and Cuban, 1997).

Although recent reforms have not reflected lofty civic goals, some
commentators have proposed the need for an alternative view of education that
emphasizes teaching for democratic life (Darling-Hammond, 1996; Meier, 1995;

Oakes, Quartz, Ryan, &t U~ 2000). For many teachers, the civic mission of
education may be achieved through strategies such as service-learning which
promote personal, social and civic development Teachers may wish to help
students build their 1#civic muscles" to participate in democratic life, including
fostering self..efficacy, interpersonal understanding, civic responsibility,
stewardship and awareness of social issues (Battistoni, 2002; Eyler and Giles,
1999; Westheimer and Kahne,2OO2; Putnam, 2000; Reich, 20(2).
However, if teaching about citizenship was considered one of the primary
rationales for service-learning by its proponents, this study suggests that
teaching about citizenship was not an explicit goal for many teachers
implementing service-Ieaming experiences. When asked if they used
II

citizenship'" language in their classes, 14 out of 2S service-learning teachers (or

56%) reported that they did not use the term at all in their classrooms. Of the 11
service-learning teachers that did report using II citizen" or 1# citizenship", only
four teachers (16%) connected. their discussion of citizenship extensively with

their service-learning projects. The others (28%) occasionally discussed
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dtizenship with their students but not consistently or not in relation to the
service-1eaming projecls.
When students engaged in service-leaming projects were asked if they

heard the word, Mdtizen" or Mdtizenshipw in their class, 63% (53 of 84 students)1
reported that they do not recall their teachers using the tetDW in class. This

finding suggests that teaching explicitly about "dtizenship" was not a high
priority for most teachers and that service-learning experiences occurred in
schools that placed a low value on citizenship development (Darling-Hammond,

1996; McDonnell and Conover, 2000; ECS, 2001).

Is Ofizenship A &d Word?
MOtizen and citizenship are powerful words. They speak of

respect, of rights, of dignity...lt's a weighty, monumental,
humanist word." (Fraser and Gordon, 1998, p. 113)
Because most teachers did not explicitly frame the service-leaming
experiences in their classes as a means of teaching students about u citizenship"',
students did not necessarily connect their service-leaming experiences in their
schools and communities with their pre-existing understanding or connotations
of that word. The fonowing excerpt &om a high school student interview was
typical:
Interviewer: Did your idea of what it meant to be a M good citizen"
change because of your experience in the (service-Iearning) project?
I Altbo. 101 student interviews were conduc:ud. 11 SlUdcnts did not complete this part of the iDterview.
Of the 96 mnajnina students. 84 participated in serviee-1eamiDa activities aDd 12 did DOl as COIDpIrison or
1IOIHeI'Vice-1eImiDa students.
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Student: Well, I've never really thought about that subject or never
teaIly thought it would make me a good citizen to help... So I guess
it's made me a better citizen, if I think about it.
Interviewer: So you hadn't really thought about your project in
terms of being a good citizen?

Student: Yeah.
The lack of citizenship" language suggested that it would be useful to
III

examine why teachers would knowingly or unknowingly avoid using the

terminology. Their reasons ranged &om conscious avoidance of the terminology

of citizenship, to lack of awareness of service-learning as a means of teaching
students about citizenship, to the belief that the desired outcomes for servicelearning were other than civic or political, as illustrated in the following section.

Feor of sb:Jte proposition 187.
A few teachers avoided using the term citizen", because they believed it
#I

would create an environment of fear for their students. For example, a servicelearning coordinator in a rural northern California area commented that the
concept of citizenship reminded her of green cards" when she described her
#I

community's awareness of the consequences of Proposition 187:
I think people are aware of it The Hispanic community is certainly
aware of it and it's a scary thing in their lives because a lot of
mothers are not legal. A lot of dads have come here, gotten work,
and have become legal, and then they bring their wives back and
the wives aren't legal, so it's reaL.And a lot of the kids aren't legal
either. It becomes real hard for them to go out and seek medical
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care and take care of themselves because they're a.&aid all the time.
And I don't think the other kids are aware of how scary that really
is. (Ms. K).

Similarly, a middle school teacher in southern California who taught
students who were recent immigrants and leaming English as a Second

Language (ESL) noted that she avoided the language of citizenship because
"some of my students are not here legally and I could care less. And I don't want
to get into that because it can kind of scare them" (Ms. D).

Teachers also avoided the terminology of "citizenship" because it raised

other controversial issues. The same middle school teacher noted above &om
southern California explained that the notion of citizenship evoked feelings of
"ethnoc:enbism" as she explained. an incident that occurred in her class:

I had a kid stand up in my seventh period class and say, 1#1' m
right because fm white" and "white power:~ ... I don't want to
incite that in my classroom. Not that I have anything against
[the use of citizenship] in certain classrooms. In that FSL
classroom, I wouldn't use it I think fm just kind of being
cautious. (Ms. D).
This teacher's comment illustrated that some teachers avoided the use of

"dtizensbip" because of difficult conversations that the term would evob,
including controversial issues such as nationality, race and power. Instead of
addressing this child's opinions as part of a broader conversation, the student

was assigned to a different classroom. This avoidance of conflict is not
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surprising to social studies researchers who have observed that the culture of
schools tend to avoid conflict and controversy (Hahn, 1991; Hess, 2002; Kahne et
aI.,2000; Niemi andJ~ 1998).
Another high school teacher recognized this aspect of schools and

explained it in this way:

I think we try to do our best to minimize any conflict in schools.
And I think we like to convince ourselves that the reason we
want to minimize the conflict is because..•some things are too
difficult to talk about and if they're difficult to talk about, it's
best that we don't talk about it...we don't want to bring them
up to kids and we don't have solutions and if we don't have
solutions, we shouldn't talk about the problems. (Ms. D.

•

This teacher goes on, however, to explain the value of

discussing difficult problems:
I think there is always something to be gained by talking about
the issues, even if you have two sides of the story, even if you
have two completely different ways of looking at the world.

She clearly welcomed discussing issues such as "racism, sexism and
classism", even if they engendered disagreement from individuals who have
II

•

completely differellt ways of looking at the world" (Ms. D. However, this

viewpoint was not typical of most teachers in the sample (service-learning or
comparison).

lAck ofpriority in the school curriculum.
Several teachers reported that they did not teach explicitly about
citizenship because civic goals were not important priorities in their schools. For
68
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example, when asked if she talked about citizenship in her class, an elementary
school teacher observed that teaching about citi2avJhip doesn't seem to be a
M

priority to teach at my school· (Ms. 0). Her observation reflected the overall lack
of attention to civic goals in her school (and perhaps in public schools in general)

rather than a fear of the terminology. The lack of priority was illustrated in at
least two ways: first, that teaching about citizenship was not a goal for many
teachers in creating service-learning experiences in their classroom and second,

that teaching students about citizenship was not a priority for their grade level or
subject matter curriculum.

Not the primary pd for service-leaminS
Several teachers did not consider service-leaming as a strategy to
expJicidy teach citizenship. Instead, they focused more on the personal and
social development of students. In some cases, teachers dearly wanted to teach
civic outcomes through the service-learning experiences. However, they did not
connect these outcomes to explicit teaching about what it meant to be a citizen.
Even when citizenship was an important goal, teachers often did not
connect teaching of citizenship to their service-learning projects as illustrated by
a middle school teacher who reported that teaching about citizenship was an

important goal:
I don't know if I would directly link [citizenship] to the projects
we've done. I definitely think that their understanding of
citizenship has improved more this year because rve discussed it
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more with them and really emphasized it more, and made it clear
this year in particuJar that the grade wouldn't be purely based. just
on behavior. That you rea1Iy have to be participating and be
prepared. And I don't know if I would link it, their understanding
of that, to the service project. I definitely mentioned it in regards to
the project, but I wouldn't say the project helps to improve that
understanding. (Mr. D·
This teacher's observation suggests that merely engaging students
in service-leaming experiences may not necessarily contribute to their

understanding of citizenship.

Not a part of the grade level or suRi,ect matter curriculum
For other teachers, the lack of priority to teach citizenship was based on
grade level or subject matter expectations, reflecting what was deemed.
appropriate to teach at a particular grade level. For example, an elementary
school teacher noted that she did not discuss citizenship with her students
H

because she felt that they would II get that in the eighth or twelfth grades (Ms.
0).

When asked how citizenship was taught to students, another elementary
school teacher explained:
There is a story for one thing about the Statue of Uberty and
people coming to this country. So they do get some of the adult
part of it I'm trying to think of a story we read where they
actually said, good citizens. But I can't recall. I don't know that
it's part of the curriculum. (Ms. L).
A high school teacher who taught peer education at her high school made
a distinction among the subject matter disciplines in explaining why she would

•

not use the terminology of dtizenship: -I think a word like dtizenship' for me
I

belongs in a civics class or a history daBs'" (Ms. S). Another high school teacher

who taught sodaI studies then. made grade level dist::i:ndions within the subject
matter:
The world studies text discu.sses a lot of democracy - and that"s
about it. I think that when. the kids get to the 11th grade and
they are doing US. History and studying the Constitution.
Then when they get to Civics in their senior year, [there is]
much more of a definition of citizen and of voting but...not a lot
in the tenth grade. (Ms. Y).
These teachers' reasons illustrated that teaching explicidy about
"'citizenship'" was not a priority for many teachers even if they valued other

personal and civic outcomes of service-leaming. For some reason, the language
of citizenship did not capture these other dvic outcomes.

Negative amraolJllians or personalfeelings IIbout the word.
Still other teachers seemed to view citizenship'" as involving a different
II

set of concepts than those they wanted to foster. These teachers decided not to
use the terms "'citizenship" or "'citizen" because of the negative connotations that
the words carried. For example, an elementary school teacher explained:

I think it is because when I grew up, I connect citizenship with
maybe these kind of dry definitions of it-and kind of a sas
...mom with homework and dad at the office..you know, "'You
must be a good citizen", kind of flat definition. So I suppose that" 5
what would be my own prejudice. (Ms. 5).
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Another middle school teacher felt that the definition of citizenship was
too limiting and narrow:

I wonder if it's because so many of us who are middle-aged. have a
somewhat negative image of it because [citizenship) was used so
stricdyand to mean only a very limited number of things. I've
often•.• tried to broaden the idea of citizen because it is so often
nanowed down into voting and saying the pledge and that's just
never set right with me. (Ms. R).

Another high school teacher agreed, distinguishing the legal status of
dtizenship with other meanings of the term: UTo me the word has a !a!!
connotation to it not so much a communal connotation. I'd search for a different
word" (Ms. W). Still other teachers considered the terminology of U dtizenship"
as old fashioned" and archaic" .
U

II

For many reasons, most teachers who implemented service-Ieaming in
their classrooms did not view it as a means of explidtly teaching students about

dti.zenship. When asked what phrases they used with students to explain why

service was important to do, teachers described a range of alternatives to denote
individual and community development These phrases may be relevant to
students' understanding of dtizenship but the teachers did not engage the word
(or, arguably, the concept) directly.
The follOwing section lays out the diHerent categories of alternative
phrases used by service-learning teachers. The largest number of teachers (n-6)
i2

used phrases such as "community member, community involvement
community partidpam- in place of citizenship.

ConmaI,nity member.
As one teacher in an urban eleJIleOtary school decla!ed, "usually citizen
and community member me used intelchangeably" (Ms. A). Another teacher in

a suburban middle school used similar language with her students: NThis is what
you should be doing for your community'" (Ms. p). This emphasis on
community and the role of individuals as members of a community dearly

reflects priorities of communitarian theory to foster individuals' connections to a
larger community.
For these teac:hers, the notion of community was important for different
reasons and raised other dimensions of comm.unitarianism and republicanism.

For example, some teachers emphasized the notion that individuals should be
actively involved. as participants in a community. For others, fostering an

association to the well-being of others was an important aspect of community.

For example, a high school teacher in a rural area of northern California

explained. that"l would talk about membership, I would talk about belonging"
because she focused. on how service-leaming experiences created opportunities
for students to be .,community members" (Ms. W).

Another middle school teacher explained the need for service-leaming as

a means of strengthening connections between youth and their communities

primarily because he saw few opportunities to do so:
I think the lives that children lead today, they need service-leaming
because they become disconnected with the lifestyles they have today
with the 'IVs and the videos and the electronic games, the technology.
They get disconnected. I think service-leaming helps students get
more connected to the communities, getting them. out of the classroom
and into being aware of what a community is. (Mr. M).

The prevalence of this type of reasoning regarding connection to and
concern for community suggests a new subcategory of a Personally Responsible
Otizen for Westheimer and Kahne's &amework as will be discussed in more

detail in Chapter 6 based on students' views of good citizenship.

Responsible student.
While some teachers clearly emphasized using service-learning as a means
of fostering a sense of community membership and connection, other teachers

focused more on encouraging"good" or "responsible" students within their
schools. For example, an elementary school teacher explained that rather than
using the language of citizenship" in her school, her colleagues used
II

"responsibility a lot. Responsible student...Helpful student" (Ms. 5). These
teachers suggest that "responsibility" means obedience to school rules but also
helpfulness to others.
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A middle school teacher in a border town of Califomia and Mexico did
not consciously use the terms, III citizen'" or II citizenship" because of the large
population of Mexic:an-bom students who attended the school. Instead, she
ftxused on the behaviors and attitudes of being a III good student". She explained:
What would a student do? What shoyld you do as a student?
What is your responsibility as a student rather than a citizen?
Maybe student is the word. I just haven't thought of the word
'citizen' as using it any time•.• r m trying to think of if rve ever
used the word'citizen' and if I did, I didn't mean citizenship. I
meant being a person and doing what you know you should be
doing to help yourself and to help others. (Ms. N).

Another middle school teacher used phrases that emphasized students'
responsibilities to model good behavior for younger students: "I don't use the
word citizen... I talk about being responsible or being a role model or a mentor

because that's what we do with the kindergartners" (Ms. D).

Good person.
Rather than focusing on the role of youth as II students" in school, several
teachers used phrases such as "good person" or II good people" to describe their
goals for student development more broadly. In this way of thinking that is
reflective of American themes of individual morality, Protestantism and

liberalism, by focusing on aeating good. people, one automatically created good
citizens (Kaestle, 1983). Typical of this reasoning was this teacher in an inner
city middle school:
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We talk about characteristics of a good person, a good moral
penon. If you're into drugs, chances are you're not a good dtizen.
You're not a good person, so in tum.. you're not a good dtizen. If
you're a husband, or boyfriend, and you abuse your wife or
girlfriend, you're not a good person., and you can't be a good
dti.zen. They go hand in hand. We talk about what are things that
make a good person. If you respect people, that makes you a good
person and chances are, you're a good dtizen as well. (Mr. M).

Stealrd.
Going beyond the notion of treating other people well, two teachers in

suburban schools chose phrases that indicated. the responsibility of humans to
preserve the environment for future generations. A middle school teacher noted,
"1 don't use the word dt:izen. I use environmental steward" (Ms. D). An
elementary school teacher expanded the focus on the physical environment to

include human institutions: "This would have been stewardship...about better
neighborhoods and school-that's stewardship so I've probably used a different

vocabulary" (Ms. E).

At the very broadest level, two teachers emphasized service to the
community as actions that individuals should take because of the responsibility

they share in common humanity. A middle school science teacher in small town
in northern California couched her concern for "human beings" as the reason for
involving her students in service-leaming experiences. In particular, she wanted

her students to understand human beings in the context of all living organisms:
16

I think, being a caring person, a caring human being on this planet
because this planet needs a lot of caring too••• what I try and do in
science is say that everything we do in here has to do with every
organism on the planet. not just humans. So that's part of why
when I talk about things like this I'm just broader and looking at us
as humans and the lesponsibility we have as human beings, rather
than a fungus-being or a beetle-being. Or a flower being. Part of
that is because it's science. (Ms. R).
While this teacher used the language of caring as a universal human

responsibility to other Jiving organisms, another teacher did not use the language
of citizenship but dearly framed her concern for human beings in the language of

Interviewer: Do you talk about citizenship as part of your class?

Teac:her: I taJk about it roundabout.
Interviewer: Are there other ways you talk about it?
Teacher: I talk about being somebody who fights for justice. I taJk
about being somebody who tries to stop racism, who tries to stop
violence. I mean, I talk about the action, not the name of it.
Interviewer: And when you say, "someone", is it that, this is what
means to be a good person", this is what it means to be a good
community member"? Or it is just...
III

1#

Teacher: Human. Wfire humans. We all have to do this thing
because wllre human. (Ms. J).
These teachers suggested two important themes, an ethic of care and an

ethic of justice, that were not raised explicitly by other teachers. Feminist
critiques of citizenship, in fact, offer these themes as important to citizenship,

especially valuing relationships and caring for others (ethic of care) as well as
concern for equality and human rights (ethic of justice). These teachers appeared
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to promote these themes of cue and. of justice as important sources of motivation

upon which individuals should act to help other people or the larger
environment. These themes will be explored mme fully in subsequent chapters.

The alternative phrases used by teachers are important civic outcomes,
even if teachers did not !elate them explicitly to citizenship. The point is that the
service-leaming experiences did not directly engage students' understanding of
citizenship. What students did leam about citizenship &om their service
leaming experiences will be explored. in more detail in Chapter Six.
Although most teachers in this sample did not feel the need to teach
students explicitly about citizenship, four teachers intentionally and consistently
chose to do so. The following section offers brief descriptions of how they
defined citizenship, how it related to their service-learning projects and why
such teaching was important to them.

A Few TetlChers TetlCh about IICitizerashiplf

Of the 25 service-Ieaming teachers who completed interviews, four
teachers (16%) made a conscious choice to use the terminology of IIcitizenship" in
their classrooms and to work with their students to better understand the
.concept through their service-leaming projects. Seven other teachers (28%) said

that they used the terminology, but as indicated in their interviews and in
classroom observations, the language was not used extensively or intentionally
with their service-leaming projects so their classrooms are not described here.
18

One teacher, Ms.. C, working in a continuation high school in a small town

connected her discussion of "productive citizenship" explicitly to the servicelearning experiences offered to all students in their small school. She explained
that the school provided many opportunities for students to be involved in the
community because II our number one goal is to help our students develop into
being productive citizens." This was particularly important to many of her
students who had previously exhibited anti-sodal behaviors such as truancies,
infractions of community laws, or alcohol and drug abuse.
Group service-learning projects providing companionship to elders or
students with disabilities provided. opportunities for students to feel positive
about helping the community and receive affirmation for pro-socia1 and
responsible behaviors. Students were also encouraged to take leadership in
organizing these activities, or to initiate other projects.
For this teacher, the idea of productive citizenship was intimately tied to
the notion of individual and collective responsibility that came from her personal

experience and from her conviction about what was missing from her students'
lives. She explained.:
I grew up in a small rural California community and lived on a
ranch ..•One of the principles that my parents instilled in me was
kind of a collective responsibility•..And I really think that's just all
part of my life - so therefore it became a part of this because one of
19

the things that I perceived when I first got to the school was the
lack of that dimension. the idea that you're responsible.
Ms. C believed that service opportunities provided to students taught
them the importance of being responsible for others and were opportunities to

"'connect:" her students with society that was a real "'passionw for her. Ultimately,
her hope was that through these experiences, the students were going to be
II

better spouses or partners. They're going to be better parents. They're going to
be better workers that respect people's rights, and listen to people and share and

all of that. And they're going to be better people. They're going to be better
citizens." Thus, citizenship was important to teach explicitly as a way to connect
her students to society. Overall, this teacher exemplified what it meant to teach a
model of Personally Responsible Otizenship, combining individual
responsibility to take care of self and to help other individuals.

Telldring more tIum the btIsics.

Another teacher in an inner city middle school, Ms. M, explicitly taught
citizenship to her students because of her own beliefs that citizenship
development was an important goal of education. She defined citizenship as
uthinking beyond yourself and feeling a part of a community and a responsibility
to that community in some capacity.W
She also explained why teaching citizenship should be central to
education and why she chose to use service-leaming in her classroom:
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Teaching is not just teaching about buics..So much of
education is being exposed to an different things, and preparing
your kids to be responsible citizens. So, I think service-leaming
is a way to do that.

In teaching citizenship, this teacher combined explicit attention to
citizenship grades to promote personally responsible behaviors (" a genera1
awareness of being responsible for yourself and not making a mess behind
yourself, picking up and taking responsibility for things when you need to take
responsibility") with several service-leaming projects that drew on what students
had learned. In particular, Ms. M facilitated conversations that connected
student learning to larger questions: "Can we see any impact or any difference
that we've made? ..What can you do as a sixth graderr
For example, students drew &om their study of Mesopotamian and

Sumerian inventions to create a website to educate other students and teachers.
Cave art studied in literature was the inspiration of a school mural that was
designed and painted by students in an effort to beautify their school.
Reflections about their first year of middle school became the basis of a guide
and visits to local elementary schools to orient incoming sixth graders and help
them in their transition to middle school.
This teacher's goals for teaching citizenship also exemplified what it

meant to be a Personally Responsible Otizen with her emphasis on personally
responsible behavior that also encouraged helping other individuals.

8t

Cmrtmunity membership in the cIIJssroo8: tmd school.
A third-grade teacher in an urban elementary school, Ms. A., used the

language of citizenship in her classroom to foster her students' understanding of
what it meant to participate in a community. She explained that Hour class motto

is leadership, scholarship and citizenship and we talk about those three things in

our dassrocm.." This teacher defined citizenship in the following way: HI say
you're not being a good citizen, you're not helping to make this community
better.'"

In her classroom, she explicitly described the role of citizen as part of a
collective, a community in a manner which she considered socialist based":
II

We talk about how if we're Jiving in a community and one person
in the community says something to hurt, even if it is just hurting
themselves, ifs hurting the whole community...We talk about
issues of trust and issues of kindness.

She goes on to define citizenship as interchangeable with
community membership. For example, she defined her classroom as a
community and asked her students:

•

Whafs our job as a community? Ifs to learn...If you're standing in
the way of learning, then you're not being a good dtizen, a good
member of the community. And your job as a community member
is to help everyone here to leam. If you don't learn, then we
haven't done our job.

The service-leaming projeds selected. by the teacher supported the idea
that the purpose of the classroom community was to promote learning as she
created a "book buddy- project with a kindergarten class in their school. Ms. A
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extended the collective responsibility of students to focus on learning within

their own classroom to the larger school as her students read to the younger
students and helped. them craft the text and pictwes of a story for a "Young
Authors'" Project.
This aspect of community membership was not clearly addressed in
Westheimer and Kahne's &a.mework and this dimension of Personally

Responsible Otizen as Community Contributor is discussed in more detail in
Cllapter Six.

All apects ofcitizenship.
A sixth-grade elementary school teacher who worked in a community on
the border of California and Mexico worked with other sixth grade teachers in

his school to discuss with their students what it meant to be a good citizen. He

explained:
We talked with them not only about what a good citizen is at
school but in the community and in general, in life. There are a lot
of things that we do [in) the community that make us good citizens.
Whether my kids understood the concept is something else. But we
made the point that a good citizen involves many different areas in
life...at home, at play or at work. (Mr. A).
When queried about his understanding of citizenship and what he taught

to his students, Mr. A strongly stated that he taught citizenship as legal status, as
law-abiding voter and as community contributor through social studies and the
student council elections. He discussed how the election system worked but we
N
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also talk about what a good citizen is as far as not only behavior but also what

they do with the skills that they learn. We try to teach them not only what's
good in school inside the [dass]room but also what's good outside school and

outside the community" (Mr. A).
The emphasis on teaching students dedsion.making skills as well as
encouraging civic behaviors was illustrated by how Mr. A introduced. service
learning to his students, emphasizing the goal of service-leaming to leam

Nhands-on experiencesn and -life long skillsn and how students ·were going to
make the dedsions.n He explained., -I didn't say we're going to do this, this and

that I asked for suggestions. The student voice is very important to us because
they have to buy into it If they don't buy into it, it's not going to be successful."
The desire to foster student buy-in did not stop Mr. A &om making
suggestions about what his students could do. For example, he took his students
around the school grounds and asked them, MIs there something that we can do
to improve it?" Students came up with many suggestions, including recycling

containers, more shade trees, trimming bushes, better watering systems and
fertilizer. This list of student-generated ideas has driven the service and

fundraising activities for his class as Mr. A also found ways to connect the study
of literature, science and mathematics to the service-leaming project of school
beautification.

•

Although these four teacben provided. evidenc:e of why some teachers

intentionally used the language of citizenship in their classrooms, it was dear
that most teacben did not find it important to use. So why should it matter if
students are not connecting these outcomes to their understanding of
citizenship? There are several responses to this question:
First, if educators are expected to teach about citizenship, the terminology
should be used, espedaIly if the words or phrases are unclear or contested.

Theoretically and in practice, citizenship is a particularly contested concept
(Seiner, 1995; Kahne and Westheimer, 2000; Turner, 1993; Van Gunsteren, 1994).

Language is critical to examine, especially if individuals are to achieve a common
understanding about the meaning of words or concepts. Indeed, without
dialogue and clarifying meaning behind words, understanding remains limited.
Second, although teachers may view the language of citizenship as
Mnarrow" or II archaic", the terminology and concept are important to teach
students because the concept of citizenship and legal status still hold power
while many definitions of citizenship exist. For example, policies restrict funding

based on legal citizenship status for educational loans, fellowships and health
care. While service-Ieaming is not necessary to teach the legal definition of
citizenship and the legal status of children will not change after a child does a
service-learning project, their understanding of what it means to be a good
citizen could broaden.
8S

Fmally, when contested terms such as citizenship are avoided, students

are not given the opportunity to leam or unleam connotations that they have
when they think of citizen or citizenship. That is, what students leam at home or
in their personal contacts remain unchaJlenged. Since citizenship is a significant
dimension of individuals' public identity, such conversations should talce place
in public schools to assist the learning process.

Implications
The most significant finding in this chapter is that most teachers who used
service-learning did not talk about citizenship." This is at odds with the
M

purpose of service-learning as expressed by many proponents. The alternative

terms and phrases that teachers use in place of citizenship" (e.g. being a good
M

U

person" or Mhuman being") connote individual behaviors that are moralistic and,
for the most part take place outside of the political and institutional spheres.
While these phrases tend to reflect a liberal conception of citizenship that
emphasize individual behaviors, the most used alternative phrases, U community

•

member" or community contributor", reflect a more republican model of
M

citizenship and represents an important contribution of service-leaming as a
strategy for citizenship education (as will be discussed in more detail in Otapter

Six). The choice to use more non-political phrases in place of citizenship,
however, conveyed models of citizenship that emphasized helping actions but
deemphasized political behaviors of citizens.
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Before moving onto the next two findings chapters, it is important to note
that even as the language of .,citizenship'" was missing from many service

1eaming experiences, the diversity of teachers' language indicating goals for
service-leaming suggest that teachers playa critical role in shaping service
leaming experiences for students. That is, not all service-leaming experiences are
the same. While this point seems obvious to state, literature in service-leaming
has only begun to appreciate that the "nature of the particular goals selected

seem. to have a profound effect on implementation strategies" (Ammon et aI.,

2OO2r p. 2).
Review of teachers' goals for their service-learning projects in this study,

however, suggested. that many teachers had difficulty articulating clear goals for
service-learning as well as designing appropriate service-leaming activities to
support their stated goals (Ammon et aI., 20(1). As a result, I focus most of the
discussio~ in the next two chapters on the overall student and

teacher samples

without examining the correspondence of responses between teachers and their
students. When teachers were consistent and intentional in connecting goals and
practices, I highlight these classrooms throughout in Chapter 6.
The examination of language only begins to illuminate how teachers and
students engaged in the service-leaming projects that may foster students' civic
development. To further explore service-leaming as a strategy for citizenship
education, I begin in the next chapter to examine students' understanding of

what it means to be a good citizen.
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Chapter Five
SEt rING THE CONTEXT FOR SERVICE-LEARNING:
O'taENSIUP AS LEGAL STATUS AND GOOD BERAV10R

(OPl'lONS .1 AND H)
The previous chapter examined. the language used in the practice of
service-leaming to explore how those experiences were framed by teachers
expliddy or implicitly for their students. It appeared that the discourse of
N

citizenship" was limited in most service-learning experiences, indicating that

most teachers did not use service-leaming as a strategy for teaching citizenship
expliddy. Given that the language of citizenship was absent in many service
leaming experiences, it was important to ask the students directly, "what does it
mean to be a good citizen?" to examine what students may learn about
citizenship (directly or indirectly) through service-learning experiences.

Before examining the impact of service.,Jearning on student's
understanding of citizenship, the purpose of this chapter is to explore the range
of student thinking about what it means to be a good citizen, drawing from
student interviews across all of the classrooms (service-learning and non-service
leaming). This chapter summarizes evidence of models of good citizenship - as

good behavior and as legal status - taught in public schools in this study. This
evidence sets the context for examining the impact of service-learning as a
strategy for citizenship in the next chapter.

I developed an interview scenario articulating three types of citizenship
that drew from the conceptual &amework detailed in the literature Review. The
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scenario included the following options: (1) citizenship as nde-abidina

individual that is similar to the traditional duties of adult citizenship to follow
laws and to vote as reflected in textboolcs and citizenship grades; (2) dt:izenshjp
as legal statust to reflect the technical definition of citizenship as membership
with rights in a political community often taught in textboolcs; and (3) citizenship
as active contributor to illustrate the dimension of citizenship that emphasizes
positive action to address needs of other people or of the community.

As noted in the Chapter Three, the purpose of this study was not to
explore if students understood the technical definition of citizenship but to
examine their understanding of what it meant to be a good citizen. Table 5-1

illustrates the number of students' first choices among these three options.

Table 5-1 Student Choices of Different Models of "Good Oti.zenahip" 2
Students Fat Choices (of the three

optional
Stlulats 1leliftw4 tMt...
Otizenship is about voting and fonowing
laws or Nles (Option 1ft)
Otizenship is about status (by birth or
naturalization by taking test) (Option 1f2)
Otizenship is about making their school or
neighborhood. better (Option 1f3)
Student Described Own Definition of
Otizenship

Fint choice of
5erYice-leaming
students

Fint choice of Nonservice-Iauning

(..-92)

st:udenIs
(n-I2)

16%
114.5/92)
4%
(4/921
79%
(72.5/92)
1%
(1/92)

50%
16/12J
0%
(0/121
50%
(6/12)
0%
(0/12)

I use the phrase "legal status" to denote the status of individuals as citizens or non-citize:ns in a
poUtical community or nation-state.
2 Students were asked to select their first choice among the three options. Three service-leaming
students selected two "top choices," so each of their choices has been counted as 0.5 within their
respective categories. One service-leaming student created her own definition of what it meant
to be a good citizen.
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Most students involved in service-leaming (79%) chose the model of good

citizenship as helping other individuals or helping their community (Option '3)
as compared to SO% of the comparison (non-service-leaming) students who
selected Option .3. This difference between service-1eaming and comparison

students choices was significant at the p<.051eve13, suggesting that service
learning had a significant impact on students' desire to contribute to their school,

neighborhood or community and to Mmake things better." This finding wiI1 be
examined in further detail in the next chapter by examining students' reasons for
selecting Option '3.
To describe the context for that discussion, this chapter examines the
reasoning provided by 22% of the service-leaming students who selected good
behavior (Option #1) or legal status (Option #2) as their definition of good
citizenship. This finding suggests that other models of good citizenship were

taught in public schools, creating an environment of potentially conflicting
models that still hold currency for students and teachers in public schools.

In the follOwing section, I first discuss the model of citizenship as legal
1#

status" evidenced in Option .2 because it is typically taught in the explicit school
cuniculum (Niemi and Junn, 1998) and represents the technical, legal definition
of citizenship. I also discuss the reasons why students did not choose Option .2

to illustrate the contested. nature of citizenship.

tobeagoodcitizen.
used a Chi-square test to compare the number of students (service-leaming and non-servic::e
leamin.g) who chose Option .1 or Option '2 to the number of students who chose Option '3.
:5 I
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Based on initial data analysis, 1separate discussion of the two behaviors in
Option .1 -following rules and voting - because of the distinct differences in
student reasoning about their choices. I first review students' responses defining

good citizenship as following niles, model that was taught primarily through the
implicit cutric:ulum through citizenship grades and awards. I then discuss the

limited responses &om students about the role of voting and politics in their
definition of citizenship that suggest apolitical models of good citizenship taught
in schools in this study. I also layout students' reasons for !lQl selecting Option

'1.
Viewing Otizenship lIS Legal Status (Selecting Option 12)

At least four service-learning students (4%) selected this option because it

focused on the technical definition of citizenship as legal status in a political
community such as a nation-state. For these students, citizenship as legal status

was necessary to good citizenship".
U

For example, a middle school student in a border community explained,
"it's like you can help the neighborhood or the schools, but that doesn't make you

a citizen" (Student 16). In short, helping behaviors did not give an individual

legal citizenship status. A high school student in an urban community in
northern California agreed that the issue of legal status was significant to him: .... If
you're born here, then you're a citizen. That's the bottom line that I get" (Student

196).
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Four sefVice..leaming teachers acknowledged that legal status was
important to acknowledge when discussing citizenship. An elementary school
teacher in a border community declared that all three models of citizenship in the
interview scenario (including legal status) defined what it meant to be a good

citizen. A middle school teacher explained that having the legal status of
citizenship conveyed an individual's #I permanent commitment to ...a community
or sodety* (Mr.1). During the interviews, students described how they learned

this model of citizenship &om textbooks, their family members (who, in some

cases, students were helping with the citizenship exam), media and past teachers.

Rejecting Qtizmship as up Status (Rejecting Option 12)
While the legal status of citizenship was important to some students' and
teachers' understanding of good citizenship, many more students believed that

the legal status of an individual was not important to their understanding of
#I

good citizenship". These students and teachers understood the t.edmicaI

definition of citizenship as legal status; they just believed that legal status
II

doesn't have anything to do with being a good citizen" (Student 164). For these

students, there was a true disconnect between the distinction of U citizenship as

status" and citizenship as desirable behavior" (l<ym1icka and Norman, 1995).
#I

Students offered different reasons, however, for disregarding legal status as an
important dimension of good citizenship".
U
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Citizenship is tift IICCidertt ofl1irtlt.
Several students suggested that focusing on the legal status of citizenship
was not fair to include in defining good citizenship because technical citizenship
was simply an accident of birth. As one student observed, uif you'n! born in this
country, you were just bom..• it's not something you just did'" (Student 141).
Another student noted that for non-citizens, uit's not their fault they weren't bom

heJe'" (Student'12). A high school teacher supported this reasoning when she
explained that individuals could not take II credit" for their citizenship status
because "where you're bom is a decision that your parents made, not you. And
if you're not part of the decision making process .. .1 don't think should get claim

to it" (Ms. 1).

otizmship hils more to do with ccmtnlnltions.
Other students explained that a person's contributions to a community or
society were most important in determining who is a good citizen. One student

living in a small town near the California/Oregon border explained: II [legal
status1 is just a piece of paper that will tell you you're a citizen. It doesn't mean
anything about being a good citizen, a citizen that helps others" (Student'10).
Yet another student explained, "It's not whether you're bom here, it's you want to

help the community. U you want to make it a better place then you're a good

person, you're a good citizen. You want to help this place'" (Student 182).
Teachers also held these sentiments. For example, a high school teacher in
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a rural area in northern Califomia explained lljust because we're bam here, we've
passed a test•.. that has nothing to do with how you're contributing to society or

the community as a whole...[1egal status] to me has nothing to do with being a
good citizen" (Mr. 0). The other high school teacher who believed the
individuals could not lltake credit" for the citizenship status added, III think
changing things, making things better is what makes you good citizen. I mean
it's the only thing that makes you a good citizen" (Ms.

n.

Citizenship test does not mtrISIl~ 'lDIuIt is impot1lmt.
On the technical process of naturalization, students disagreed about the

usefulness of the paper-pend) citizenship test to determine if one is a good
II

citizen". One student believed in the test because it helped to ensure that citizens
know some aspects of a country's history, laws and culture "because you got to
know something about this country" to be a good citizen (Student '75).
On the other hand, many more students objected to the use of a test to
assess good citizenship. For example, citizenship was about caring about where

•

you lived and that was not measured by a test: lljust because you can pass a test
doesn't mean you're going to be a good citizen and just because you were born

here doesn't mean you really give a damn about this country or the people in it"
(Student 183).
Teachers also believed that a citizenship test was an inadequate measure.

As stated by a middle school teacher, lithe test is simply a matter of knowing

•

some facts about the country and the government of where ever you're living"
(Ms.. R). Another middle school teacher questioned the validity of the paper

pencil test: "from a teacher's standpoint, a test isn't going to tell you anything
anyway.

I wouldn't pass the test for citizenship" (Ms. D).

Cilizt:nship as Iepl

,"'fils includes people who

lire

"'brul. '"

For other students, the legal status of citizenship does not guarantee that
one acts as a good or responsible citizen. A middle school student pointed out
that just because one holds offidal citizenship, many official citizens do not
follow laws: "some people who are born in this country ...are just disobedient,
they don't obey the law. Some people in different countries probably come here

and are better than people over here'" (Student '60).

Cilizt:nship as slllfIIs is eulusiorurry.
Teachers and students also disliked the concept of legal status as

"exclusive", "racist'" or "prejudiced'" as illustrated by this high school student's
statement "it's racism to just say that someone who was born in this country was
a good citizen" (Student 19).

In an astute comment that distinguished between the priorities of a
nation-state and the people who live within it, a middle school student &om
Mexico and living in a homogenous community in northern California explained
that the concern for citizenship as legal status was "what the country's trying to
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do" (Student "'4). That is, citizenship as legal status is a concept important to
nation-states attempting to determine who receives benefits of citizenship but it

does not define how individuals choose to help others or their communities as

•good citizens" would be expected to do.
In sum, teaching about citizenship should consider this model of
citizenship as legal status not only because it is the technical definition but

because this model conOicts with other models of citizenship that may be taught
Attention to this model of citizenship may seem obvious to recommend but has

rarely been addressed in service-Ieaming studies (R. Battistoni, personal
communication, October 24, 20(2). In addition to legal status, some students
found another model of citizenship taught in schools - citizenship as gc.>od
behavior - compelling to their understanding of good citizenship.

Olizerrship as Good Behm1ior II1Ul Voting as II. Duty (Selecting Option '1)
This model of citizenship was intended to focus on the minimal
expectations of good citizens to follow rules or laws and to vote as a basic civic
duty. In addition, it was intended to emphasize the notion of citizenship as an
adult role and set of behaviors. While some students reported the importance of
both voting and follOwing rules and laws in selecting this option, more students

reported. distinct reasons why each were (or were not) important to their
understanding of good citizenship and so these two aspects of Option '1 are

discussed separately. I focus first on the aspect of following rules and laws
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because mote students dted this aspect of choosing this scenario. I then address
the issue of voting at the end of this chapter.

Students felt that rules and laws should be followed for different reasons.

For example, some elementary and middle school students felt it was important
to follow rules simply because they exist ""It's not really good to break the law"
(Student '23). Other young students expressed the need to follow rules and laws

to avoid negative consequences. For example, elementary school students
believed that people who break laws ""make people mad- (Student '71) and
people who do not follow laws"" go in jail- (Student '57). Another middle school
student in the same school suggested:
""it's not just making your neighborhood betler, it's everything you
do. It includes listening to the teacher, not talking back. I think it's
better to follow rules and not break laws" (Student 191.).
A student enrolled in a continuation high school said that a good citizen
was one who followed rules and took personal responsibility: "being a good

dtizen, you don't steal, you don't vandalize, you don't litter. [A good citizen is)
someone who's able to take care of himself" (Student '12). For this student

taking care of oneself, following rules and not causing trouble to others were acts
of good citizenship.

Other students recognized the importance of fonowing laws because they
helped create safe, orderly communities. Several students from. an urban middle

school observed, "people break laws a 10(' in their community. They believed
that laws should be followed "because laws are made for a reason and when you

first make them.. they're not supposed to be broken" and ·you shouldn't break
laws (because] it's kind of like a community thing" (Student 167). A teacher in a
small town middle school agreed that good citizens should follow rules and laws

because "you understand the reason for laws and you obey them. You're a
person that takes being allowed to live in a society seriously" (Mr. R).
This model of citizenship as good behavior was clearly illustrated through

the use of citizenship grades administered in many elementary and middle
schools and in a few high schools in the study. Students received good grades in
citizenship for behaving well as exemplified by this middle school teacher's
description of his school's criteria for assigning citizenship grades:

I think that it's just how your actions affect the learning
environment. Ub, if you're talking aD the time or throwing things
or up and out of your seat and making it hard. to teach, or if you
bring in other people with you. Just being counterproductive,
that's going to affect how you're viewed as a citizen in school. (Mr.

R).
Students were expected to be orderly in their class and larger school
environments as described by an elementary school teacher:
After a recess or lunch hour, they have to stop and freeze and then
walk to their lines and to behave in that line waiting for the
teachers to come and get them. That kind of thing is also part of
citizenship. (Ms. L).

Students clearly understood the criteria for good citizenship grades. For
example, many students reported the importance of "being quier', "follOwing
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rulesw, wlistening to the teache(" and wnot causing trouble-. Qtizenship awards
also rewarded students for another form of good. behavior, that of being a
helpful, kind person. Students received such awards when they helped or
showed. kindness toward another student

Citizenship lIS is Not lust about Good Be'""'"" (Rejecti1Ig Option. '1)
Although the model of citizenship as good behavior was compelling for
some students, other students did not value the importance of following rules.
They provided two types of reasons: f:irst. the exhortation to follow laws is weak

because everyone breaks a rule or law at some point Second, some laws and
ndes should not be followed because they are unfair or wrong and need to be
changed.

Students of all ages, elementary through high school, believed that
exhorting people to follow laws as desirable for good. citizenship was not
compelling to youth because "usually most of the grownups break laws
sometimes" (Student'21). Middle school students reported that "everybody

breaks laws" (Student '36) and" ain't nobody perfect" (Student '63). Other high
school students agreed that "it's not just about breaking laws...' cause fm pretty
sure we've all broken one" (Student '30) and HI don't know nobody yet that has

respected all laws" (Student '31). Another high school student focused on the
actions of politicians in particular when he suggested that lllaws are always

broken anyway, politicians always break laws" (Student '29).
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For other students, blind obedience to rules and laws was not a desirable
trait for good citizens because some laws may be wrong or unfair and should be
challenged. or changed. That is, while laws were necessary to sustain an orderly
society, not

an laws were equal.

High school students observed, "'you have to

break some rules to make things betae.r- (Student'l5) and ...some laws need to be
changed'" (Student Hi). A middle school student explained that'" maybe the
laws aren't right, so maybe you should do something about the laws'" (Student

141) and another student in this class noted, "1 think a lot of our laws are not
good'" (Student 142). One teacher provided a clear rationale for this reasoning:
I think that you can be a great citizen and still breaks
laws...because a lot of these laws are impossible to avoid breaking.
They're designed to trap people, and young people are going to
break them all the time. It doesn't mean that they're a bad person,
it just means that the laws are bad. (Mr. M).
This is not to say that these students and teachers did not believe in a

body of laws to protect individuals and communities. Rather, they suggest that
good citizens should be able to evaluate the justness or effectiveness of laws and

•

work to change them if they feel it is necessary. Thus, blind obedience to all laws
was not a desirable trait of good citizens for these students and teachers.

In a unique twist, several students attending a continuation high school
observed that individuals sometimes broke laws and could learn from their

mistakes to become better citizens. This orientation appeared to draw &om the

personal experiences of these students who had made mistakes (such as drug
use, erratic school attendance, or other infractions of school rules or community
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Jaws) and who were now actively involved in helping their communities through.
school-based community service activities.

One student indicated a sense of forgiveness of past mistalces that should
be possible when evaluating who can be a good citizen:

That kind. of bothers me because there are convicts•.. and I think
that they're convicts because maybe they had problems and don't
know how to deal with them or maybe they're involved in that life
and that's the only way that they know. But they can still be a good
citizen. (Student '32).
In sum, the model of citizenship as following rules and good behavior was
taught in schools in part through citizenship grades. The extension of following
rules in schools to respecting laws in the community, however, was balanced by
skepticism of adult behaviors and the assumption that all laws are good. or fair.
Extending beyond simply follOwing rules, citizenship awards and honor rolls

also recognized. students for helping others. This notion of being awarded" for
II

good citizenship in this manner also acknowledged the seemingly exceptional
nature of the acts of helping others.

Overall, it appeared that models of citizenship taught explicitly or
implicitly in schools in this study included citizenship as legal status taught
through textbooks, citizenship as following rules encouraged through citizenship
grades, and, in intermittent cases, citizenship as helping others recognized by
citizenship awards or honor rolls.

I now tum my discussion to the act of voting as an act of good citizenship.
Option '1 included the act of voting as a component of good citizenship"
II
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because that option was intended to :reflect what was expected of citizens as rule
abiding, duty-bound adults. But as the interviews progressed and as I analyzed
the data, it became apparent that the only political act in the interview scenario

was the act of voting. So I separate discussion of this aspect of citizenship
because it became clear that students did not engage the political dimensions of
citizenship in their discussions.

Good Citizenship lIS Voting Adults (Selecting Option 'I)
Several students pointed out that d:i.rect service *to make things better" (as
illustrated. by Option '3) was insufficient to good citizenship because 1# good
n

citizens also needed to vote. A third grader in an urban area put it simply by
saying, lljust because they do [service] doesn't mean they're a good citizenH
(Student 19'7). As one middle school student elaborated, Hit's not just making
your school or neighborhood better•..you should vote and you shouldn't break
n

laws (Student '61).
The remainder of this chapter focuses on the limited discussion of voting
by students as an act of citizenship in a political community. Voling is perhaps
the 1east controversial element of political participation and one of the most
widely used measures of citizenship activity and civic engagement (Eyler and
Giles, 1999; Putnam 20(0). Arguably, it is one of the most significant acts of
citizenship as se1f..govemance in a democracy as voting represents one's
preferences to be addressed in the public sphere.
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More specific to service-leaming, the connection between current service
as youth and future politic:a1 participation as adult voters is one that is assumed.

For example, Kielsmeier (2000) observed, II (f)oslerillg active citizenship among
young people is by far the most commonly mentioned rationale for service
leaming. Support for this view has been strengthened by the decline among

young people in some indices of citizenship, ptnficulIJrly I10Mg rates* (emphasis
added, p.653).
It is important to place this discussion in the context of political theory to
provide in9ight into what may be considered desirable elements of citizen
participation. Uberalism as the most prevalent political theory has its critics for
not articulating norms of desired behavior. Its essential rule is to do no harm to
others. Political participation is assumed. to be the choice of the individual.
However, advocates of communitarianism and civic republicanism desire
higher levels of social capital and increased participation in civil society. Thus

they suggest that voting should not be the only measure of responsible
citizenship_ Other activities such as direct service or volunteer activities also
lepresent an important indicator of civic engagement and citizen participation
(Niemi and Junn, 1998). While these points are valid, attention to the political
obligations of citizens cannot be ignored because they most directly relate to our
role of citizens in seIf-govemance.

Most civics textbooks emphasize the right and responsibility to vote as
II central to the sustenance of democracy" and lIit is voting that constitutes the
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primary means of participation" for dtizens (Avery and Miller, 1998, p. 16).

Despite the centrality of voting as dvic participation in textbcxJks, however, very
few students (four out of 104 students, or 4") mentioned the importance of

voting in connection with their understanding of dtizenship or service even
though it is easy to articulate and this particular citizen duty is often part of the
explicit curriculum.

In ~ most students primarily viewed good dtizens as helping others
or improving their communities, not as voting adults. While the forced choice
between service and voting may have influenced the number of students' first
choices in selecting the option including voting (Option II) versus direct service
(Option 13), it is notable that when given a second choice, only two other
students (2") mentioned voting as important to being a good citizen. Eight other
students Rjected this option because they did not consider voting an important
component of good dtizenship.
Given that few of the students interviewed were of voting age, it may not
be surprising that so many students did not dte voting as important to good
dtizenship. However, only four students (4" of the total sample) mentioned the
grown-up status as the reason for not selecting Option II, suggesting that this
aspect was not a significant reason for students selecting or not selecting this
model of good citizenship. The follOwing section outlines the reasons why
students do or do not value the political act of voting as an important aspect of
being a good citizen.

•

Volin, fIIIItIers (SeI«tin, opIitm #11).
The few students who noted the importance of voting in their definition of
a good citizen expressed. the need to vote because helping was not enough. As

explained by a sixth grader: "You should vote and you shouldn't break laws, it's

kind of like a community thing..lt's not just making your school or
neighborhood better" (Student' 61). Another middle school student cited the
importance of voting -because a long time ago we couldn't vote so you should

take advantage of that" (Student'l00). Another middle school student (Student
'71) indicated the importance of voting by referring to a state proposition that
would have allowed juveniles to be treated as adults in aim.inal trials.
However, even students who expressed the duty to vote also indicated the
limitations of the vote and the need to engage in other civic actions such as direct

service. This point was illustrated by this high school student lilt is good to vote
so because you have a choice for President and stuff, but they can't.lilce
Presidents or Senators, they can't do all the work. You have to help them"
(Student IS).
A few teachers supported the importance of voting. For example, a high
school teacher who used service-learning in her classroom defined citizenship for

her students as expressing ont!s voice: -Having a voice to influence govemment.
In8uence•..who you have as an elected official. And voting is one way of
influencing that" (Ms. Y).
A high school teacher who did not use service-Ieaming in his classroom
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represented the view of most government teachers:

My focus is that they have... some idea of how the government
works. But really, that's secondary to have them at least become
participants in the government through voting and understanding
what citizenship is. I think that's very important. (Mr. 0).
Another teacher, however, explained her mixed feelings about voting: "I

think the voting is important because then you're participating directly in
democracy (but) I think people get discouraged because we vote for these

propositions and then they go to court'" (Ms. U).

Voling dtIes not _Iter (Rejecting option '1).
When voting was mentioned by students, more of them cited the

perceived irrelevance of voting as opposed to speaking about the importance of

the act. Students believed that ·you don't have to vote to be a good citizen"
(Student 196) for several reasons. First, students believed that voting would not
necessarily create visible change: MIt doesn't really matter about the voting.
Even if you did vote it's not like you're going to make the place look better or
anythin~

(Student '20). An elementary student in a border town observed,

Msome people don't vote, but they still help a lot in the community."
Second, students recognized that Mnot all grownups vote" (Student '21)

suggesting that exhortations to youth about the importance of voting ring hoUow
in the ears of youth. That is, if youth do not observe adults voting, why should

youth believe that it is important to citizenship?
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Third, other students explained that they did not vote because they may
not feellcnowledgeable about the candidates or issues or because they did not
like the candidates. For example, Myou might not know who you want to vote
for" (Student 175) or "you may not like the person who's running or something,

so you're not going to vote.... (Student .79).
Fo~ other students felt

that voting was an act that they could not do

now, so they would focus on what they were able to do now such as direct
service work through volunteering. By doing so, youth aclcnowledged that while
they cannot vote, they still felt that they should be considered good citizens:
To me a citizen, that means you're not only looking out for
yourself, you're looking out for the well-being of everybody..•just
because Pm not a grown up or just because I can't vote, or just
because I don't break laws doesn't mean Pm not a good citizen.
(Student fi3).

For many students, the issue of inclusion of young people as good citizens
was significant as illustrated by a middle school student who stated that "you
don't have to be a grownup to be a good citizen.... (Student .SO). This is not
surprising because many of the students were not of voting age. So even if they
could not vote, students believed that they could be good citizens:
It's what you think and what you do to make a difference. Welre
minors and we can't vote.... I could be a good citizen by trying my
best to work in my school to help my school and help my
community and that would make me a good citizen even though
I'm a minor. (Student.31).
A middle school student also pointed out the general disrespect of youth
by adults that was perhaps the reason why youth were not generally considered
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Some people don't respect you. People under 18, they just pass
them off like they don't hardly even exist and. most of us do have a
masonable opinion about stuff. 1 think if we try and make the
neighborhood betlei, then we should be conside!ed as... good
citizens. (Student 113).

These students' opinions about the unimportance of voting were echoed
in some teachers' opinions that voting was not an important expectation for
citizenship. For example, a middle school teacher stated, ""1 don't think
citizenship happens when you vote" (Ms. D).
Another high school teacher valued strategies other than direct service

and encouraged political participation and challenges to the power structule to
promote justice. However, she did not exhort the importance of voting without
aitical analysis of who was running for office:
My mother used to always say, 'every four years, we get to pick
who's going to oppress for us for the next four years.' So to say,
well, it's your responsibility to vote so vote between AI Gore and
George Bush. And if you don't vote, that's a bad thing...1 think
that's crap. 1 think that idea of responsibility beginning and ending
with that kind of false choice is criminal. (Ms. 1').
For this teacher, if based on careful analysis, students did not the
candidates running for office, they had the right to express their displeasure,
even to refrain &om voting. Thus, voting alone was insufficient to being a good
citizen.
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ImpIiaItimts
Other models of citizenship currently taught in public schools focus on
legal status and good behavior. Even students engaged in an inherently active

model of citizenship through service-Ieaming found these models to be
compelling to their understanding of what it meant to be a good citizen. And
although voting is the most discussed citizen right duty in civics textbooks as an
explicitly political act (Avery and Simmons, 1998), most students did not address

it as an important component of their understanding of good citizenship. The
fact that more students commented on the negative aspects of voting than on the
positive aspects of it suggests that most students have an apolitical view of
citizenship.
Most students involved in service-leaming, however, were significantly
more likely to believe good citizenship emphasized direct actions to help other or

their larger communities (Option 13). In a culture that celebrates individualism
and self-interest, this is an important contribution of service-learning to develop
the civic character of youth (Barber, 1992; Bellah et aL, 1985). The following
chapter describes their reasoning for choosing Option 13.
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Chapter Six
U-EN?
WHAT KIND OF a-....1.....
STUDENTS' VThWS OF GOOD U'1'ZENSHIP
The previous chapter examined models of citizenship - citizenship as
legal status, as good behavior, as voter - taught in public schools. Because these

models still hold power for teachers and students, they form a context for
service-learning as a strategy for citizenship education in public schools. Thus
service--learning advocates should assume that service-leaming experiences
influence students' understanding about good citizenship in school
environments that teach competing and potentially conflicting models of
citizenship.
To examine the potential impact of service-learning on students
understanding of good citizenship, service-Ieaming and comparison students
were asked responded to an interview scenario. 79% of service-leaming students
(versus 50% of non-service-Ieaming students) selected. Option #3 and defined

good citizenship as making their school or neighborhood better." This
M

•

difference was significant, suggesting that service-learning experiences
influenced what students thought it meant to be a good citizen. Although recent
survey research suggests that students value active participation in their
communities (Baldi et aI., 2001; National Association of State Secretaries, 1999),
this chapter contributes to that discourse by illuminating why students value

participation by examining their reasons for selecting Option #3.
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I begin with discussion of student survey data because it conveys a mixed
story of the impact of service-1eaming. I then focus most of the discussion in this
chapter on student interview data. I use Westheimer and Ka.hne's framework of

citizenship models to organize student responses because their framework was
developed as a result of examining servke-leaming programs. The evidence
here potentially adds to their framework.

QUANTITATIVE DATA
Most large-scale studies examining the effects of service-learning have
assessed the impact of a specific outcome through the use of a pre-post student
attitudinal survey (Battistoni, 2002; Eyler and Giles, 1999; Melchior et aL, 1997;
Weiler et ale 1998). Similarly, this study collected pre-post student survey data to
assess students' attitudes about civic responsibility" (see Ammon et al., 2OO2r for
II

more details about this survey). Eight items from the larger SLROC civic
responsibility instrument were selected for this study because they represented

aspects of students' desire to help people or to get involved. in their community.
Student responses ranged from "1" (Disagree a Lot) to "4" (Agree a Lot) on Items

'1, 14, '5, 19, '10 and '11. Student responses on Items '27 and , 31 ranged
from "1- (Not a Reason) to "3" (A Big Reason). Table 6-1 below reports the fu.U
text of the items.

ttl

TIIbIe 6-1 Text of Eight Pre-Poet Stadeat 5arvey Items
11eID.
Item.1
Itemt4
Item"
(Reverse)

Item"
_@!verse)

ltem.tO
ltem.1t
(Reverse)

ltemrJ:7
ltem.31

Tat_11eID
All students should Ieam about problems in the neighborhood or
city.
Cities should take care of people who can't take care of
themselves.
It's hard for people my age to do anything about problems in my
neighborhood or city.
It's not important for all students to help out their school or
community.
I am interested in doing something about probleuw in my school
or city.
Only people who like volunteering should get involved in my
school or city.
I work hard because it is good to help others.

I work hard because I think about how I would feel if I needed
help.

First, as illustrated in Table 6-2, when pre--post test change scores are
compared for the aggregate samples at the elementary, middle and high school
levels, there were no significant changes at the high school level. Changes at the
elementary level moved in a negative direction for Item .11 as they did at the
middle school level for Items .10 and fI'Zl. (For greater ease in reviewing the

data in Tables 6-2, 6-3 and 6-5, the signs for mean score changes on reverse items
were reversed to reflect a consistent direction of change, i.e. negative signs
illustrate a negative direction of change). Two tailed t-tests were used to test the
significance of pre-post changes in students' scores at the p<O.051evel.
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TIIbIe 6-2 Oaapa OD. Pre-PGIt Survey IIeIIII Agrepled by Gracie Spaas
0lG6 CHG9 CHGlO CHG11 CHG21 aiG31
Rev
Rev
N
Rev
om ..0.09
0.10
0.02
..0.01
145 ..om.
om
IS
.e.2l.
..o.eB
..0.09
..0.10
0.01
om
..0.00
MS
223
415
0.11
..0.10
om ..0.10 . ..0.05 ..o.w ..o.Q6 ..oJ"
168
HS
Nott. 15-EIementary SchooL MS-M.iddJe ScbooI,. HS-High School; N-ruunber of students
CHG1

OIQ

.....

I.enI

P<.051ftd

While these findings suggest that service-leaming can have potentially
negative impacts, qualitative data suggested that service-leaming
implementation varied significantly aaoss classrooms, as discussed in Chapter

Three. As a resultr data is also reported at the classroom level. As illustrated in
Tables 6-3 and 6-4, there was relatively little change as only 6 of 31 (19%) service-

learning classrooms had two or more items change in positive or negative
directions. Changes appeared to be more likely to occur at the lower grades than
at the upper grades.

Tllble 6-3 Number of CJaurooms with Chanpa on Pre-Poet Sarvey Items
lAvel of School

Elementary
School
Middle
School
High
School

N

N
(wINo
Change)

N
(w/~ on at Least One

Item)

N
(wlSignificant Change on
Two or More Items)

Pos(+)

Neg(-)

Pas (+)

Neg(-)

3

5

2

1

1

0

1

1

9

1

(3)

(2)

13

10

3

0

(3)

{2}

(1)

11)

9

5

2

2

(1)

Q}
(3)
Nc*. N-number of classrooms; numbers in panmtheses represent comparison classrooms
p < .05 level
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Analysis at the classroom level also suggested that service-learning

experiences did not affect students in a consistent or uniform manner as
illustrated in Tables 64 and 6-5. Significant changes in students' attitudes

occurred in both positive and negative directions on seven of the eight items.

Table 6-4 ClaIlrGOlD8 Showing Significant Changes on Indiridulltema

• of Classrooms

Item

Item

'1
1

M

III!al
16

Item
t9

1

3

2

'10
0

2

0

2

2

2

Item

showing Oumge in
Positive Direction
• of Classrooms
Showing
Oumge in

III!al
'11

Item
.'Z'/

Item

2
(1)

1

2

1

1
(1)

(1)

37

37

Negative Direction
• of Classrooms
showing No

-

.

37

39

35

36

38

36

131

0

.

N,*. Items In parentheses represent companson classrooms. Total number of classrooms .. 4.0
p<.05level

This finding suggests that teachers emphasized different aspects of service

and citizenship, the quality of the service-learning projects may have been
uneven, or that assumptions about consistent civic outcomes for service-learning
should be challenged.
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As observed by Kahne and Westheimer (2002) and supported by this

review of survey data, ~learning was not implemented uniformly across

classrooms and different outcomes across classrooms required examination of

the goals and practices within each dassroom.

QUALITATIVE DATA

Because the survey items were not tied. directly to models of citizenship

and did not address key dimensions of service-learning implementation, I
examined student interview data to explore their understanding of good
citizenship as a potential outcome of service-learning experiences. I now tum to

the option selected by the most number of students during their interviews
(Option '3). Similar to the discussion of Options '1 and '2 in the previous

chapter, students chose Option '3 for many different reasons that will be
examined in this chapter.
Overall, the traditional models of citizenship taught in school- following

•

rules, voting or holding the legal status of citizen - was insufficient for many
students' understanding of good citizenship. Having received a citizenship
award, a high school student pointed out the weakness of the citizenship grades
or awards in teaching about citizenship:
What a lot of people consider being a good citizen is things like that
[pointing to definition of citizenship as following laws and voting]
and that's bull ... what rve especially learned. &om this class is that
most of the people that they consider citizens are people that don't
do anything. (Student' 83).
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In sam, most students seIected Option '3 because of its emphasis on

action to help others, help the community or work to malce things better for self
and for others as suggested by this high school student -rYe learned. about

citizenship in the past and ... all you have to do is pass a test. That's not really
citizenship. Otizenship is like doing something good for your country..."
(Student' 76). I now tum to Westheimer and Kahne's framework as a way to
organize these students' views of active citizenship.

A FnmreworIc for Teaching Citizenship
As described in the literature review, Westheimer and Kahne (2002)

propose three models of -good citizens" developed from students and teachers
engaged in service-learning experiences: the Personally Responsible Citizen, the
Participatory Otizen and the Justice-Oriented Otizen. All of the models are
active in nature and each are very different in their outcomes of what students
were expected to know and what role individuals were expected to play in
society as citizens.

To illustrate the distinctions among these models, Westheimer and Kahne
suggest that the Personally Responsible Otizen contributes food to a food drive,

while the Participatory Otizen organizes the food drive and the Justice-Oriented
Otizen seeks to understand and act on the economic and political infrastructures
that allow people to be poor and hungry in the first place (see Table 6-6 for a
117

summary of their framework). These models Wen! not considered mutually
exclusive but reflected the distinctions among the primary emphases of the
teachers in the way that they explained citizenship.

Table 6-6 Westheimer aad 1CaIme'. Framework:

DaaipIioD

-

Penoaally
lllihie Citizen

Acts
rwponsiblyin

his/her
community
Works and pays
taxes
Obeys laws

Recycles, gives blood
Volunteers to lend a
hand. in times of
crisis

KiD.

of CitizeDs

Partidpatory
Citizen

Justice Oriented
Citizen

Adive member of
community
organizations
and/or
improvement efforts

Critically assesses
social. political. and
economic SIrudUIes
to see beyond surface
causes

Organizes
community efforts to
care for those in
need, promote
economic
development.. or
cleanup
environment

Seelcs out and
addresses areas of
injustice

Knows about social
movements and how
to effect systemic
change

Knows how
government agencies
work

•

Sample Action

Contributes food to a
food drive

c.e

To solve social
problems and improve
society, dtizens must
have good character;
they must be honest,
responsible, and lawabiding members of
the community

AIIAuaptioIll

Knows strategies for
accomplishing
coUective tasks
Helps to organize a
food drive
To solve social
problems and improve
society, dtizens must
actively participate
and take leadership
positions within
established systems
and community
structures

Explores why people
are hungry and acts to
solve root causes
To solve social
problems and improve
society, dtizens must
question and change
established systems
and structures when
they reproduce
patterns of injustice
overtime

This &amework is significant because it represents an important

contribution to clarify the complex and relatively unexamined relationship
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between service-leaming and citizenship outcomes (Chi, 2000; Perry and ICatuJa,

2001; Westheimer and Kahne, 2002). All service-leaming experiences do not seek
to foster the same type of II citizen/!> and a consistent set of civic: or citizenship
outcomes of service-leaming should not be assumed. Thus, it is important to
explore what citizenship means to students and teachers and to clarify different
models of citizenship that are taught in classrooms.
I use Westheimer and Kahne's &amework as a basis to explore the
citizenship goals, structures and outcomes of service-leaming. Based. on review
of the teacher and student data, however, there were several limitations to their
framework and I draw on political theories to address these limitations. First,

the model of the Personally Responsible Qtizen appeared to combine distinctive
dimensions of liberalism and republicanism that needed to be clarified and
possibly be separated (e.g. taking care of self and helping others). Second, the
notion of helping others also contained distinctive types of motivation and
desired benefits (helping as an altruistic individual and helping as a community
contributor) based on theories of liberalism and republicanism that suggest a

«

new subcategory or model of citizenship to their framework, that of Personally
Responsible Qtizen as Community Contributor.
To gain a better understanding of d.ifferenc:es in classroom practice,
teachers responded to the same interview scenario administered to students to
explore their understanding of good citizenship. Of the teachers who selected
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Option 13, I coded teachers' definitions of citizenship according to Westheimer

and Kahne's &amework. Results are displayed in Table 6-7.
TIIble 6-7 Freqaeacy of Teachers Pmmoti.Ds Models of Citizealbip

Models of Otizenship
Personally
'IeOtizen
Partici........,..J Citizen
lustice-Oriented Otizen
Other! All Three

• of Service-leaming
Tea:henwho
Promoted this Model
of Otizenshipl

21

t
t
t

• of Comparison
Teachers who
Promoted this Model
of Otizenship
3
0
0
0

Given the large number of teachers who articulated aspects of the
Personally Responsible Citizen and drawing on political theory, I examined the
data within those classrooms to review the themes and components reflected in
teacher's definitions (see Table 6-8 for results). The Personally Responsible
Otizen represented the most comprehensive of Kahne and Westheimer's models,
incorporating distinctive aspects of good citizenship including (1) taking
personal responsibility for one's own affairs, a distinctively liberal notion" and (2)
volunteering to help others in need, which could represent aspects of liberalism
or republicanism, depending on the motivation.

I Althouab 2S servic:c-lcamiDa teachers were interviewed. ODe teacher's interview was not caped because of
a malfilaction of tile rcconier. As a result. derails about Ibis teacher's classroom aDd semce..leamiDs
project are limited. As a 1aUlt, for the purposes of this discussion, tile sample size for scrvice-leamiDs
teacbm is 24.
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. . . in
PoUIkaI "...,.

ReviIecl Models of

Otizeaslai,

UINnIiIIa (Self
Soffiriency)

PenaaaI1y
JIeIpoIIIibIe Citizen
(PRC): T. .g Oft of

UINnIiIIa (Self
Sufficiency); Ethk of
Can (Conc:em. for

o-bined PRe:
Tdin, Owof$tlfmd
VobmlftniJlg to Help
0""" lJUIir1i4IMds
PRC: Vol&mIming to
Hlip 0tIttr IIfIIit1i4IuIlJ
PRC: Vol&mIming to
ConIn1Ju~ to

• • Service

.of

leamiJIs

CoIIIpariIcm

Teadlen

Teadlen

1
(lES)

2
(1 ES;1 HS)

7
(lES;4MS;2HS)

1
(lES)

Self

0theIs)

EthkofCan
(Concern for Others)

Coaumanil..riIniIm
(Concern for
Community Welfare)
EthkofCan
(CODt'eUl for Others);
~

(Concemfor
Conunun!ly Welfare)
RepubHanilDl
(Importance of

2
(1 ES;1 MS)
6
(3 ES; 2 MS; 1 HS)

Corrrmurrify

PRC: Voluftlm'ing to
I#Ip Ollter IIfIIit1i4IuIlJ
IIIUl to Con""""~ to

5
(3 MS; 2HS)

Corrrmurrify

Partidpatoly Citizen

1
(1HS)

Participation)

EtIIic of J1IIIice
(Cont:em for Justice);
Comanmitari.mis

JUIIice-Oriente4

1

CiJizeD

(tHS)

Ot:lw!tl All Thn!e

1
(le)

Total Number of
Teachers

24

(Concern for
Community Welfare)

3

Nole. e;.Elementary SchooL MS-Middle School, HS-High School

As observed by Westheimer and Kahne (2002), these categories are
intended to illustrate distindive elements and primary foci of diHerent teachers;

they are not intended to be mutually exclusive but meant to suggest different
models of good citizenship that may be taught through service-learning or other

strategies.
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Of the 21 service-1eaming teachers originaIly categorized as teaching
Personally Responsible Oti.zen model, one teacher emphasized good citizenship
as being responsible for 0fIIt5 own behavior and not causing harm to others.
Another seven teachers included that aspect of citizenship but also emphasized a

sense of alt:ruism, of helping other individuals.
The remaining 13 teachers tended to emphasize one of two types of

motivations to be active citizens beyond lltaking care of self'. For example, two

teachers mostly emphasized good citizenship as helping individuals such as
friends, family, classmates or neighbors through acts as altruistic iJlcUvidaala.
Six other teachers, however, emphasized the actions of individuals as members

of a community, of those who act because they feel responsible for the welfare of

their community thus motivating them to act as collUllUDity contributors for
collective benefit, drawing on elements of communitarianism.
While there were five teachers who emphasized both of these motivations,

there was a distinction in reasoning and motivation that deserved closer

•

examination. As a result, drawing on communitarian and republican theories of
democracy and citizenship, I propose the model of Community Contributor as a
subset and distinct category within the Personally Responsible Otizen model.
Before presenting the data, as described earlier, most of the teachers in this
study did not clearly or consistently articulate their goals for service-leaming.
As a result, most of the discussion in this chapter focuses on distinctions in
reasoning within the overall student and teacher samples rather than examining
122
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if students' JeSp0nse5 reflected. their teachers' goals. I layout reasoning from
students and teachers to substantiate distinctive models of good citizenship.
When available, I provide a II dassrooul snapshot" to illustrate how teachers
defined good citizenship and used service-leaming in their classrooms.

Persorudly responsible dtizen.
Drawing on political theories, I found at least three distinctions in teacher

and student discussions of the Personally Responsible Qtizen model and they
each represent a different type of motivation to act: (a) Taking Care of Self, (b)
Helping Other Individuals as an Altruistic Individual (liberalism) and (c)
Helping the Community Collectively as a Community Contributor
(communitarianism).

Personally responsible citizen; TaldnS care of self.
Taking responsibility for one's own matters is a classically liberal notion of
individual self-sufficiency and this notion is dearly articulated in Westheimer
and Kahne's &amework as central to the model of Personally Responsible

Qtizens. For at least five teachers, this was an important element of being a
good citizen. I address their views in this chapter because it is an element that is
not clearly addressed through service-leaming activities.

For example, as described in Chapter Four, a high school teacher (Ms. q
emphasized productive citizenship" to her students and she hoped that through
II
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service-leaming, her students would become more responsible and better
individuals, spouses, parents and workers. By becoming more persona1ly
responsible individuals, in her view, they also form the foundation to become

"'better dtizens" (Ms. q.
A middle school teacher &amed personally responsible behavior
important to dtizenship in more concrete ways. For this teacher, being
persona1ly responsible represented an important element of li~ of seH

sufficiency by not becoming a burden to others:
What's important to me is a child is definitely not disrespectful and
misbehaving, is being a responsible student, bringing materials and
what's required of you to be in class•.. I'm not asking a whole lot
but just a general awareness of being responsible for yourself and
not making a mess behind yourself, picking up and taking
responsibility for things when you need to take responsibility. (Ms.
M).
Similarly, a middle school student extended this notion of self-sufficiency
and responsibility important to good dtizenship by not doing anything harmful

to others or their larger community, another important tenet of liberalism:
I don't think they have to contribute to the community as long as
they don't vandalize it and make it trashy. I think they're really
good citizens if they try to make it betler, but if they don't do
anything (bad) then it's okay. (Student 181).
A middle school student in an urban area agreed. that good dtizens "don't

dirty up the neighborhood...and do crime in the neighborhood" (Student 160).
Ultimately, according to liberal theories of dtizenship and democracy,
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individuals foUow laws and take care of their own business by cleaning up after
themselves, they are being a good citizen by not burdening others.
Put a differellt way, two teachers (one elementary school and one middle
school) focused on developing II good'" or IImoral" people who • automatically'"
would be considered good citizens. For these teachers. a good citizen was
defined as being a good person: IIWe talk about characteristics of a good person"
a good moral person...They go hand in hand.•. If you respect people, that makes
you a good person and chances are, you're a good citizen as well'" (Mr. M).

Because there was not a strong example of a service-learning teacher who mostly
emphasized solely this aspect of the Personally Responsible Citizen, I do not
provide a classroom example.

In contrast to the Personally Responsible Otizen who simply followed
rules and did no harm to others, other students and teachers described the
importance of taking proactive steps to "make things better"2. For example, one
high school student in a border community explained her understanding of good
citizenship in this way: "you have to do the stuff that makes this country better
or the neighborhood better" (Student .s). A middle school student in northern
California agreed that when one is a gCXKi citizen, ·you're actually improving on
everything. You're being a good citizen instead of just being a .•.Oat citizen'"
(Student .42). As a result, there were at least two types of beneficiaries and

1 This

wording was iDcludcd in the iDteniew sc:enario so it may have led some studems to think of
citiDasbip as improviDa or making tbiap better. It is perbaps surprisina that more students did DOt use this
Ianpaae in their responses.
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reasoning for taking action in orvts community: (1) acting as an alb:uistic:
individual to help other individuals or (2) as a community contributor to

promote collective benefit

Personally J!!!PORibie citizen as helmnl other iDdiYidaala.

The majority of teachers in the Personally Responsible Citizen category
emphasized a model of citizenship that focused on the importance of individual
acts of helping other individuals. Many students in other service.leaming

classrooms agreed on this definition of good citizenship as helping on a person
to-person basis. For example, a sixth grader explained, "most of the time a good
citizen listens and tries to help oUf'(Student '60). Thinking of other people's
needs was also important to a high school student in a suburban area who
defined a good citizen as someone "making things better not just for yourself but

other people. [You are] just not thinking about yourself but also helping other
people auf' (Student '51).
A few students emphasized niceness - treating other people well- as
important to good citizenship. A middle school student in northern California
noted that a good citizen helps people and "even a young person, you can be
nice" (Student '38). Another sixth grader in northern California stated: "1 think
it's being nice to everyone and trying to get people not to be mean and being fair

to everyone" (Student '57). For these students, being nice or civil to others was
what good and helpful citizens did. While these ads were primarily individual
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ads, thus a liberal notion of individual choice, this reasoning emphasized

helping others that may reflect a form of virtuous liberals or attention to others
that evokes aspects of republiamism in their concerll for others.
A lew students commented on the importance of sincerity and sacrifice

when considering if an individual is a II good citizen- or not. For example, a
third grade student explained that
A good citizen is someone who does something really good,
someone (who when) no one wants to plant flowers in someone's
yard and they can't get the seeds, a good citizen is someone, they
are busy but they'd still do it to help out that penon. (Student 149).

In short, a notion of sacrifice separated good citizens from other citizens.
Other students spoke of the need for sincerity in the giver and the voluntary

natule of the action "because it's coming from your heart: and not what people
would tell you to do" (Student '74). Another sixth grader explained that good
citizens must be intrinsically motivated and should not expect U rewardsu :

I would say a citizen is a person that's committed and not just doing it
because you think that you're going get a reward. Do it from the kindness
of your heart and really respecting it and liking to do it. It's okay to get
rewards but you shouldn't expect it every time. (Student 190).

The following classroom snapshot illustrates how one teacher's classroom

connected her understanding of citizenship with her service-learning project.
Teaching in a large high school in a metropolitan area, Ms. Y taught English and

Social Studies to ninth graders. Her service-leaming project was an example of
this model of citizenship emphasizing actions to help other individuals.
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Articulating the importance of II citizenship of the heart and soul," Ms. Y se1ected
a service-leaming project that would give her students the opportunity to

practice such citizenship in a buddy reading project with elementary students
(called "'little ones") at a nearby school.

For example, when explaining the need for service-learning project to her
students, she focused on how the service-leaming project was a way for her
students to make an impact by developing powerful relationships helping
elementary school students. Thus the project focused on building relationships
between the buddies and fostering a sense of individual efficacy in the high
school students. When asked to explain her goals for the service-learning project,

Ms. Y responded:
I want my children to feel that they can make a difference. That
when they are adults and they have their own families, they will
get involved in their schools and they will get involved in their
churches and their neighborhoods. They are not going to wait for it
to happen. They will be the movers and the shakers. And that they
each have the confidence in themselves to be able to do that..• they
are going out and they are volunteering individually to make a

difference.
Based on classroom observations and student interviews, this buddy
reading project was well-organi.zed and students were clearly prepared to be
effective tutors, with training from reading specialists and reguIar opportunities

to discuss and problem-solve any issues that would arise from their reading
sessions. Ms. Y connected the buddy reading project to her course in World
Geography in the following way:
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The curriculum for 10th grade is world studies. And we looked a
lot at revolutions and why do revolutions happen. Maybe one of
the reasons !eVolutions happen is because people a.te illiterate.
They are oppressed. they haven't been allowed to have educations.
And one of the ways of teaching the impacts of illiteracy is to have
children witness that, and to understand the cycles of poverty.
And to do buddy reading really brings that home.
Interestingly, although Ms. Y was more articulate than many teachers
about the connection of the service project to the academic curriculwn. none of

the students reported this connection to their social studies curriculum in their
interviews. Rather, what was observed in the classroom and reported by
students was the importance of personal relationships between the tutors and
tutees.

This focus on helping through individual actions was consistent with this
teacher's hope that, in the future, her children "feel that they can make a
difference... (and that) they are volunteering individually to make a difference."

One student's reasoning clearly reflected this focus on individual efficacy,
suggesting that it was ubetter to reach out to one person a lot than to a lot of
people and not really make a difference" (Pilot student).
As a result, Ms. Y and the partnering teacher made a concerted effort to

ensure that the experiences were personally meaningful for their students. The
preparation and reflection opportunities focused on the effectiveness of the
tutoring pairs to increase the benefits to each of the reading buddies. Similarly,
the evaluation and reflection that took place focused on the relationships with

students responding to such questions as: uHow did it go? Did anything
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happen? What was right? What were the victories? What were the problems?

How did you handle them?'"
Students participating in this well-organized buddy reading project felt
the emphasis on personal relationships and the importance of helping othen and
the larger community. All of the students selected Option .3 because Mit's
showing how deep somebody.•. will get into something" (Student '15), and
-showing respect to the community" (Student 'SO), and -just not thinking about
yourself but also helping other people

our (Student '51).

Some students in the larger sample recognized that by helping others,
students also helped themselves. For example, a few students selected Option '3

because by making the school or neighborhood better, it would also help it be
making things better for the people who are volunteering. As a high school
student in southern California pointed out "when you live in a neighborhood,
you need to make that neighborhood better so you could be comfortable" and
within a school, one would want to make it better so that "you can like being

there and you would like to spend more time there" (Student'S).
This sentiment is reflective of Tocqueville's (1848/1966) concept of "self

interest rightly understood" in which individuals view their self-interest as
interdependent with the interests of others. Reminiscent of Tocqueville's view of
the educative function of community associations, a few students pointed. out
that helping make the school or neighborhood better helps to inform them about
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issues or needs in their community.
This category of reasoning and motivation begins to make a transition
from a Penonally Responsible Citizen as Helping Other Individuals to the
Personally Responsible Otizen as Helping the Community who sees his or her
responsibility to the community as a motivation to act.

Personally fe!PODSible citizen as cogtribatinl to the communi!!.
For other teachers within the Personally Responsible category, there were
several teachers who framed their understanding of citizenship in ways that
emphasized responsibility to a community, a distinctly communitarian notion
that reflects an important aspect of civic republicanism.. For these teachers,
individuals took action not simply because it was what helpful or altruistic
people did but because it was a responsibility of individuals to contribute to their
community with services that promoted some kind of collective benefit.
This version of a Penonally Responsible Qtizen thus reflects a
communitarian orientation of understanding individuals' actions within the
context of responsibility to a greater community good or conc:em (Etzioni, 1998).

In particular, the concepts of co~unity and collec:tive identity are important to
this model as explained by this student "Everybody helps each other and it gets

everybody farther than they would be by themselves...You put in your part and
that's part of your good citizenship and then everybody together just makes a

good. environment" (Student .10).
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Similarly, a high school teacher defined good citizenship as II anybody
who's contributing to the community in a positive way... not littering or

vandalizing or putting people down- (Mr. D). A middle school teacher similarly
emphasized citizenship as responsibility to contribute to the welfare of the larger
community: ·to be a citizen means that you're actively involved in helping your
community, helping your society and hoping that whatever talents or sldlls you
bring to it is going to help to improve it for the betteJ» (Mr.

n.

Another high school teacher who defined a good citizen as a community
II

member'" emphasized I'belonging" to community as an important element of
citizenship. Although she did not use the language of citizenship in her
classroom, her definition of it was embedded in her larger classroom goals:

I would hope to teach the kids that we ~ a community, and we
are...a (local) community, and then we are a California community,
and then we extend to the United States and to a world community.
And that it's something that keeps growing and expanding and has
all kinds of consequences. (Ms. W).
She reinforced this notion of the interconnectedness of local, state,
national and international communities during a discussion of the AIDS virus
with her students and by framing the reduction of a communicable disease as a
service with a collective benefit:

Talking about the AIDS Virus really begins to bring this kind of
...awareness to their minds. You know, to see a teen understand,
'This disease does not care, it does not discriminate, it is random, it
has no conc:em what color you are, what economic background you
are, what part of the country you live in'... Get that- we are all
connected with this. (Ms. W).
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Reflecting aspects of communitarian theory, many students agreed with
this model of citizenship as community contributor from the most global level to

the most local contex~ mentioning some aspect of promoting the welfale of the
larger community. Unlike students who articulated good citizenship as good
people who help individuals, students who articulated models of citizenship as
community contributor emphasized the importance of helping a community and
not simply helping other individuals.

For example, several middle school students explained that "if you help

the world, then that's pretty much just like being a good citizen" (Student '102)
and good citizenship is "changing the world or something, helping the world to

make it a better place" (Student 169). Or in a more local contex~ "a good citizen
is just like a good person who's trying to help out the city and our communi~

(Student 'SO). A high school student elaborated a little further by stating, NI
could be a good citizen by trying my best to work in my school to help my school
and help my community and that would make a me a good citizen even though

rm a minor" (Student '31).
The fact that students engaged in a relatively abstract concept of

community was distinct from students' reasoning that emphasized the
importance of action to help people. Articulating a critique of libera.lism, a high
school student in northern California understood the challenges of the free-rider
problem when one contributes to a community with interest in the collective
good (Samue1so~ 1954):
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If you vote and you don't break laws, I don't think that it makes
you a good citizen. It means that you foDow the rules but you don't
put your time into the community and being a citizen. You're just
developing your own little world and it's living off of everybody
else's little environment and they're carrying the community.
(Student'10).
According to these students, it was not enough solely to take care of one's
own business or interests. While some students emphasized. the value of helping

others - whether family, friends, peers or strangers - because that is what good,
altruistic individuals should do to help other human beings, these students
defined good citizenship caring for others and working on behalf of the welfare
of a community at large.
Reflecting an ethic of care articulated by feminist theorists such as Gilligan

(1982) and Noddings (1984, 1995), a high school student explained that good
citizens, in their actions to make things better, also conveyed a sense of caring of

community that extended beyond care for individuals: "because if you try to
make things better, that's showing that you actually care, that you think things
should be different and changed to make it better" (Student '77).
This ethic of care is important to examine because it does not clearly relate

to traditional political theories. Gilligan (1982) first argued that an ethic of care
was as significant as an ethic of justice in moral development (e.g. Kohlberg,
1981). Noddings (1984, 1995), in particular, has been vocal about the importance
of teaching an ethic of care in schools, including caring for self, for intimate
II

others, for strangers and global others, for the natural world and it's non-human
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creatuJes, for the human-made world, and for ~ (Noddings,1995, p. 675).

As a result, service-leaming experiences may foster caring for others and for the

Jarger community that is a source of motivation for them to act as a good. citizen.

As a classroom illustration, Ms. A exemplified the model of citizen as
community contributor in the way she organized a book buddy service-leaming
project that engaged her third graders in reading with kindergartners in their

school. Although her students may have been young to understood the impact
of her message, her goals clearly artic:ulated the model of community
II

contributor" .
As briefly described in Chapter Four, Ms. A was one of the few teachers in

the larger sample to teach expliddy about citizenship. She explained,
Our class motto is leadership, scholarship and citizenship and we
talk about those three things in our classroom. I say you're not
being a good citizen if you're not helping to make this community
better. So usually citizen and community contributor are used
interchangeably.

Her understanding of citizenship was explicitly communicated to her
students in the context of the IIcollective work" of community contributorship
that she described as "soejalist based,.: "We talk about how if we're living in a
community and one person in the community says something to hurt, even if it is

just hurting themselves, it's hurting the whole community.n

That is, individuals' actions affected not only the immediate parties
involved but they also affected a larger entity of which they were all a part, in
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this case, the classroom community. The purpose of the community was to

support all students in their learning and all individuals held responsibility to
.the whole community to promote a positive leaming environment as she

explained to her students.
The service-leaming projects selected by the teacher supported the idea

that the purpose of the classroom community was to leam as she and a
kindergarten teacher at the school paired students in their classrooms to be

Mbook buddies". In this way, Ms. A extended. the collective responsibility of
students to focus on learning within their own classroom to the larger school as

her students read to the younger students and helped them craft the text and
pictures of a story for a "Young Author's" Project.
While the teachers worked together to create activities that would foster
literacy development in the kindergartners and improve the third graders'
reading skills, the personal relationships between and among the book buddies
were also nurtured. This teacher, in fact, chose to include buddy reading in her

•

classroom because of the integrated natwe of the experiences for her students
that fostered several important outcomes:
I don't choose it because it's service leaming. I do the buddy
reading program, because I think it's the best way to teach reading,
and because it has elements that I believe are really important to
good pedagogy•.•It has a metacognitive domain where the kids are
thinking about what they need to know and so it helps them to
leam better and be better readers. And it has elements of
community that are really important to me and to the teachers that
I do buddy-reading with.
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Because the students were among the youngest students interviewed, they
were not as articulate as older students in their reasoning. As indicated by the
interviews, however, the students absorbed aspects of the collectivist nature of
their classroom. as their responses indicated the importance of coUective benefits.

For example, when asked about their definition of a "good dtizen"', of the two
students who mentioned the importance of making things better, one student

focused on how little kids could help IItheir neighborhood look better" and the
other dted an example of how good dtizens steps in to help: IIwhen somebody's
fightingr, a good dtizen hies to stop it". The third student focused her
II

definition of good dtizenship more on the importance of following rules and
laws rather than helping which would make sense for younger students.

As noted earlier, the bulk of the teacher and student data was relevant to

the Personally Responsible Qtizen. There WeN, however, two teachers and a
few students who articulated models of dtizenship that WeN relevant to the

Participatory and Justice-Oriented Qtizens in Westheimer and Kahne's
framework. The limited data suggests that these models of good dtizenship are
atypical but still valid so I lay it out to suggest further study. The description of

each model of good dtizenship represents a classroom snapshot with greater
detail of how teachers defined good dtiz.enship" (even if it was not
II

communicated explicitly to students) and how they implemented service
leaming in their classrooms.
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PlIrliciptlfory citizen.
An important aspect of republicanism emphasizes community
participation to develop virtue among individuals and to support self

govemance. Ms. H encouraged her students to learn specific ways that groups
and individuals can participate in creating "'political and soda) change~ in

America. This was in contrast to most teachers that fostered the Personally
Responsible Otizen model to help other people or contribute to their
community.

Ms. H expected her students to leam about specific strategies of how
political and soda! change took place throughout American history. These
strategies included volunteering; working for or founding organizations; voting;
changing laws and participating in social movements such as women's suffrage
and civil rights. She made it a point to "literally pause every time there is an
example of somebody who made a difference because they just simply went out
and did it'"

•

Whlle she had exposed her students to ways that individuals can
participate in social movements to address societal needs, ultimately she
encouraged her students to do "little things" to make a diHerence~ now:
U

I do emphasize for them, so you can't be Martin Luther King Jr. So
you can't be someone like that but in your world, you can be. And
I use the neighborhood a great deal•..They think if you don't do
this big thing they're not doing it But it's the little things that
really count
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The service-Jeaming projects in her class supported her idea of doing
"'little things" in the local neighborhood. As a graduation requirement, students

were expected to complete 20 hours of service facilitated through the United
States History courses at the high school. Ms. H's students found placements in
various community-based organizations and businesses through the service
learning office and then were required to get a supervisor's signature to validate
the service hours. Examples of such p1acements included tutoring as teachers'
aides in local elementary schools, translation assistance a local health clinic and.
mural design and painting as part of neighborhood beautification.
It appeared that students found it difficult to connect the "little things"
they were doing through service-leaming to the larger strategies for political and

social change that students studied. In short, it appeared that students were
getting mixed messages of how to be a good citizen. As a result, students
articulated a range of views of good citizenship that included the importance of
following laws, voting and helping make neighborhoods better so that "you can

like being there" (Student 18).
Regardless, Ms. H was one of the few service-leaming teachers who
extensively discussed how and why participation in larger civic and political
proce5SI!S was important strategies to promote political and social change.

Another teacher, Ms. J, also discussed such strategies with her students but she

specifically placed these discussions (and her service-learning project) in the
context of a Justice-Oriented Citizen.
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fustia-grientetl dtiztn.

The Justice-Oriented Ctizen emphasized aitical analysis, explicit

attention to sodal justice and. greater focus on collective strategies for change.
While elements of this model reflect republican elements of concern for the
welfare of all individuals within a community or society, the focus on justice

evidenced in Ms. J's c1assroom represented a distinctive element among servicelearning teachers.
As a teacher in a large urban high school, Ms. J taught students enrolled in

a three-year academy and who had not previously succeeded in school. While
she did not explicitly use the phrase, U citizenship,n she defined a II good citizen"
as:
somebody who fights for justice. I talk about being somebody who
tries to stop racism, who tries to stop violence. I mean I talk about
the action, not the name of it...1 think changing things, making
things better is what makes you good citizen.

This teacher also &anted the opportunity to change society as a ri&ht as

•

well as a mponsibility. This way of framing social or political or community
action as a right contrasted with much of the service-leaming literature that
promotes the teaching of civic responsibility through service-learning. She

explained:
I think everybody is responsible for correcting wrongs. But I also
~ it's your right to do that. And I think everybody always gets
hit with, 'it's your responsibility'. I think we do a really good job at
making people feel like they are responsible, and if things don't
change, it is clearly their fault because they didn't do it.. .I think
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that trying to use responsIbility has been a failure because, you
know, just because yoare responsible doesn't mean you're
empowered.
Her perspective altered the notion of social change from a responsibility
or burden to an opportunity for students and their communities to express their
rights to demand better conditions for themselves, their families and their
communities. She explained, "'I think you have a right to better, and you have a

right to influence the world to give you better. You have a right to demand
better." This was especially true for her students who, as students of color or
&om immigrant communities, were not typic:ally taught these messages of
empowerment.

Her students engaged in a service-leaming project that clearly reflected
this teacher's view of citizenship in engaging in hard issues such as racism,
classism and sexism. For example, when discussing various issues that

c:oncemed the students, the issue of violence was a recurring one, touching the
lives of many students. As a result, the students engaged. in a violence
prevention project that focused on the various forms of violence in students' lives
and was initiated through the teacher's relationship to a community-based.

organization. The program originally worked with men and women in prisons
to assist them in understanding the role of violence in their lives and in

controlling the violence they inflict on others. The program was adapted to run

in a high school for the first time.
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Two facilitators from this program came into Ms. J'5 class every w~ first
to explain the • destruction cycle" that leads individuals to commit various forms

of physical, verbal and emotional violence. Students were then encouraged to

share their own experiences with violence and to embrace their ability to take
steps in changing their behavior to reduce violence in their lives.

In addition to these sessions, students found other issues that concemed
them, induding the use of radal and gender slurs in their school environment as

a form of verbal and emotional violence that was inflicted on students by
teachers. As a result. the students initiated a student survey that asked if they
had ever been the target of verbal violence by teachers. The findings were then
reported to the school administration despite the misgivings of various school

staff and faculty.

Ms. J noted that the administrators loved the idea of the violence
prevention program because '" then kids won't fight in the halls". However,
beneath the changes in behavior to reduce violence in school were the growth of
aitical awareness among students and a sense of empowerment to change their
I

behaviors and their environment that would not be valued by the
administration:
The other thing [the administration is) going to get is somebody
who is going to say, 'this is violence you are doing to me by talking
this way to me, so you have to stop doing this.' So you might get
fewer fist fights, but you're also going to get people speaking the
truth about all kinds of stuff that you don't necessarily want to
hear.
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For this teacher, the model of citizenship that she evidenced in her
classroom encouraged aitica1 thinking and analysis in her students as an
important way to aeate llsocial change agents'" who worked individually and

collectively to address justice. This model was unique among other service
leaming teachers in the sample.

Her students clearly got her message. Because this teacher encouraged
questioning and critical thinking in her classroom, and encouraged her students

to think about the inte!ests of class members or others beyond themselves, all of
the students &om this class conveyed strong interest in helping their
communities in their interviews. 'These students were future-oriented and

foc:used on the interests of others as suggested by the follOwing students:
[Good citizens are} the people who try to do something about what's
wrong with this society. They're not just caring about themselVes, they're
thinking about the weD-being of other people too. (Student '83).
One student caned herself a llrevolutionary" as a result of her involvement
in this class and this student was unique because she explicitly connected
citizenship to addressing things that are IIwrong with this societyn. While other
students commented on the need to II make things better" or lIimprove their
communities,n this student focused on analyzing what was wrong with society
and developing solutions to address those needs.

Another student became an organizer,n valuing collective strategies to
II

promote change and mobilizing his peers to take action: ""Being able to get your

people organized. and together is an important trait to changing anything you
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want to change." This student was unique for targeting the need to organize
colleCtively as a strategy for change as most service-leaming students focused on

individual actions that resulted typically in service activities to help another

r

person or to contribute to their community. Given Ms. s definition of good
citizenship, it is not surprising that students such as the self-proclaimed
II

organizer" and illlrevolutionary" were enrolled in her class.

l"'pliaJlions
The diversity of student reasoning for active dtizenship suggests that
service-leaming experiences provided opportunities to foster different types of

models of good dtizenship including attitudes, motivations and behaviors. The

range of definitions of good dtizenship provided by teachers also indicates that
teachers playa critical role in shaping service-Ieaming experiences and intended
goals for students. While this observation appears obvious to state, this aspect of
service-leaming implementation deserves further study (Battistoni, email

•

communication, 10/24/02; Ammonetal., 2002).

The classroom that implicitly taught a Partidpatory Model of good
dtizenship represents an example of the potential mismatch in the ways that

teachers purported to teach dtizenship (and other goals) through service
learning, and the ways that service-learning was actually implemented in
classrooms. This was the case across many of the classrooms in the sample and
suggested that further study and resources should support teachers to strengthen
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their goals and deepen their practice of service-leaming to achieve desired
outcomes (Ammon et aI., 20(2).
Although limitations in the data do not allow me to examine this next

point extensively, I noticed in the data analysis that Westheimer and Kahne's
models of dtizenship conflate types of motivation with types of partidpation.

For example, in the Personally Responsible Otizen model, the motivation to be
responsible and take care of oneself as well as to help others is linked to

individual actions such as volunteering. The Justice-Oriented Otizen presumes a
motivation to work for justice through collective strategies. I propose, however,
that distinguishing types of motivations to act from levels of participation would
be useful in future research because there appeared to be a range of options for
both dimensions.

For example, Batson, Ahmad and Tsang (2002) have examined at least
four different types of motivation for why individuals should II act for the
common good": 1) egoism (to increase one's own welfare), 2) altruism (to
increase the welfare of one or more other individuals, 3) collectivism (to increase

the welfare of a group or collective) and 4) principalism (to uphold some moral

principle, e.g. justice) (po 434). These categories closely matched distinctions
among reasoning exhibited by students and teachers.
In addition to differences in motivations of individuals to participate, I

also found evidence of different levels of participation. This second dimension
ranges from no participation {not doing anything to harm or help the
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community)1 to individual actions (one-to-one helping behaviors) to IfOUP
mobilization (collective strategies) for civic participation or political participation

(to work within the "system- to influence governmental or political processes).
Figure 6-5 depicts how citizenship behavior can be arranged along these two
dimensions: 1) Types of Motivation and 2) Degrees of Participation.

Figure 6-9 lDteractioa of Types of MotivatiOllS with Levels of Partidpation

Overalll most service-leaming teachers implicitly or explicitly taught

aspects of the Personally Responsible Otizen to develop helpful individuals or
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caring community contributon through direct servk:e experiences. In short,
service-leaming appeared to foster a model of citizenship that encouraged active
participation in local communities, a role consistent with theorists and
commentators seeking a

mote civic republican or communitarian model of

citizenship (e.g. Barber, 1992; Bellah et aL, 1985; Etzioni, 1998). This emphasis on
community contributor and relation to others may help to increase forms of

soc:ia1 capital (e.g. Putnam- 2000) and may address the shortcomings of our

Uberal dem.ocracy that focus on individualism to an unhealthy extreme (e.g.
Bellah et aL, 1985).

In contrast to studies of student!( understanding of citizenship as
"narro~,

"passive" and "rights-oriented" (e.g. Conover and Searing, 2000;

Ferguson, 1991; Gonzales et al., 2001), service-learning experiences appear to
foster greater appreciation of active citizenship. This finding is promising for
those concemed with youth civic disengagement and for advocates of service

learning.
However, the observation that most service-leaming teachers focused on
the Personally Responsible Citizen model, especially the helping aspect of service

to the virtual exclusion of more systemic civic or political strategies to address
needs in the community supports the findings &om the earUer chapter on
teachers' language: they tended to avoid poUtical connotations of citizenship,

using other essentially non-political phrases such as good person", good
1#

N
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communitr contribu~ or "'human being-'. In short, most teachers shied away

&om discussions of power, which is what politics is about
Thus, if the most basic concept of citizenship is membership in a political
communitr, I suggest that based on the review of the models of citizenship
illustrated in this chapter, it appeared that teachers did an admirable job of

preparing students to be members of a communitr. Given critiques of liberal
democracy (e.g. Bellah et aL, 1985; Etzioni, 1998; Putnam, 2000; Sandel, 1998) that
suggest a greater need for caring and community in our individualistic society,
this is significant contribution to our understanding of democracy and an
improvement of citizenship education strategies in public schools. The

Personally Responsible Otizen as Community Contributor model began to
address concerns for collective benefit that moved students along the pathway
from primarily focused on individual interests to increased concern about a
larger community.
Evidence of attention to the political dimensions of citizenship, however,

•

was limited. as students in most service-learning classrooms were not exposed to
strategies other than direct service to address community needs. As discussed in
the previOUS chapter, even the least controversial element of political
participation - voting - was not addressed extensively in most service-learning
classrooms. As a result, students' view of citizenship as membership in a
political community was not extensively addressed. The next and final chapter
suggests implications of this finding.
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Chapter Seven

CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS
The goal of this dissertation study was to examine the promise and

potential limits of service-leaming as a strategy to teach citizenship in public
schools. This concluding chapter summarizes the story of this dissertatio~
provides a range of suggested expIanatiom for the findings and offers
implications for research, policy and practice.

Sumrruuy of Findings
(1) There was a virtaalsilence of "citizeD.ship· diacussioDS ill most
service-learning classrooms: While service-learning is generally touted as a
strategy to promote II citizenship" I the language of what it meant to be a good
citizen was conspicuously missing from most service-Ieaming experiences in this
study, even as students were directly engaged in acts of service that may be
viewed as acts of II good citizens-.
(2) Multiple models of citizenship are taught ill public schools that
create a context for serrice-leami:ras as citizenship education: Other models of
citizenship currently taught in public schools focus on legal status, good
behavior and voting, creating a context for service-learning as citizenship
education. Even students engaged in an inherently active model of citizenship

through service-leaming found these models to be compelling to their
understanding of what it meant to be a good citizen. If citizenship education is a
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goal of service-learning, this finding suggests the need for students and teachers
to dialogue about and address the multiple models of citizenship taught in
public schools.

(3) Serrice-leam:iag appeared to foeler the "'head and soal" dimensiOlll
of citizealbip: Service.leaming experiences appeared to teach an active model of
citizenship that emphasized the virtues of ~ responsibility and caring for
others - the "'heart and souln of citizenship. This model contributes to
citizenship education in most public schools that typically rely on models of
citizenship as legal status, and the models of good citizens as ruIe-abiding
individuals or voters.

(4) Most service-learning experiences in this study, however, were
limited in exposillg students to their roles as citizens in a political community:
A few teachers managed to connect their service-leaming projects and classroom
activities to discussions about political and sodal change." Most service
Ii

leaming experiences, however, did not bridge the direct service activities with

•

strategies relevant to participation in larger civic and political processes. As a

result, few students leamed about the role of citizens as advocates, as organizers
to address social issues or as voters who seek to influence larger state or national
policies as part of collective self-governance. Thus, I challenge the assumption
.in the service-learning field as laid out by Kie1smeier (2002) and others that
participation in service.leaming activities automatically increases youth interest
in future political participation.
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In SUI1\. if citizenship is essentially defined as membership in • politiall

anamunity, service-learning experiences promoted many important aspects of
membership with concem for individual and community respons1'bility. Service.
learning experiences appeared to have value in that they broadened students'

understanding of citizenship beyond the traditional concepts of legal status or
following rules, and broadened. their conceptions from formal to informal roles
similar to community civics taught during the Progressive Era (Reuben, 1997).
Discussion of what it meant to be part of a political community, however,
was very limited. Very few teachers in this study explicitly discussed with their

students how civic, political and sodal change could address the issues and

needs that caused students to provide community service in the first place. Even
the least controversial element of political participation - voting - was not
addressed extensively in most service-learning experiences. Not surprisingly,
when asked about their definition ofa good citizen, most students focused on the
importance of direct actions to "make things better." Thus, the implicit models
of citizenship taught through service-learning tended to be apolitical in focus,
moralistic in nature and individualistic (not collectivist or group-oriented) in

strategy.
This phenomenon of students highly engaged as community members but
mostly disengaged as members within a political community has not gone
unnoticed. The disconnect occurring within 1<-12 service-leaming classrooms
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may be contributing to what Galston has described the IIcivic detachmenrr of
youth who are voting in lower proportions than earlier generations and are

much less interested in keeping up with politics. It appears that youth are
increasingly interested in volunteering as an altemative to politics that are

viewed as N corrupt, untrustworthy and unrelated to their deeper ideals"
(~

2OO1b, p. 2).

Other survey findings also suggest increasing interest in volunteerism and

decreasing interest in political participation among youth (Galston, 2OO1b;
Gibson, 2001; National Association of Secretaries of State, 1999; Sax, 20(0).
Although the increased interest in volunteerism may be partially explained by
functional reasons such as fuJfjJJjng high school graduation service requirements
or enhancing college applications, the picture of youth civic engagement is not all
dim, even as the U service-politics split" may suggest that youth may be

substituting volunteerism for political participation (Sax, 2000; Walker, 20(0).
I do not claim that the nature of service-learning at the K·121eve1
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described in this dissertation explains this phenomenon. Other measures of
political disengagement, including low voter participation, appear to affect all
age groups (Keeter, 2002; Sax, 2(00). But the apolitical nature of service-leaming
activities in K-12 institutions may contribute to political disengagement among
youth and this possibility should be studied further.
Arguably, it may not be problematic that youth are more apt to volunteer

than to vote. Volunteer service could be argued as a significant form of civic
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engagement because voting is not the only significant measure of a civic-minded
and engaged populace (Eyler and GUes, 1999). Also, the predilection of youth to

spend their time volunteering - which gives them immediate rewards - is logical
espedally given the minimum voting age that limits formal youth political
participation. As observed by this high school student NI could be a good citizen

by trying my best to work in my school to help my school and help my
community and that would make me a good citizen even though I'm a minor"
(Student #31).

In addition, volunteering instead of voting is within these students' rights
in a liberal democracy that offers individuals the ultimate choice in how
intensively they choose to participate in self-governance through political

activity. A middle school teacher also pointed out the disaffection that youth
may feel about the voting process, suggesting that the connection between
service and voting was "not a particularly valid point of view":
What fm finding is that the more kids know more about how their
government is run, the less interested they are in voting. It's really
sad. That's what I see at this grade level. They feel an increased
sense of powerlessness, espedaJly with some of these propositions
that have passed and then declared unconstitutional. So even
when their vote does count, it doesn't... l mean, they're old enough
to undentand but not old enough to overcome the sense of futility
that they feel. (Ms. D).
This teacher suggests the importance of fostering an appreciation of
voting as part of the democratic process. To extend this point further, others
have suggested the need to teach II democ:::rac:y appreciation" (Hibbing and
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Rosenthal, 20(2). Beyond simply teaching the institutions of government or
exhorting students to perform service, civic educators should teach students an
appreciation of the function of a reptesentative democracy that assumes a
divemity of opinions and interests, a legislative process that involves conflict and
compromise, and fundamentally, a political process that holds leaders and their
accountable through voting (Hibbing and Rosenthal, 2(02).
Thus, while youth participation in civic activities is promising, if
connections to the minimum level of political participation through voting are
lost, then arguably the act of citizenship as self-governance is lost. Without
explicit attention to these concepts, the service-learning field runs a high risk of
aeating youth with impoverished conceptions of citizenship, as expressed by
Westheimer and I<ahne (2002):
Critics note that the emphasis placed on individual character and
behavior obscures the need for collective and often public sector
initiatives; that this emphasis distracts attention from analysis of the
causes of social problems and from systemic solutions; that
volunteerism and kindness are put forward as ways of avoiding
politics and policy. (p. 9).

Potential Ezpllmations "IJrIJt Deserve Further Study
There are many constraints wittrln a school environment that may explain

teachers' reluctance (conscious or unconscious) to expose students to other forms
of civic and political participation beyond direct service, and that deserve further
study. These include:
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• Educators' aversion to conflict and controversy, fear of accusations of
"indoctrination'" and the traditional division of church and state that lead
to avoidance of many forms of political education in many schools (Delli

Carpini and Keeler, 1996; Niemi and J~ 1998);
•

Ideological resistance in schools to promote or develop students' civic
identities as suggested by Oakes and her colleagues (2000) in their study
of educational reforms:

At every tum, educators seeking to blend moral and civic
change with high achievement encounter obstacles in the
form of deeply lodged ideological preferences for schooling
that favors private interests, competition, and individual
gain. (p. 68);
•

Current educational reform strategies such as standardized testing
that leave little time or energy for teachers to engage in relatively
time-intensive strategies to engage student interests, to promote
deep leaming beyond what is tested and, ultimately, to renew the
democratic purposes of education (McNeil, 2000; Noddings, 1999);
or,

•

Overall lack of awareness by teachers who view service-learning as
a means of teaching political participation or addressing the lack of
knowledge about government policies or causes of social problems.

As succinctly stated by a service-learning teacher, it makes sense
U

that teachers wouldn't question policies or bring in the government
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through their service-leaming project if they do not see the service
1eaming as a form. of social change" (Mr. M).

Although teachers did not mention the restrictions placed on public
funding, they represent another set of constraints on teaching political

dbnensions of citizenship (Battistoni, 2(02) as articulated by the legal counsel of
the Corporation for National and Community Service (CNCS), the federal agency
responsible for the majority of funding for K..12 service-leaming. A memo sent
out to CNCS-funded programs specifically discouraged them from supporting
"1) any efforts designed. to influence legislation or 2) partisan activities." More
tellingly, the memo extends beyond legal restrictions to discourage the
perception of political activity: it is very important that [Corporation for
1#

National and Community Service programs] avoid even a perception that
National and Community Service participants are engaging in political
activities" (I'rinity, 20(2).

•

So although this constraint was not clearly evidenced in teacher

interviews, it deserves further exploration as a potential constraint for political
dimensions of citizenship education in public schools. I now tum to other
implications of this study's findings for research, policy and practice.

lmplialtions for Future Resttlrch
Data and findings from this study suggest many implications for further
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zeseaJcll. For example, the models within Westheimer and Kahne's &amework
(induding the proposed new category of Personally Responsible Otizen as
Community Contributor) and. clearer distinctions among motivations and levels
of participation could form the basis of a 1arge-scale study to explore if certain
citizenship models foster specific civic outcomes of seJVice..leaming (Westheimer
and Kahne, 20(2).
Theoretically, it would be helpful to approach citizenship education from
a developmental pexspecti.ve. Although this study collected data &om a wide .
age range of students, other frameworks such as identity development (Youniss
and Yates, 1997), moral development (Killen and Hom, in press) and youth
development (Flanagan, in press) would help to clarify expectations and
practices of service-Ieaming in fostering youth civic development In particular,

the potential of service-learning to foster an ethic of care in relation to students'
understanding of citizenship would contribute to both moral and political

theoretical discourse as well as deepen the practice of service-leaming in public
schools.
Also, teachers and classrooms are clearly not the only civic educator of
youth. A sociO<UlturaI framework would continue to widen attention to a
broader scope of factors that shape students' civic identities including attention
to the age, gender, race, class and life experiences of students (Rubin. in press).

In short, examination of influences beyond school would help to illuminate how
students construct their understanding of citizenship and citizen participation.
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There is also a very strong need for longitudinal studies that extend
beyond seH..reported attitudes, and that document future civic or political
behaviors (e.g. voting, other electoral and non-e1ectoral activities, volunteering,
etc.) to assess the impact of service-leaming experiences on adult civic and

political participation.
Finally, if citizenship education is a goal of public educatio~ it is crucial to

examine how teachers in public schools can foster the political dimensions of
citizenship. Careful examination of constraints and opportunities with the public
school environment is necessary to enable youth to become full participants in a
political community. Drawing from experienced teachers who successfully

framed service-learning in the context of larger civic and political processes, it
would also be useful to explore the transition between direct service experiences
and political participatio~ to encompass the full definition of citizenship as
membership in a political community.

lmpliaztions for Policy
I

Based on the findings and implications suggested in this study, the most
significant implication for policymakers is that citizenship outcomes of service
leaming policies or mandates cannot be assumed. Since service-learning
experiences are expected to foster many types of outcomes (including personal,
social, academic and civic development), diverse teacher goals and project
practices suggest that if policymakers have certain outcomes that they wish to
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evaluate and support, professional development of teachers should be a critical
dimension of policy implementation.
Also, if poIicymakers wish to foster active participatory citizenship in

students, they need to examine some of the legal or policy issues that restrict
political education in schools. For example, they should allay concerns about the
possibility of indoctrination - which often is perceived as favoring '"'liberal'F
causes - and argue for the need to teach students how to participate at any level
of political citizenship involvement around any set of issues, liberal or
conservative. The point is not to indoctrinate students into a specific political
agenda but to expose students to strategies on how to participate in the civic and
political systems.

Implialtions for Practice
If citizenship education is a goal of service--Iearning, educators should give
more explicit attention to the concept and give students opportunity to dialogue
and engage in multiple perspectives and models of citizenship. Opportunities
for such discourse appeared in few classrooms in this study. Without such

opportunities, students (and teachers) may not make the connection between
service-learning and citizenship.
As suggested by the few teachers who clearly and consistently articulated

their goals for service-leaming to their students, the ways that teachers frame

service--learning can be valuable in fostering desirable outcomes. Teacher
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intentionality of goals and their selection of service and classroom learning

activities "brings back the important:e of the teacher's role in civic education" (R.
Battistoni, email communicati~October.24.20(2).This is in contrast to current

educational refomas that attempt to "teacher-proof' the classroom and suggests

the need for continued professional development to assist teachers in articulating
their goals for service-Ieaming and connecting them to service-leaming projects
that are consistent with those goals. This is especially important given the many
potential outcomes of service-Ieaming. If civic goals are desired, then intentional

goals and practices should be in place to foster those outcomes.
Similarly, there continues to be a clear need to examine Mwhat kind of
citizen" is to be fostered through service-learning experiences, as there are
several models of citizenship that may be nurtured (Westheimer and KaMe,

20(2). It is also important to recognize other models of citizenship taught in
public schools that also influence students' understanding of citizenship. Thus
students and teachers should engage in discourse about different models of what

•

it means to be a good ci~ rather than assuming there is consensus as to the
definition. In particular, if the intent is to develop the full model of citizenship as
membership in a political community, educators and students should spend
more attention and time bridging the direct service experiences with those in
civic and political processes to address community needs and issues.
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Closing
This study was intended to illuminate the potential promise and limits of
service-leaming as citizerlship education. At this time, I wish to appreciate the
work of the teachers involved in this study. These teachers should be
commended for their desire to foster students' personaL social and civic
development through service-leaming since such projects go beyond the norm of
what is typically expected of teachers. We as a society need to nurture and
support such caring, competent teachers in public schools.
In addition, according to institutional theory, schools alone should not be
critiqued for the environment in which they exist because they must reflect the
priorities of their environment in order to maintain their legitimacy. Thus,
ultimately, the findings may be more of a critique of our state of democracy.
Ultimately, apolitical pragmatism appears to be prevalent and there is little
attention paid to fully preparing citizens- who are aware, skilled and motivated
II

to participate in various forms of civic and political action.. The key question is: if

this preparation does not happen in public education, where does it happen?

Putnam (2000) has faith youth participation in service bodes well for
future political participation.. Current attitudes of youth that may favor direct
service in place of political participation, however, should be followed carefully
in future years as there are serious consequences if political disengagement
continues. In many ways, the disengagement of youth as voters is already being
felt Political campaigns and candidates pay less attention to issues that matter
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to younger voters and target fewer resources to get out the youth. vote, creating a
III

downward spiral- of youth political disengagement (Goldstein &t Morin, 2002).
What I find hopeful about this study is that service-leaming experiences

provided. opportunities for teachers and students to engage in dialogues and.
practices that can foster an ethic of care and active participation to help other

individuals or the larger community, as advocated by feminists and
communitarians concerned. with citizenship. These aspects of service-learning
should be further explored and deepened..

In particular, the work of teachers who connected. their service-learning
projects to larger civic and political processes provides the greatest promise that
service-learning experiences teach the fullest definition of citizenship as
membership in a political community. Then service-learning advocates may
begin to fulfill the vision of John W. Gardner, an inspiring ~ teacher and

citizen-leader who passed away in March, 2002:
UStudents are given very little reason to believe that they have any
responsibility to the group...Almost any kind of student public
service would help to right this imbalance. It might be service that
emphasizes our responsibility to the less fortunate, or to the
planetary environment we leave to our grandchil~ or any
number of other things. But there's one area that has unmistakable
salience for the accomplishment of group purpose and that is the
political process. All of our other purposes will be better served if
we acquaint students with their civic responsibilities, if we give
them some firsthand experience with the exasperating world in
which equally worthy people want mutually incompatible things,
and the political process comes into play.Oohn W. Gardner, Stanford UniVersity, October 18-19, 1990)
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APPENDIX A:
SEltVlCE-LEARNlNG STUDENT INTERVIEW
Hi, fm working with the state and your school district to team more about how
students think and feel about doing projects like (insert service project rumre). We
are interested in making service-leaming work better for students, so we want
your honest opinions about this project and we want to hear suggestions on how
to make such projects work better. There are no right or wrong answers, since all
we want to know is what you think.

HisIpJy aacllmplemeatation of CI;us Project
a) Idmtifying the Acttoify: My guess is that students in your class did a number
of dilferent activities this year that were related to (NAME THE PRO]ECf).

• What ldads of thinp did your clau do for this project?
• Did everyone do the same thing? If not, what did you do?
• Did you get to choose? If yes, why did you choose that?
• Did you work by yourself or in a group?
b) Teacher RlItionIIle:

• Whea yoar teacher fint started talking about the project, what did
r/he say about why you. might want to do the project? (social issue,
seroice, application ojlaurwledge)
c) Student Motit1tJtitm:

• After the clasa talked about the project, did you want to do it? Why or
why not?
• (Any other reasons you either wanted to do the project or weren't so
sure about doing? )

(furtlnot fun, more inleresting IhIm allerrultive., done before, others doing it)

au.
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• DidItad.eaIs have a chance to ...... a project 01' chaoae amoag a
Il1IDIber of pouible projects, or help plm haw to cIo it! (If yes; What
did you suggest to do? )
• Did. yoar teacher 01' aayoae .... show you what to d.o or haw to do the
project?
(If yes, -far elllbarrltion: What? Was this useful for you?)
• Did you feel like you knew pretty much what you were doing when you
started the project?

e) RejIectitm:
• Did. you ever talk or write aboat how you felt about the proje¢ or
what you leunecl &om doiDg the project? What did you do? How
often?
• Did you talk about the project with people outside of your class?
(family, other strulmts or friends)
f) Celebration:
• Has your clau had. a cbance to share what you've been doing with

other people?
('IIUIIIe poster, pmerated .t schoolllSSefllbly, newsletter, social celelmJtion
w/amnnunity)

Student Outcomes

a) 00mIll EvrUlllltion:
• What wu your favorite part of tb.iI project? Wby? (helping people, ru!eds
assessment, teaching others, prepantion, worIctng in community, subject
"",tter leamin~ rejIection, groups)
• Was there something you didn't like about doing the project? What was
it? Why didn't you like this?

• What cIo you tbiD.k could be c1ane to make the project work better7
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II) MotiwtiDn to Learn and Subject MIItter Uraning

• What wu the moat iDterestiDg tbiag yOlileamecl by doiDg this
project?
~Probe

for subject "",tter appreciIltion, if not mentioned)

• Do you feel that you know more about (SUBJECI'), or learned more
about how to (SPEOFIC SKILL) because of this project? (Decide Oft
skill to query ahetul of time)
• Did working on this project make you like SUBjEcr or this class or
school more or less? In what ways?
c) PersmIIIl SIciUs

• What diel you lam about yoaneJf doing this project?
• What diel you learn about other people working on this project?
(peers, tetu:her, community, younger kids)
• Was this project different from other group projects you have done in
school?
(If yes: How was it different?)
• Did you have any problems doing the project? (If yes: What? Did you
talk about this problem in class or get advice on how to handle this?)
d) Civic ~sibility

• Do you feel that you • your clau made a difference to others through
your project? If YES: In what ways did you made a difference? If
NO: Why not?

• If you had a chance to do the project again, either on your own or with a
class, do you think that you COULD do it pretty easily? Why or why
not?
• WOULD you want to do a project like this again?
e) Present SERVICE-LEARNING SCENARIO
Now we wrmt to know wIrIIt you think about other seroice-leaming projects

IhIIt classes might choose to do.
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• Which project do you tbiak they IhoaIcl do? WIly? Why not the
others?

• Do you. thiak that ALL ltacleDlBlhoaJd help their IChooIJ
ne;pbarhoocVdty? WIlY or why Dot? Did doing this project make
you think it was more or less important for students to contribute like
this? Why?

• Where diet yoaleam to tbiak this way? (J1'I'Ol1e for source of their
1aamirag:frora ptlSt seroice uperieru:es, .frrnn pgmzts, frrnn church. from

peers, etc.)

Now were going to talk about the meaning of "citizenship." Lots of people
think students should do projects like yours so they can learn about citizenship.
But people don't always agree about what "citizenship" means. So were asking
what students think. Remember, were interested in your ideas, so don't worry
about what othe!s might say.
Il) Prtserat GOOD CmZEN SCENARIO

• Who do you. agree with IIlOtIt? Or do you have a different idea of
what it means to be a "pod dtizeDr
• WHY do you thiDk that idea is best? What about the other ones? What
do you think is wrong with those?

• Have you. changed your mind aboat how Yo8 can be a "pod dtizen"
becaaae of the project you dicl. or have your iclaa stayed the NlDe?
(If yes: How have your ideas about good citizenship changed?)
c) Other lraftmrultiora about Citizenship ira School:

• Has your teacher tallced about "citizenship" or ,. good citizenship" in
your class? What subject were you talking about when this word came
up?

• Are there any other ways or times you've heard the word "citizen" or
"citizenship" in school? (citizenship grade, citizmship IItl1tl1'd, te%tbook,
other Icids)
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• Are you .&om around here? How about your puents? (probe for fDherr
the student tmd their ,tlmlls arefrom, prmnding rtIfiDruJIe for infornultitm if
rreasstny)

aosinc
Thank you so much for talking with me. Your ideas and feedback will help us
improve service-leaming experiences for students and for teachers.
Do you have any questions for me?

•
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APPENDIXB:
COMPARISON STlJDENT INTERVIEW PRarocoL

fa I'm working with your school to leam more about how students think and
feel about diHerent Idnds of school activities. There are no right or wrong
answers, since we just want to know what you think.
Previoas Egedeace with Service
•

Before we talk about school, r d like to know about things you have
done outside of school. Have you ever done a project that helps out
people or groups in your neighborhood or city? (like through your
chmdt, Scouts, families, other groups)? Ifyes, what do you. do? How

long Mr1e you. bma dohag it? How did you get involved in it?
•

Now in you class this year, have you done any projeds that help
somebody outside of your classroom either in your school, your
neighborhood or the city?

•

Have you done any projects in school where you got to leave the
classroom or gone on any field hips? If yes, what did you do?

Thins. about ServiS!
Now we want to know what you think about some projects that kids like you
might choose to do to help others. I'd like to read some examples of projects
other students have done and ask: to choose the one that you think: would be
the best one to do.

Present SER VlCE-LEARNING SCENARIO
• Which project do you think they should do? Why? Why not the others?
• Do you think that ALL students should help their school/
neighborhood/ city? WHY or why not?
IF YES: Where did you leam to think: this way? (probe for source of
their It!tmrirag: frrmI. past servia aperierrces, from pGmIts, frrmI. church,

from peers, etc.)

02000 MIry Sue A.......,...lJmurtIetU 0Ii. Valtrie Sorgm. El1m Mi4tlaglt, IIIItI AJIdy fflrco;
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Lammi aboat Citizelllbir
Now we're going to talk about the meaning of "citizenship." Lots of people
think students should do projects that help others so they can learn about
citizenship. But people don't always agree about what "citizenship" means.
So we're asking what students think. Remember, we're interested in your
ideas, so don't worry about what others might say.

Present GOOD CrnZEN SCENARIO
• Who do you agree with most? Or do you have a different idea of
what it meaD8 to be a -good citizen?
• WHY do you think that idea is best? What about the other ones?
What do you think. is wrong with those?

b) Other Infrmnatitm about Citizenship in School:
• Has your teacher ever talked about "citizenship" or II good dtizenship"
in your class? What subject were you talking about when this word
came up?

• Are there any other ways or times you've heard the word "citizen" or
"citizenship II in school? (citizenship grade, citizenship award, te%tbook,
otherldds)
c) Ftmrily Background Information

• Are you from around here? How about your parents? (probe for where
the student and their parents ttre from, providing 1TItionIllefor infomu1.ticm if

neassl1.TY)

aosins
Thank you so much for talking with me. Your ideas and feedback will help us
improve service-leaming experiences for students and for teachers.
Do you have any questions for me?
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APPENDIXC:
GOOD UIUENSIDP INTERVIEW SCENARIO

Some students, Bm, Chris, and Martba, were talldng
about what it means to be a good citizen.

Bm said tlaat growa-ups who vote and
don't break laws are good citizeDs.

Chds said that a good citizen is
someolle who was bol'll ill this
C01lll.try, 01' Ilas passed a test for

ciUzeDSldp.

Mutha said that a good citizen is anyone

(even a y01Ulg penon) who tries to make
the school 01' neighborhood better.

Who do you agree with most? Or do you have a diHerent idea
about what it means to be a "good dtizen"?
Why do you think that idea is better than the other ones?
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APPENDIXD:
STUDENT CIVIC RESPONSDILrrY SURVEY

DEVELOPED BY TIlE
SER.VICE-LEARNlNG RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER,
t.JNIVERSlTY OF CALIFO~ BERKELEY

1M

lD NUIIIber.

----- - -------

-

 --

STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE (POST)
INSTRUCI10NS

Yau 8IIS'MI'ed some qucstioas a few IIlOIItbs .., about stucIeIds belp. . their
flmilies, schools, ad commUDities. We wouJcllike to bow how you feel today
about tbcIe SlIM questions. Plase remember that the questions have DO risbt or
wrona answers.. Some studena think or feel one way, and others think or feel
anodlcI' way. We want to know what)'Oll tbiDk aDd how )'OfI feel.
Please try to answer all of the questions. (fyou are not completely sure about how to
answer a question, mark the answer that seems to be the closest to What you think.
Please mark only one answer for each question.
Date:

VourTeaclller: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

V..r Grade:

V..r Class (lib ....tII".r flE",..II"): _ _ _ _ __

V..rGeader: 0 Male

OFemaie

V..r Edulicity [OPTIONAL]:

o

FdipinolFUipino American

ImeriellS! witIa s.nice

n. V...,

Please eM«1111 thlll apply

o

HispanidLaIiDo

o

Pacific Isl8llder

o
o

White (DOl ofHisplnic orilin)
0Ibcr (please specify):

Bow . .. , . .n ., senIce cUd , .. perf. . . . . part" ,OIIr servlce-learailll .. tllil daII'! _
Did , •• do . ., edIer Ienice projeds til yo",aM til. ,ear'!

o

Yes

0 No

[f •.,...,•.• what did you do? (For example, • project undertaken by the whole school like
n:c:ycling. a school ,lub project, a leadership class project, or a service project in anochcr
class)

.15

eyes C No
If ")lIS. .. with whom c6d )'OU. wort? (For CXIIIIpIe,. ,our &icads. )'0lIl' family. your
~ or gmup like die YMCA or Scours. etc.).

Here is a IIOUP ofstatements. Please show whether you "Disap:e a lot,...
a little,... or "
a little,'" "A
a lot" with each of the statements.

"

.

.......
...

81 .....

.......

.

AInt· Acne·
IitIIe

1.

I dUnk all students should leam about
problems in their neighborhood or city.

0

0

0

0

2.

When I am in a group, I feel comfortable
saying what I think.

0

0

0

0

3.

I think people sbouId work out their
problems by themselves rather than getting
help from others.

0

0

0

0

4.

I think cities should take care of people
who can't take care ofthemselves.

0

0

0

0

S.

I would rather spend time on my own
activities than help someone else learn
something.

0

0

0

0

6.

It's hard for people my age to do anything
about problems in their neighborhood or
city.

0

0

0

0

7.

I am interested in what others have to say.

0

0

0

0

8.

I don't worry too much when I can't finish
ajob I promised to do.

0

0

0

0

9.

It's not important for all students to help
out their school or community.

0

0

0

0
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• ns-

........

Asaw •

.......

....

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

12. I think you should help people in general,
DOt just people you know weD.

0

0

0

0

13. I usually let others in a group do most of
the work.

0

0

0

0

......
1M

to.

I am iDterestccl in doiDa somedliJI& about
problems in my school or neiahborhood.

11. I think that oaIy people who likc
vollBlteering should
aad in their city.

,et

1M

involved at school

Sometimes dUngs you do tum out weD and sometimes they don't Mark the box that
ou are that these • will work out weD for ou in the end

shows bow

B."
.1Ift tin YO" tltlll tltillp will
1IIWi• .,. ill "" _4 ___
14. you have to figure out something by

Nee.
aU ..n

A Dale
bit.....

,.....,
.....

Very
..n

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

yourself?
IS. you aane to help someone out?

16.

things start out badly?

17. you have to do an activity for the first time?
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Pleasc show bow..f8g you do each oftile following. Check tile box tbat says how
often. each thing happcDs: not very often, some of tile time, a lot ofabe time, or
almost all the time.

....

Natftl)'

...

... "......

die ....

die .....

AIIMIt
• die

.....

18.

I share things with others.

0

0

0

0

19.

I help people who are picked OD.

0

0

0

0

20.

I work very well with other students.

0

0

0

0

21.

[ recycle and do Dot litter.

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

22. [ find fair ways to solve problems.
23.

[ cheer up people who are feeling sad.

0

0

0

0

24.

I help others with their schoolwork.

0

0

0

0

2S.

I talk to other students about helping
our school or neighborhood.

0

0

0

0
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. . . .i. . AINMIt Se,..
1'bese quesdons ask about the rasoas that you do certain thiDp. Mark the box
1bat shows how importaat you 1biDk eacb reason is.
• Ifyou 1biDk somedIiDa is DOt a reason at all for you, mart the tint box under

"not a reason."
• Mark the second box ifyou tbiJIk it is a $mtIJl n:&SOD.
• Mark the third box ifyou tbiuk it is a big reason (a very important rason).

WhIt,..

""'10'"

tNI'k ".."- • proj«:l
dar;". . ./ -,.", dM"~'" ci9• .dE
• ",. _ . . . . it'!

....... .......
Net.

A ....

Because I'D get in trouble ifl doa't

C

C

[]

2. Because I think it is good to help others

C

C

C

3. Because the work is interesting to me

C

C

[]

4. Because I waut to get a good grade

C

C

[]

S. Because I waat the teacher to think well ofme

C

C

C

6.

Because I think about how I would feel if I
aeedcd help

c

c

[]

7.

Because my meads are doing it too.

c

c

[]

8.

Because I get to do activities that are fun.

[]

c

[]

1.
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APPENDIXE:
SERVICE-LEARNING TEACHER INTERVIEW
labocIaction aad Orientetioa:
The purpose of this interview is to leam more details about how service-leaming
is implemented in California. We want to understand what motivates teachers to
use servic:e-leaming, how the service projects connect with the academic
curriculum" and what students gain &om their involvement in the community.
Some of these questions may overlap with the teacher survey that you have
completed, but we are hoping that you will elaborate your responses more fully
in this interview.
History aadlmplementation
a) MotiViltion. for using Service-lelmling:
• Why did fOIl cledde to ue aerrice-leamiDg this yar ill yOIII'
teachiDg? Why did you choose this project? (teaching, seruice/socild
issue, or persoruJ/,/prof JIfOtWations, etc.)
b) Student orientation for seruice·letzming:

• How did you present the service project (or set 0/ possibilities or
UktlS) to the stacleats?
c) Description of praject IICtivilies:

• To give III a betler aIldentmding of how service projects are
actuaIlyorpnizecl and implemented, could you describe what
happmed.1ast week (as it lela_ to the project)? (Probefor
pnrplI1IItion, doing service, rejlecting, connecting to clIlsswork, etc.)
Is this the beginning/ middle/end of your project?
Was this a typica1 week? If nol# how was it clifferent?
PhiJoaophy And Definition Of Serrice-Leamiy
II)

Definition. ofSL:
• Service-learning is charaderizecl in clifferent ways by different
people. How woald y!!! characterize service-leaming?
C 2000 MIry Sur A - . ,.",....,.

a.. v. . S'orJn, mn. MiMagll.'" AIIIfJ fflJ'l!O;

Servia!-Leunin& ReIeIIrch and Dnelopment Center, Uniwnity of CaIif'ornU. BerIceiI!y
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• What has shaped. your definition or understanding about service
teaming?
Have you had inservk:es, coaching, etc. put on at the school or by
the district?
b) Sua:ess ill smnce-IaJlrring:
• III wbat ways does yoar project faJfiIl your definition of eerrice
1eamiDg?

• What were lOIDe of the cbaIleaps you faced in designing a project
thatwoalcl faIfiD yoar service-learning pals?

Oesip of the Service-1..eamiPJ Projec!
a)

Stlldmt role ill design of project:
• Ta wbat degree and in what ways were students bivalved in the
selection and/or planDing of the project?

b) Conmamity role in design ofproject:

• What role did the community partner(s) play in developing the
service project?
• How did that partnership evolve (teacher initiated., community
initiated, previous contact. research, ek.)? Are there plans to
continue this partnership?
• What feedback mechanisms and problem-solving strategies have
been developed?
c) Stlldmt Prq1tlration:
• How were students prepared to do their service? Are students
doing what they were originally prepared to do? Explain your
answer.
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d) &lent to whidJ struItrtts 1ft m«ting II rr«d:
• To what extent do you feel the services provided by the students
have met or are meeting a community need?

• What stratepe are you aiDlto eacoarap stadentlto reflect on
their HI'Vice Ktivity? (e.g. ~ ar guided jounud writing, sJfUI1l group
discussUms, preseraIIltUms, etc.)
• Bow often an JOIt-iag them?

j) Et1fIbuJtiorr (KWL's, Andror Tas1cs, CR Surveys)
• To what exteDt and. in whatwa,. did the KWL and Anchor tasks
and the new CRS capture important aspects of. students' leaming?
• Have you tried to link your service-learning activities to
district/state content standards?
• Have you tried scoring the KWL and Anchor tasks? If so, how did
you do this?

Su2J!Ol! for Seryice-lsamia&
a) TetICher supportfor service-Imming:
• Did you work with other teachers on your service-learning project?
• Are other staff or teachers in your school working on different

service-leaming projects?
• Are more teachers or fewer teachers involved in service-learning
this year at your school?
b) TetICher trIl1tlmIeSS ofseruice-leaming:
• To what exlent are all teachers in your achool (or disbid) aware of.
serrice-learaiag?

• What evidence do you have that the level of awareness has
changed? To what do you attribute that change?
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c) AtbrtinistnJtoror pnmt supportfor ~g;
• What kiad of apport (If _y) dicI yaa pi from. acImiDisb:aton or

pareJds for your eervice-leamia& adivities?
• What types of support from. pareDts, -4'01' IIdaooI and district
admi.a.iItratiOD woald help you iJDpnwe the qaaIity of the service-

lemaiag project?

• What particu.lar subject matter knowledge and skills di4'do you
hope that students would Ieam tIuoup the service activity?
(Probe for specific aJtegories.)
• What aspect of eervice-leaming helped teach that particular
knowledge or set of skills?
• What do you think would be good evidence that they made
progress in leaming those concepts or skills? Have you obtained
such evidence?

b) PersotUll/Sodlll Knowledge or SIciUs
• What kiad of penoaaI or lOCial knowledge or skills did you hope
atadents would leam throu&h the service activity?
• What aspect of service-leaming helped teach that parti.cuJ.ar
knowledge or set of skills?
• What do you think would be good evidence that they made
progress in leaming those parti.cuJ.ar knowledge areas or skills?
Have you obtained such evidence?

c) Ciui£ Responsibility
• Did you hope that your studen..' dvic'/sodal responsibility would
be affected by participating in the project?

• If so: III what sense(s) did you hope or expect your sladeD'"
dviqlOCial responsibility woald be affected by partidpating ill
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the project? What knowledge or skills did you hope they would
develop? ( " .far deftrritilm at-d:uic responsibility-)
• What aspect of service-leaming helped teach that particular
knowledge or set of skills?
• What do you think would be good evidence that they made
progress in leaming those particular knowledge areas or skills?
Have you obtained such evidence?
Impact Oil Twhen
a)

Effoct atseruia-lellming on Ietldring:
• How hal beiDg involved ill aerrice-Ieaming affedecl yoar view or

attitades aboat leaching?
• Baa it affectecl yoar enjoyment of teaching?
b)

Seroice-letuning COmptlred to other teaching strategies:
• In yoar opini~ how does service-leaming compare to other
teaching ltI'atepa? (_I"";"g SlltisfllCtitm with serI1i«-leIImmg
lIS

fe_hilag strategy)

Educators and students both have different reasons for choosing different
projects, and sometimes those ideas change on the basis of experience trying out
different projects. (Give service-learning 1CeDaI'io)
a ) Which project would you encourage your class to do? Why?
b) Do you think all students should do service projects like these? Why?
c) In what ways has this year's project changed your thinking about the
selection or design of service-learning projects?
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LwniPlaboat OtizealJdp
Now wtlre going to talk about the meaning of "citizenship." Lots of people
think students should do projects like yours so they can 1eam about citizenship.
But people don't always agree about what "citizenship" means. So we're asking
what students and teachers think.
II) Pmmt

GOOD CITIZEN SCENARIO

• Who clo yoa apee with maet2' Or do you have a different idea of
w..... it meaas to be a -poet dtizeD?"

• WHY cia yoa thiak that idea is belt? What about the other ones?
Why didn't you choose them?
b) Relllting Citizenship to Semice-leaming
• Do you taJk aboat dtizealbip in yoar daes? How have you
clefiaed it for your etadeata?
• What specific knowledge!skills of citizenship have you been trying
to teach students through their service-leaming project?

• Have you seen your stada'" andentaDdiag of dtizensbip chaDge
as a result of being involved in service-leami.ag? In what ways?
How clo yoa know?
c) Other Information IIbout Citizenship in School:

• Are there any other ways or times the word "citizen" or "citizenship"
is talked about in your school? (citizenship grrule, cilizenship tnDtI.Td,
le%tbookr other kids)
• Some educators have asserted that students hear conflicting
messages about what citizenship means. Do you agree or disagtee
? What should be done about this?
Institptioa,ljutioa agd Sutaiaabillt.Y
II) Vision for tire Future:

• What are your p.... for your servi.ce-leami.ag project in the
comiJag year? (m:lised, susttJined, elimi'lltlletl, aptmded?) How Ukely
is it that aerrice-leami.ag wiD be in existeIKe ill your
cIaserocmVechool five yean &om now?
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b) FIICIors IIj}i!t:ting SusIlIi1uIbility atQor &ptmsion

• What f.ton may impad the degree to wldch yaa caD . . .intlia
and. ...... this efftJldl What do y08 see as the lappods for yoar
effort? What facton may cIeIract?
• How could the state, or district, or other organizations support your
efforts to advance service-leaming in K-12education?

This completes the interview. Do you have anything else you'd like to share
about your experience with service-leaming this year? Thank you so much for
your time.
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APPENDIXF:
COMPARISON TEACHER INTEI.VIEW

The purpose of this study is to gather information about how an initiative called
Mservice-leaming'" is being implemented in California. We also want to
interview teachers who are NOT using service-leaming to give us their insights
about why teachers do and do not decide to use service-leaming. Do you have
any questions before we begin?

•

What kinds of teaching methods do you use in your claMl'OOm? Which
methods do you feel are most successful in teaching students in your
school?

•

Are there some teaching methodologies that you have tried and felt were
not successful or were difficult to implement? (project-btzsed l.etlming,graup
wmfc, amstrudivist mefhDdologies, t1Olunl«rs in tire cIIIssroom, etc.)

•

What factors do you consider in deciding whether or not to use a new
instructional strategy?

Goals for Studa..

• Hyou had to prioritize the different goals you have for students, what
would be the two or three most important goals or teaching priorities?
(Probe for goals within the follmoing an!rIS if not mentioned: aaulemic, socUIl,
persotUIl, VOCtJIiDruIl, etc.)
Views Oft Service-LeamiJ!&
•

Have you heard of service-leaming? YIN

llyes,
•

What is your understanding of what service-learning involves? What are
its crucial components &om your perspective?
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• In your opinion, how does service-Ieaming compare to other teaching
strategies, including ones that you use?
•

Do you know of other teachers at this school or in this district who use
service-leaming? Can you tell me about the kinds of projects they have
done? Have you heard about some of the benefits or challenges they have
faced in doing service leaming?

•

Is there support or pressure at your school &om administrators, parents,
or other teachers to engage in service-learrdng?

•

Have you had an opportunity to try service-learning? If yes, what are

some of the reasons that led you to choose not to do service-learning this
year?

11110,
•

Have you ever heard of other similar leaclUng strategies such as project
based learning, community service, or discovery learning?

•

Have you tried using any of these methods in teaching? If yes, please tell
me more about what you did. What were your goals in using this
approach? How successful were you in accomplishing those goals?

Leaminc about Citizeasbip
One of the reasons wftre talking to teachers and to students is that historically,
schools were responsible for teaclUng students about citizenship, and one of the
ways that some teachers are teaching about U citizenship" is through service
teaming. But people don't always agree about what "citizenship" means. So
we're asking what students and teachers think.
a) Pment GOOD CmZEN SCE.NARIO

•

Who do you agree with mOlt? Or do you have a differeat idea of what it
means to be a -good citizea?

•

WHY do you think that idea is belt? What about the other ones? Why
didn't you choose them?

b) Relating Qtizenship to Service-learning
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• Do you. talk about dtizenship in your class? How have you defined
it for your students?
c) Other Information about Qtizenship in School:
• Are there any other ways or times the word "citizen" or "citizenship"
is ta1ked about in your school? (citizenship grade, citizenship
award, textbook, other kids)
• How important is it for you to teach about citizenship in your class?
That's it. Thank you so much for your time. Do you have anything else you'd
like to add?
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